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Must We Da wdle .Along All Winter on a One Day Job
This question is put to you business men of Albu-- j
querque in all seriousness. Having been at work on the
hotel project constantly, for six weeks, I have a right to
ask it, because its success means as much to you as it
means to me.
A total of $315,000 has been subscribed.
Only
$35,000 is needed to finish the fund. Raising the sub
scription has been a slow and painful process not be
cause people have not wanted to subscribe;, but because
we have never been able to get enough men, at any one
tune, to see any considerable number of people quickly.
Monday twenty business men rallied to the support
of the faithful few who have stayed with me on this job
every day since it started. The resul.t was a $20,000 day.
Tuesday only two out of the twenty came back. The
n
result was a flat
yesterday.
One of, the faithful few said to me last night:
"When big business men who have thousands to my
pennies refuse to work more than one day on this job
fall-dow-

j
!

for Albuquerque, why should I wear out my shoes on it?"
at could I say to that man? What would' YOU
have said to him?
I ask you men who have helped build Albuquerque,
and who know our need for more energetic, building
effort right now Is'nt it worth one more day of your
time to finish this hotel project?
Don't tell me you re busy. I know it. So am I. So
is everybody who is worth a cuss. It's easy to be. busy,
It's hard to leave the routine, comfort and convenience to
go out after money. That what I ask you to do. Give to
day, Wednesday, Jan. 11 to completing the hotel project.
Please don't phone to tell me that I'm a good fellow
to stay on the job and that you admire my persistence,
etc. That is pleasant conversation and I like it, but i;
gets no signatures on the dotted line, and hotel stocl,
subscriptions are ready and waiting to be secured.
Here is the proposition: We need 100 responsible
men and v
en who will sign subscriptions of $35C

each, payable without Interest, when the hotel huildinir
Ninety per cent of this hotel fund "has been sub-- j
is completed.
You could afford to close Central, Gold and
They can be Had in one day, if YOU will scribed.
come to the Chamber of Commerce this morning at 9:30 Copper avenues and the cross streets for a couple of
and give this day to the job. We have the names of days in order to finish the 10 per cent. That is not
those who will subscribe.
jneccessary. All that is necessary is that you show your
To you who are ready and willing to join this 100 faith in your town and prove your public spirit by a
club who will put the hotel project over the top
day's work for it, in place of interminable conversation
Don't wait for a solicitor. Telephone me at 43. I'll be about it.
there from 8 this morning until 6 tonight. Just say
If tho response this morning is an average, we will
you're ready to subscribe. A subscription blank will be have five workers ready for the day at 9:30. If we go
In your hands in ten minutes.
on having these "average" days, it will take all winter to
I'm not peevish. I've never once thought of quitting finish this job that a city full of live Iiuman beings can
this job before it's completed. But I'm tired of conversa- finish in one day when they elect to give that day to
tion about cooperation, community spirit and progressive their town.
effort that ends in conversation. I am tired of pleading
This is not an appeal. It is a statement of fact,
with you, who will benefit most from this hotel project,
The time to start, for those who wish to start, is 9:30
to do your simple duty to your town.
this morning. The place is the Chamber of Commerce.
The Journal has given me this space to say what I Let's see who will show up.
!
think about this hotel situation. This is it:
SIDNEY M. WEIL.
!
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SOLDIER BOWS
BILL EXPECTED

SUDDENLY AFTER

(By The Assorlnted Praia.)
Washington, Jan. 104 I mil-c- at
Ions
were given nt the
White Utilise today that President Hurtling expects enact-
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Death of Veteran Realtor
Came at 8 O'clock Last
Night Following Bursting
of Blood Vessel,

ment of a soldiers' bonus bill
nt this session of congress and
such n measure mnstv provide
a proper source of funds sufficient to meet the payments.

o
Tho responsibility for
r.f a large quantity of
new bonds under present conditions, it was said, is not one
that the executive branch of
the government desires to
lssu-nnc-

was a resTdbit of

city for

years START SDIT TD
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Funeral Arrangements Will
Not Be Made Until Word
Is Received From a Son
Who Is Now in Chicago,,
P. F. McCanna, for more than
thirty years a resident of Albur
of
querque. known to thousands
friends and acquaintances throughout the southwest as "Pete" McCanna, died at his home in this
city, 617 North Fourth' street, last
night shortly after 8 o'clock, following ft hemorrhage from a burst-e'- d
blood vessel in the region of the
heart. Death resulted in a few
moments after the attack.
It is said that death loves a
shining mark. The truth of the
paying Is again exemplified in the
passing of P. F. McCanna. It can
be said without any fear that the
words will be challenged, that
"Pete" McCanna Was one of Albuquerque's best known, best loved
Huni and most honored citizens.
dreds of warm personal friends will
sincerely mourn his passing. Thou-Kanof acquaintances will regret
to learn of the death of a man who
for more than three decades gave
unstlnntingly and unselfishly of his
time, his tarent and his energy to
the upbuilding of the community.
Recognized as a leader. Mr. McCanna possessed that rare quality
of leadership which pained the absolute confidenc of those associated with him in any enterprise. To
enumerate the projects that Mr.
McCanna initiated and helped to
push to a successful conclusion for
Albuquerque at large would be to
name over most of the important
things that have been accomplished in this community for a quarter
of a century.
Apparently in his usual health,
ho went to his office yesterday and
attended to business as usual. During the day he complained somewhat of not feeling Just fit and
There
his physician.
consulted
were however, no indications of
any serious disorder. Mr. McCanna took dinner as usual at 6:30.
chatted with Mrs. McCanna and
his daughter Margafet, and then,
as had been his custom for many
years, went to the furnace room
of the residence to stoke the fir
for the night. Finishing this work,
he ascended
the stairs and fell
heavily to the floor. Physicians
summoned were futile to render
aid. The last rites of the faith In
which he had been, reared and to
which he always adhered faithby his
fully, were administered
long time friend and pastor, Father
Mandalari, S. J., shortly before
tho end.
Born In Oswego, N. Y.
Born in Oswego, New York,
fifty-fiv- e
years ago, Mr. McCanna
had spent the greater part of his
llfe-lAlbuquerque. Obliged to begin work early in life, Mr. McCanna left school when only 12
years of age and learned the painter's trade. Ambitious to better his
condition, he attended night school
and fitted himself for office work.
Coming to Albuquerque in 1888,
Mr. McCanna sought employment
at the Santa Fe freight depot here
and was promoted until he became
chief clerk in the freight offices.
Desiring to become more actively
identified with the business ad-- j
vancement
of Albuquerque,
Mr.
McCanna resigned his railroad
work and in 1901 entered the real
estate and Insurance business In
this city. With a peculiar gift In
matters pertaining to real- estate,
Mr. McCanna was successful from
the start and noon built Up a
business, Increasing the
(Continuea 'on ,Phge Two.
n
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FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 10. New
Mexico: Fair Wednesday, somewhat colder extreme east portion.
Arizona:
Fair Wednesday and
Thursday; rfiot much change in

temperature.

LOCAL REPORT.
Condltiona for tho twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
48
Highest temperature
Lowest A
25
83
Range ,
Mean .
80
6
'BO
m
a.
at
Humidity
4
ifHumidlty at 6 p. m
,

GEIITCOMBII
Manufacturing

Companies

Are Conspiring to Violate

the Sherman
Law, It 1s Charged.
Anti-Tru- st

(By The Amovluled TrcM.)

Denver, Jan 10. Charging that
Charles Boctteher, Claude K. Boctteher of Denver, and M. D. Thatcher of Pueblo, and 12 other manufacturers of Montana, Utah and
ta
Nebraska, are in a conspiracy
anti-truviolate the Sherman
law, the United States government
intoday filed a dissolution and disjunction suit in tho federal
th'J
of
Denver, citing
trict court
Cement Securities
company and
six other coment manufacturing
companies as being in tho alleged
combination in restraint of competition and trade.
was filed by
The complaint
United States District Attorney J.
at
the direction of
Foster Symes
Attorney General Daugherty. The
complaint is signed by the United
States attorney general and several of his assistants.
Tho cement corporations alleged
to bo In the combination with the
Cement Securities company are:
Portland Cement
The Colorado
company, the Three Forks Portland Cement company; the linlted
States Portland Cemont company,
the Oklahoma Portland Cement
the Nebraska .Cement
company;
company, and the Union Portland
Cement company.
The first four companies are
said to have their executive offices in Denver, while the Union
has headquarters at Ogden, Utah.
Five million barrels of cement
are manufactured, anually' by the
companies named In the suit, according to the allegation In tho
Charles Boctteher, it
complaint.
is cited, is president and director
of all the companies named while
Claude K. Boctteher is vice president or director, or both, of all of
the companies. The other defendants named in the complaint are
alleged to be directors or offioers.
The Cement Securities company,
the complaint alleges, was formed
In Denver In 1908.
Shortly after,
it Is charged, it began to acquire
and absorb the other corporations
and to direct their manufacturing,
sales and distribution policy. Absolute control of the cement industry In Colorado, Nevada, Idaho.
Montana, "Wyoming, New Mexico,
Arizona, Oregon, Washington, the
Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas Is charged In the
complaints.
"The real object," says the complaint, "of the organization of tho
Cement Securities company' was to
eliminate competition between cement manufacturing corporations
in the territories Affected and to
acquire and absorb Independent
concerns.
It adds the result has been the
elimination of every semblance of
competition between them."
Representatives of the corporations, it ia alleged, frequently meet
or otherwise
communicate with
each other for the discussion' of
prices, production, trade practices,
and other matters relating to the
regulation of manufacturing and
distribution.
Only dealers meeting
certain
"definite arbitrary requirements, ' are recognized," the
complaint continues.
The petition prays that the
be enjoined from receiving any dividends from the earnings of the separate plants "pend-Indissolution."
In addition
to Charles and
Claude K. Boettcher and M. D.
Thatcher, the following are among
those named defendants:
Carl Leonardt,
Los 'Angeles;
James Pingree, Ogden, Utah; J.
D. Siemens, Butte, Mont.; Muurell
O.
Oklahoma
Matthews,
City.
Okla.; E, E. Bruce Omaha; C, F.
Rclholdt, Danbury, Iowa; John IT.
Porter,
Harry C. James. P. J.
Morse, S. K. Zahn, A. W. Klrkpat-rlc- k
and F. R. Schmidt, all of
st

...
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Maximum wind velocity...,.
22
Direction of wind.
.North
Character of day
..Clear
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Backers Say He Will Have
a Majority of Four to
Seven: Opponents Claim

Unseated,
Atwirlatrd
(By The
Pre.)
Jan. 10. The New-
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Miss Mary Landon Baker in her wedding gown and Allister McCormlck
who was to hare been her husband.
dreda of gifts t:nt to the bride, in- Mr. McCormlek in the future but
cluding the cosiliest of Jewe:s. it is futile to conjecture! Whatever
Many of the presents are engraved, is behind it all has been kept seothers were specially made. What cret with extraordinary success
by
'
will be done with them is among all directly concerned.
The feeling obtains that she perthe unsolved phases of the problem.
mitted herself to be forced or perFor It Is now conceded that ill- suaded to the verge of marriage In
ness was not the basic reason for circumstances that were not wholly
the bride's sudden refusal to ap- to her liking. At the final moment
last spring, and again the other
pear at the altar.
The strango fact that the wed- day, she refused to take the step.
Members of the family now inding had been set originally for
last May and was then postponed timate that Miss Baker will go
at Miss Baker's request has not west shortly. McCormlck will go
to Europe and the wedding may
been overlooked by the gossips.
What explanation she will offer, occur tyi London later, it Is
what her attitude will be towarl

prices!

ss

LAKEWOOD AND LOVING
BANKS ARE TO MERGE

(Ij The AwclDtd Prcm.)
Artesia, N. M., Jan. 10. The
Lakewood National bank, of Lake- wood, New Mexico, Is closing the
affairs of the institution, prior to
its. fusion with the First National
bank at Loving, New Mexico. All
note holders and other creditors
have been notified to present all
claims for payment.
All deposits will be transferred
to the First National bank of Loving. G. H. Sellmeyer, president of
the Lakewood bank, will be the
caBhier of the bank at Loving. Mr.
J. C Witaon, who has been the
cashier, will enter the mercantile
business. The affairs of both banks
is In excellent condition, and the
liquidation of the Lakewood bank
is due solely to the lack of busi-enIn the vicinity of Lakewood.
The First National bank of
' SCHOONERS LOST.
Loving was established In 1919,
Halifax, N. S Jan. 10. Tho and has been a
Institution
schooners Flora A., 70 tons of Har,-bo- r. since that time. growing
The excellent cotBaffet, N. F., with her crew ton crop near Loving has Influenof six men was given up for lost ced the succcsn of the bank in a
,
today In maritime circles.
lurgo degree,
;

cs
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agreement for an Investigation
wholesale and retail prices to be
carried on by. tho. department of
justice, commerce department and
department" of labor had been
reached, Attorney General Daugherty said today;
At a conference with Secretaries
Hoover
and Davis today Mr.
Daugherty said, it was virtually decided to broaden the retail price
Investigation of tho Justice department to Include the cost of various commodities from their origin to the consumer and to mako
the survey jointly by tho three departments.

A
committee
composed of a
member ' of each department, he
added, would be appointed to conduct the Investigation.
More, extensive Investigation is
necessary, Mr. Daugherty declared,
so that the public .may know tho
"cost of the egg as it travels from
the hen to the breakfast table,"
and the government plans to study
the whole field of prices and costs
of manufacturing and production.
Just what commodities will be
covered v In the investigation, he
said, have not yet been determined, but indicated that clothing
fuel and food would be included.
Investigation of prices and costs,
he said, could be made more
thoroughly and economically by
the three departments Jointly than
through separate surveys. When
completed, ho declared, the reports
would be consolidated by the Justice department and the policy of
tho government towards the conditions found to exist would be

i
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(Bv Tho Amoclntrd Trwn.)

Jan. 10 OpposWashington,
ition of newspapers to enactment
legislaof proposed
tion which would prohibit publication of racing od,ds and other
data which could be used in betting, was voiced today before a
senate Judiciary
by
8. R. Thomason, general manager
of the Chicago Tribune and a representative of the legislative committee of the American Newspaper
Publishers association; Elbert IT.
Plain
Baker, of the' Cleveland
Dealer; W. F. Wiley, of tho Cincinnati Inquirer, and K. It. McCormlck of the Chicago Tribune.
H. N. Pringle, of tho National
Reform Bureau, and Bev. William
S. Chase of Brooklyn, were among
thoBe who spoke In support of the
bill. The legislation is proposed
in a rider to tho postal bill, which
has passed the senate and In a
bill introduced by Senator Sterling,
republican, South Dakota. Tho
committee announced there would
be no further hearings.
While not specially authorized
by the 650 newspapers) of his Association to speak for them, Mr.
Thomason stated he had submitted
to practically all tho larger newspapers a summarization of his
statement, and that all except one
He desupported his position.
clared that not more than ten por
cent of the members of the association printed racing entries wi'h
tho odds or racing results with the
odds and that 1)0 per cent of the
papers, without any federal law to
coerce them, had voluntarily discontinued such reports.

Pr.)

Named President
of Eamonn de

IS

Place
Valera;
Latter Bolts the Session
But Returns Later,

Is

in

I.CAN'T CONGRATULATE
SUCCESSOR, HE SAYS

j

lie
'

DF
Washington,
berry election controversy In tho
e
senate revealed today
indications of a seething,
fight with the title to
Truman II. Newberry's seat as senator from Michigan, which hns
been challenged by Henry Ford,
IS AGREED
In th'J
his democratic
opponent
1918 election, In tho opinion of
leaders, hanging in the balance.
Mr.
Both sides claimed victory,
Newberry's supporters predicting H Supreme Council, Meeting
of four to seven votes,
majority
at Cannes, Approves Plan
while his opponents declared he
unseated
frooi.threa -- to Launch an Internationwould be
ty
to five votes.
Five Voice Opposition.
al Corporation.
Five speeches voicing opposition
seated
l
to Mr. Newberry's
being
(B The
rre.)
were delivcrod today whilo leadCanne.), Jan. 10. Official aners of both sides were examining nouncement is made that the sutho situation in the expectation preme council tonight approved
that a vote may be reached tomor-ro- the plan for the formation of an International finance corporation,
Opposition leaders were declared decided upon by the economic comtoday to havo begun efforts to mittee. It was agreed to appoint
send t ie whole thing back to the Immediately a subcommittee, comsenate committee on privileges and posed of two Frencri and two Britelections which reported a resolu- ish representatives and one Italian,
tion declaring Mr. Newberry to bs ono Belgian and one Japanese repduly elected. They Bald Mr. New- resentative, to organize the corpoberry should be called to testify. ration.
In addition there were energetic
The governments represented at
efforts by republican leaders to tho Cannes council undertake to
senators
have absent
paired. Only furnish 10.000 pounds sterling for
one such pair, however, was ar- the organizing expenses and will
ranged. Senator Crow, republican, give tho subcommittee, as well as
who is ill, beln", the corporation when It is estabPennsylvania,
paired to vote for tho resolution lished, nil the aid and assistance in
j with
Senator Kendrlck, democrat, their power.
Senators
it.
Wyoming, against
Weller of Maryland, Lenroot, Wis-- '
As outlined from Cannes Monnnd
cousin,
Johnson, California,
the international finance corare away unpaired, day
republicans,
would have a capital of
poration
and ti e first two are counted on as 2,000,0000 pounds. Its seat would
Mr.
favorable to Mr. Newberry.
bo in London, with a board of diJohnson s attitude has been classed rectors nominated by affiliated
as doubtful.
companies In each Interested counSpeeches Are Limited,
try. These countries, including the
The limitation of one hour for United States, would organize coreach senator began to have its ef- porations for promotion only, with
fect today, two members. Sena- a combined capital equivalent to
tors Walsh of Montana, "and Hcf-Il- 20 000,000 poundfl.
of Alabama, exhausting their
The object of these cornoratlons
time. In addition Senators Porah, would be to serve as mediums for
republican, Idaho, and Robinson, credit transaction nnd to facilitate
of Arkansas and Ashurst of Ari- the activities of private enterprises
zona, democrats, also 'contribute
In all countries where the business
to the nttack against the resolu- field now Is obstructed by lack of
tion clearing the Michigan scna-tor'- credits and disorganized finances.
title to his seat.
The senate seat held by NewF.NJ0Y
berry should be declared vacant, LUMRFRipr.KS
Senator Borah, republican, Idaho,
OF HOME"
"COMFORTS
declared on the ground that MichiIN MICHIGAN WOODS
gan election in 1918 "being tainted
with
and controlled
corruption
through tho use of money Is void."
(It The AMoclnlrd
Other Conclusions.
Iron Mountain, Mich.. Jan. 10.
Senator Borah sntd this conclu- "The comforts
of home," for
sion was one of eleht whiivh be had years denied to men encaged in
reached after a thnrmiph ev.imlnn. lumbering operations In the Mich-lea- n
tlon rf the law nnd n careful study
north woods, have been supof tho facts relative to this con- plied to his employes in the upHo
outlined
tho
other per peninsula by Henry Ford. The
troversy.
seven conclusions as follows:
has brought such favor"That the primary is a part of change
from woodsmen
able comment
Imthe election process and the
generally, it is said, that many
use
of
money in the pri- other companies in this part of
proper'
mary has the game effect upon In- the state have adopted the Ford
validating the election as the use system.
of money at an election.
In former years the men em"That the amount expended in
in the woods led lives of
this election was Bueh as to lead to ployed
They slept In unclean
hardship.
the conclusion that It was Intend- bunks,
had straw for mattresses,
ed to, and did, corruptly effect the and food that often was not of
results of the primary.
best quality. Each man was
"That no man can be the bene- tho
obliged to purchase his own books
ficiary of a corrupt election when and magazines
which to
with
such corruption was had in his be- while away the long hours after
half whether ho personally par- the evening meal.
ticipated In the corrupt methods
Within the space of a few years
or not.
the old life largely has been done
"That the committee which ex away
with. The men now live In
pended this money was Newberry's
buildings that are
committee. If not actually selected commodious
with electric lights, bath
by him, was accepted by him nnd equipped
rooms, good dining
he
with it so that the rooms, reading
and writing desks. Kach
committee's acts became his acts. tables
man
a clean bed
in
sleeps
"That Mr. Newberry had such
with a
mattress,
knowledge of the expenditure of equippedblankets, a good
comforter and
money and the doings of the com- sheets,
mittee as to charge him with re- pillows. men
say the advantages of
sponsibility for whatever the com- theThe
modern logging ramp are simmittee did.
ilar to thosn of city life.
Stntnto Violated.
' "That the state statute was reBOUT IS POSTPOXFT).
peatedly violated.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 10. The pro"That the federal statute not
bout
between
then declared unconstitutional, was posed
Johnny Noye of St. Paul and "Ked-cap- "
violated."
was
of
Wilson
New
York,
Tho Idnho senator declared that
"but foj the precedent about to be postponedTho tonight until tomorrow
club promoting the afestablished" he would content him- nhtht.
self with his vote without address- fair was granted an injunction
which restrain either the police
ing tho aenate on the subject.
commission or the city box"The question
hinges largely," boxing
Interfering
Senator Borah conttnued, "on Mr. ing commission from
the
with
program. The city comNewberry's
relationship to the mission was
recently organized and
'Continued oa Page Two.)
seeks control of the sport.
'
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FINANCE BUREAU

BILL

Another special session of the French cabinet was
this evening to
called
suddenly
meet tomorrow to consider the
French position at the allied supreme council. The cabinet was
in session today more than three
hours, during which time it Is understood considerable criticism of
Premier Brland developed.

C

I

FORMATION

77-

GRIFFITH GIVE!,

under-sur-fac-

Investigation Will Take in
Cost of Various Commodto Legislation
Will Consider France's Posiities From Their Origin Objections
Which Would Prevent
to the Consumer.
tion at the Allied Supreme
Publishing, Racing Odds
Council; Briand's Stand
(Br The Aanoclnted Tmt.)
Tentative
10.
Jan.
Washington,
Made By Newspapers.
Is Criticised.
of
ated Press.)

Chicago, Jan. 10. "People
of the State of Illinois against
Warren G. Spurgin" sang out
tho clerk In criminal court
here today."
No reply.
"We can't start a case without the defendant," said Judge
George B. Kcrsten. "Call him
up," said the judge.
where
honor,
your
"But,
shall I call him?"
"Call anywhere, but get him,"
the judgo replied.
"Your honor has forgotten,"
said the clerk, "that Mr. Spursix
missing
gin has been
months. He was last heard
call
from in Mexico. Shall I
there, your honor?"
"The case is continued," the
court announced, and the trial
of Mr. Spurgin, missing president of tho defunct Michigan
avenue trust company, alleged
to have absconded with more
than half a million dollars of
the bank's monev went over.

He Will Be

RETAIL

rrni.)
the Associ-

TODAY

BOTH FACTIOFS ARE
CLAIMING VICTORY

E

(By The Assoclnted
Pkris, Jan. 10, (By

m

Lines Tightened in Senate
Fight, With the Title to
Michiganders Seat Hanging in the Balance,

urn
IIOLESJ III Hi

:ii ire io

ID SUPPORTERS
FOR

TO DELVE

CABINET

WARREN G. SPURGIN
TO RESPOND
FAILS
TO CALL OF CLERK

NEWBERRY FOES

mAHSHALF

g,

a'

WEATHER

.Precipitation

SMASH : ALLEGED

Chicago, Jan. 10. (Special.)
"
"Waiting at tho church
You've read in fiction a score of
times, seen it staged at the big
third act of melodrama, you've
.
even whistled or sung it
But here it is as a cold, inconto by
attested
trovertible
fact,
hundreds of the smartest of Chicago's smart Bet, who waited, and
in the
waited, and
Fourth Presbyterian
fashionable
church for a bride who rover appeared and a bridegroom who vWi
also reported absent.
You've known in fiction, drama
and song this sort of thing to happen once in the romantic life of a
glil. Here learn in fa:t how It
happened twice, in the same place,
with the same bride and the same
and may happen
bridegroom
agnin.
No wonder the whole community is at its wits end trying to gucsa
the answer to the twice cancelled
McCormlck
of Allister
marriage
and Mary Lnndon Baker of millionaire families. No wonder society is asking:
"Why was the ceremony postponed'.' What's behind all this
mysterious silence? What w!!i Income of tho wedding presents?
Who is to blame?"
Both Declared 111.
To cap the climax of the startlof mishaps connected
series
ing"
with this romance, Miss Baker and
Mr. McCormlck are both declared
Tficy
to be ill by their parents.
refused to permit even th'lr most
Intimate friends to visit them.
To the hundreds of wedding
guests, representing the very elite
of society, who
thronged the
Fourth Presbyterian church on the
wedding day only to find the bride
conspicuously absent, tin explanations offered are altogether inadequate.
'With the preliminary muslo
thrice played, and the opening bars
of the wedding march about to
sound, Alfred L. Baker, lie br'.dl's
.f
father, announced that because
hi3 daughter's
illness, the cerepostto
be
have
would
mony
poned. The bridegroom was vait-inthe church was barked with
flowers, the clergyman was ready
but tho ceremony had to wait.
When Mr. Baker was urgerl after in strife when the ceremonv
would be performed, and a bed
side wedding was suggested, na
said:
"My daughter's present state of
illness was brought about through
Indecision. No one nan settle the
question but herself. It i;i a most
regrettable clrcumstmee, but there
was nothing that could be done. It
Is too early to set another dote, H
all depends on my daughter."
And L. Hamilton
McCormlck,
father of the bridegroom said:
Is
son
Indisposed and will
"My
see no one."
What About the Gifts.
The Baker home contains hun- -
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She Balked at the Altar; Now
They Seek Distant Lands Apart

CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mull. N.lc a Month
Single (oplei- -r5o
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DIES
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However, Will Do Everything Possible to Secure
Liberty for the Irish,
(By The Assnrlatoil I'reM.)

Dublin, Jan. 10, (By the Associated Press.) After electing Arthur Griffith president and naming a cabinet to assist- - him, th'5
Dail Klreann adjourned late today
until February 14 to permit the
new government to proceed with
carrying out the provisions of the
Anglo-Iris- h

treaty.

After bolting the session this
morning with his followers in protest against the nomination of
firifflth for the presidency, Eamon
do Valera returned to the afternoon session with a promise of
help for Griffith as president of
the dall but not as head of another
government.
Speaking at the afternoon ses
sion, Mr. de Valera said he was
sorry he could not congratulate
on his election but
Mr.
that he and his associates would
do everything to help Griffith as
president of tho dall to secure the
fullest measure of liberty for Ireland. When Mr. Griffith acted In
the capacity of the head of another government, however, they
could not recognize him, Mr. de
Valera added.
In reply President Griffith said
that had Mr. do Valera not relinquished the presidency, he (Griffith) would never have asked him
to resign.
All that he asked, ho said, was
that tho task of the new govern- ment be left unobstructed, and if
tho people nt an 'election rejected
tho free state and declared for a
republic ho would join the ranks,
he said.
On adjournment Ttiohnrd
who was appointed minister
of defense and succeeds Charles
Burges, a pronounced opponent of
the treaty, announced bis polity
would be to keep the Irish army
intact.
He has been tho army'a
chief of staff.
Members of the dall who withdrew with de Valera in tho morning attended with him tho afternoon meeting.
Fenrs Kngllsh Hostility.
Ho also expressed the conviction
that English hostility may have(to
be faced. There Is still intense suspicion on both aides of the dail of
the good faith of the British ministry. De Valera was clear in hi
assurances of tho full support of
his party In resisting an attack
from an outside enemy.
Mr.
was repeatedly
Griffith
pressed by Mr. de Valera to dcfiiie
his position, which de Valera described as a new case of nr. Jokyll
and Mr. Hyde. Mr. Griffith wai
challenged to define his attlludo
toward the republic, and it evidently was supposed that he would
have difficulty in reconciling his
position as president with the position of chairman of the provisional government.
Mr.
Griffith, however, frinklv
recognized during the transition
period the existence of the republic, which he undertook to maintain, but he said when thu free
state was framed there must be a
general election so that the people
could choose between the free
state and the republic.
Mr. de Valera's attitude toward
Mr. Griffith was considerate and
and Mr. Griffith exrespectful
pressed his cordial appreciation,
Mul-eah-

y,

SITUATION HAS FSEEV
LAHGELY CLARIFIED
Dublin, Jan. 10. When the dail
elreann adjourned to February 14
the situation which Uu;t night was
dangerous and obscure had been
Tho new presilargely clarified.
dent, Arthur Griffith, and a new
cabinet, had been elected and tho
way had been smoothed to putting
tho treaty Into effect.
Immense relief is felt here at thtt
turn of events and this will undoubtedly be experienced throughout Ireland.
Temporary withdrawal of Eamon do Valera and his supporters
from the dail, which rumor had
forecast, proved not to involve a
Mr. de Valera
permanent split.
confined his protest to iho election
of a new president, declaring his
unwillingness to recognize the
ability to that post of a man
ns chairman of the London
tlon was bound to give efWct
the treaty, which, according to
Valera, subverts the republic.
Mr. dn Va
During the lunc-ieo(Continued OA i'utfe Two,)
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
CALLS MEETING

SHANTUNG ISSUE

If

OF RAIL CHIEFS

BE PLACED

EFORE HARDING

D

FOBSEpiEIlT
May Be Asked to Mediate
the Railroad Disoute, But
So Far He Has Not Been
Invited to Do So,
NAVAL PACT
PUT 1NTOJFINAL FORM

Conference Will Last Until
.1 nta in January. Is Belief;
'
Sailing Arrangements Are
Postponed,
ProM.l
(By The AmooIsiImI
Washington. Jan. 10 (by the

UNIONISTS

Secretary Hoover Will Make
An Effort to Prevent Any

Controversy Between
Roads and Employes.
(By The Annclaled I'reM.) .

Asde-

five-pow- er

five-pow-

r

all provisions ecent nrtltln 1!.
to the Pacific fortification?.
vs
A half dozen other articles. 11 cart
to be finally
remained
paid,
into lecal phraseoloey but none
ffiempA to present eny considerable
difficulties.

;

M TMP
Qpi n pnwrpQ
TRANSVAALON STRIKE

(By The Aocl"fed

)

Johannesburg, South Africa.
.Tan. 10 fbv the Associated Press.)
The strike of gold miners, declared last Pundav, became effective today In all mines of the
Tra nsvaal.
strike was precipitated
The
through an attempt by the mine
the labor
workers to
forces by greater employment of
native labor, particularly In the
d
occupations, In order
to decrease working costs and
thus meet the decreased price of
Keml-skllle-

gold.

TWO STORES IN
205 North First

Decrease the cost and Increase the joy of
supply,
ing your table. Buy your Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables at Piggly Wiggly for less than you can
elsewhere without sacrificing quantity or quality.
Aunt Jemima Buckwheat Pancake Flour
19c

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
Sambo Pancake Flour.
carton
Meal, white or yellow,
..
Meal, white or yellow,
Wheat Food..
Cream of Wheat
Corn Flakes, large size
Corn Flakes, small size................
Shredded Wheat
.
48 lbs. El Sol Flour
48 lbs. 48' Star Flour.
48 lbs. Boss Patent Flour
2-l- b.

ne

.......11c
13C

10-lb-

I,

(Continued from Page One)

committee which did those things
that nobody attempts to defend.
"So far as we have the origin f
this committee, it originated In Mr.
Newberry's office In New York, in
a conversation between Mr. Newberry and Mr. Tomplcton.
"The
arrangement for Mr.
Templeton to bo chairman of the
committee was made there so that
Mr. Templeton was Mr. Newberry's
choice. Therefore, whatever Mr.
Templeton aid, or tie committee
did under tils chairmanship, became the acts of Mr. Newberry
himself
and his responsibility,
morally and under the law could
been
concluded only by an
havo
open renudlntion by Mr. Newberry
of Mr. Templeton. The same logic
applies to the case of Mr. King,
the campaign manager."
Senator Walsh
Senator
democrat, of
Walsh,
Montana, who yesterday conducted
cross
examination
of Mr. Newthe
berry, took up the argument
against Mr. Newberry. He recalled
"to the everlasting credit" of the
Michigan senator that he had
n
served In the
and tho world wars, that his two
sons "braved Its perils" and also
won decorathat his
tions for heroism.
"But," Mr. Walsh told the senate, "the only scandal that arose In
the navy during the war was uncovered In the office over which
the then Commander
Newberry
was In charge."
The Montana senator added that
while it had no bear! .g on the
camnaign controversy, "neverthe
less it is a fact that there Is on file
at the naw department a report
mildly censuring Mr. Newberry for
not having been more koenly aicrt
with respect to tho assignments
under his direction."

number of his Insurance and realty
clients until ho had built up the
largest business of Its kind In New
Mexico.
It Is safe to say that for
20 years no real estato transaction
of any considerable magnitude was
closed without either the buyer or
the seller first consulting with Mr.
MeCanna and obtaining his advice;
Notwithstanding a busy life In
conectlon with his own Immediate
business affairs, Mr. MeCanna
made it a point to devote generously of his time and ability to
further the Interests of the community. He served for several
years as secretary of the Commercial club and as secretary of a
number of territorial fairs was extremely successful in bringing Albuquerque before the country as a
progressive city, destined for big
things. There was hardly an en
terprlse of merit launched In
in a number of year3 In
which Mr. MeCanna did not conhis
tribute
quota of time, money
and effort.
The Albuquerque Country club
was organized as a result of his ef
forts and the present club house
cours-and
established
golf
Though not a golf player at the
time Mr. MeCanna later became an
adept at the game and only two
weens ago was runner up In tho
finals In a cup championship, eliminating many younger men. ,
With numerous Important mat-tor- s
of his own, "Pete" MeCanna
was never too busy to hear about
the comparatively
unimportant
troubles of those of less ability in
the business world. To all those
who sought his advice and consultation, Mr. MeCanna gave his best
attontion, the ripened judgment of
his years and the keenness of an
Intellect endowed far beyond the
average. Possessing an analytical
mind, Mr. MeCanna was quick to
grasp the important point In any
business problem
and fond of
working out things that required
unraveling.
To fail to say something of the
modesty of P. F. MeCanna In
writing his obituary would be to
leave unsaid something that his
close friends often observed, but
to casual acquaintances would not
be particularly marked.
Modesty
was ono of his most prominent
traits of character. Mr. MeCanna
was always willing that the other
men identified with him in an enterprise In which he was the leader, should have the glorv and the
honors that went with the glory.
In the several campaigns during
ths late war, in which millions
of
dollars were rals-- d In Liberty bond
sales, P, F. MeCanna was the man
who always organized the campaigns, arranged the assessments
and handled the various situation
that developed, so that Bernalillo
county always exceeded the quota
alloted.
rc'lcvel In Albuquerque.
Mr. MeCanna had vision.
He
had confidence In Albuquerque and
ho loved its people. His friends
were everything to him. Service
to others was tho keynote of his
life. His greatest happiness was In
doing thinga for others. In his
business life Mr. MeCanna was a
distinct, shining success. Ha was
the soul of honor in all business
transactions and had the confidence of a greater number of people of the city than any other man.
Besides Mrs. MeCanna the deceased leaves two sons, Joseph MeCanna, assistant cashier at the
State National bank, and Raymond
J. MeCanna, who was associated
with his father In business, and a
daughter, Miss Margaret MeCanna.
Raymond Is In Chicago, where he
had gone some days ago to enter
a hospital, with the possibility of
undergoing a Burplcal operation.
ITniil word can be obtained from
Chicago no funeral arrangements
will be made.

lera fcnd his associates, who left
the hall, held a private meeting.
Some of the more ardent spirits adrefusal to return, but
vocated
moderate counsels prevailed and
as a united
reassembled
tho dall
body. Tho de Valera party met
again tonight to formulate plans,
but it was not made evident by the
numerous speeches from Mr. Mlfl
Valera what those plans are likely
to be.
Ha holds that the dall's decision
for the treaty binds him and his
adherents not to obstruct tho new
in carrying out the
government
treaty, but he reserves the right of
free criticism, should Mr. Griffith,
as chairman of the provisional government, do anything lnconei'tent
with the rights of the people or
the existence of the republlo.
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ON EGG MARKET
(By The Asaneliiled

Vm.)

Chicago, Jan. 10. Spot sales of
first ouality fresh eggs dropped 5
cents on the wholesale market to
day, the last quotation being 29 Mi
centB a dozen, with a few sales at
30 cents.
Due to mild weather nnd a large
Influx of fresh eggs from all points,
conditions on the egg market were
described as "almost panicky ' By
S. E. Davis, secretary of the Chicago Butter and Egg board.
Retail rirlces at one chnin store
were 39 cents for cold storage and
47 cents for fresh eggs.

;.

37c
23c
,24c

..15c
ioc
.

"."

12c
$1 75

.'$1.75
$2.25

STUDENTS DESIGN A
WIRELESS TYPEWRITER

HEAI

ACirm, AXI BODY
ACHED
There are various symptoms of
kidney trouble rheumatic pains,
backache, sore muscles stiff Joints,
and "always tired" feeling. Mrs.
Geo. Morgan.
E. Fairfield Vt.,
writes: "My head ached and my

whole body ached so 1 could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills gave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder and help them In their work of
filtering the blood and casting out
of the system the Impurities
that
cause pain and disease. Prompt
In
action, Sola everywhere,
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HERETOMflRRflW
Bernalillo
The annual
county
poultry show will open Thursday
morning at 10 o'clock at 311 West
Central avenue. The exhibition Is
being given under tiro auspices of
the Bernalillo County Poultry association. All entries must be In by
10 o'clock tonight.
Coops have been arranged and
the show committee Is ready to receive birds. Tho exhibit contains
classes for all kinds of poultry,
ducks, geese, turkeys and rabbits.
The show promise to be the
largest ever held In Albuquerque,
representatives of practically every
kind of poultry having been entered for competition.
There will
also be an egg exhibit.
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NO MOTION IS

T0 YOUR
MT-A- ND

im

FILED

FOR A REHEARING OF
CORRAL, L0SAN0 CASE
(Special OrrMpnndenc

Santa Fe, Jan,

RAISING
SALE

MQUR REGULAR CLEANUP BRINGS

to The Journal.)
10. No motion

has yet been filed for a rehearing
in the case or ttiauterio corral ana

Rumaldo Losano, sentenced to be
hanged in the Silver City Jail on
Friday, January 20, Jose D. bena,
clerk of the supreme cour, said
this afternoon. Attorney for the
condemned men have until midnight of January 13 to file this
motion. If the motion Is not filed
by that time, the death warrant
and order of execution will Usue
from the supreme court. ,
There la, of course, the possibility that Governor ..AMechem may
petition has
grant a reprieve.
been filed by attorneys asking the.
governor to commute the death
sentence to one of imprisonment
for life. Governor Mechem has
not Indicated what aetlqp, if a,ty,
he will take.

GALORE

BARGAINS

MATTER WHAT IT IS WE HAVEi
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY CALLING AND SEE
D00R-- N0

us.

SUITS

OVERCOATS

$50.00, $52.50, $55.00
$57.50 Values
NOW

$55.00, $57.50,
$60.00 Values
NOW

$2075

$38.75

$42.50, $45.00,
$47.50 Values
NOW

$45.00,

$47.50,

1

$50.00,

$52.50 Values
NOW

$31.7

$32.75

.

$32.50, $35.00, $37.50,
$40.00 Values
NOW

$37.50,

$40.00,

$42.50 Values
NOW

$24.75

$25.00, $27.50,
$30.00 Values
NOW

(Br The AsMclnted PrrM.)

St. Paul, Minn.. Jan. 10. Clarence B. Miller,, of Dultith, Minn.,
of the republican nasecretary
tional committee and former congressman, died late today. He was
operated on for appendicitis January 2, and his condition became
critical due to heart trouble.
Mr Miller became 111 while visiting in Duluth during the Christmas holidays and when he was
taken to a hovpltal here It was
necessary to postpone an operation for a day on account of his
weakened heart. For several days
after the operation for appendicitis Mr. Miller's condition was declared "very critical" but on Sunday It was said he had shown great
Last night, howImprovement.
ever, complications dovelnped and
he weakened rapidly, the end coming at 4:35. p. in.

$35.00,

24.75

CLARENCE B. MILLER,
SECRETARY OF G. 0. P.
COMMITTEE, IS DEAD

$25.00,

$27.50,
WOW

hi

13.75

WE DO EXACTLY AS WE ADVERTISE
PS)

L
ALBUQUERQUE'S

EXCLUSIVE CLOTHIERS

GERMAN DFLEGATI0N
IS BOOED AND HISSED
(Br The AocAclntrA

Msissffif

A

PIMPLES
PMca.
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Fm.)

Paris, Jan. 10. Boos and hisses
sried the German delegation on Its
lourney to Cannes tonight as
French travelers objected to the
behavior of members of the delegation, esnertairy the feminine element. There was a noisy leave- with farewells emphasized
taking
In the German
tongue after Dr.
Pathenau and the senior members
of the delegation boarded the train.

BolI. CarbunelPB,

'i

$30.00,

$32.50 Values

$19.75

etc.,

good name

quickly

BOILENE

6tl
M flruggtet
your money
typewriter, designed and rigged up
op by mfltt pi mt pa Id.
by students In electrical engineerTIIE nOII.KNE CO., Altuqufpquf, K. M
ing at the University of Illinois,
will be one of the features of the
university's electrical engineering
show to be held following the
WESTERN
spring vacation.
-Electrical engineers will pound
SCHOOL
,
thj keys of a special typewriter and
th mort successful
the results will appear In the elecbuilneni training chnol.n the Southtrical engineering laboratory, half
west Prepnrot for mil nbtalni exa mile distant.
cellent Secretarial petition.
The scheme Includes a tegular
wireless
set which
equipment
operates a series of relays which
automatically make the contact
for the magnets which drive the
keys. The magnets, by means of
the relays, are arranged so that
only the desired key functions at
the time set for functioning.
Skill and Learning are In demand
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
This School
has
RKU.WT.rL
EXPERIENCED. SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses
are
modern and complete
So Easy to Drop Ciqarette, thorough,
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
has helped thousands OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
g
to break the costly,
cost much.
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew, just place a harmless
tablet In your mouth Instead
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically,
It's so easy, so simple
GLASS
PAINT
and If It
Get a box of
doesn't release vou from all crav
CEMENT
PLASTER
Ing for tobacco In any form, youi
druggist will refund your money
without question.
Uai--

DODGf

Broth

ISSJSW
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OUITTOBACCO

LUMBER

FLAPPING GALOSHES
MAY BE SUPPLANTED
BY THE RUSSIAN BOOT
(Br The AMoclated Frets.)
Chlcnyo, Jan. 10. The heavy
flapping galoshes will soon lose
popularity with women and girls,
according to exhibitors at the National Shoe Retailers' exposition
today. They are to be supplanted
by the Russian boot, according to
shoe mon. The foot gear on exhibition which dealers say will dethrone the galoshes la a
leather boot topped with red patent
leather strips.
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(IIt The A'KoclvttS FreM.)
Tlrbana. 111., Jan. 10. A wireless
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POULTRY
TO START

(Continued from Page One.)

New York, Jan. 10. The price
of eggs dropped 8 to JO cents on
the whelesale market today. Lowest quotations for extra firsts were
34 and 35 cents.
Butter also drqp-pe- d
one cent to 35 and 35 V4 cents
the best grades.
Even a cross, feverish, bilious, or per pound for
constipated' child loves the "fruity"
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 10.
taste of "California Fig Syrup." A Butter and eggs continued their
leaspoonful never fails to cleanse slump on the San Francisco dairy
the liver and bowels. In a few
exchnnge todny. Eggs,
hours you can see for yourself how produce
following the heavy drop In eastthoroughly it works all the sour ern markets, fell from 43 to 39
bile, and undigested food out of the cents a dozen
Butter, said to be
bowels and you have a well, playful discounting early shipments from
child again.
Vancouver, B. C, slipped from 38
Millions of mothers keep "Cali to 35 cents a pound.
fornia Fig Syrup" handy. They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
IN PARIS
sick child tomorrow.
Ask your RUSSIANS
for Genuine "California
druggist
RUSH TO SEND FOOD
Fig Syrup" which has directions
DRAFTS TO RELATIVES
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may
(By The Amoclnted Trr.)
Paris, Jan. 1. Rusians anxget an Imitation iig syrup.
ious to send food drafts to relatives In Russia fairly overran the
office of the American Relief administration which recently opened here to enable them to do so.
Members of the former Rusrubbed shoulders
sian
nobility
with Russian peasants In the efone of the $10
obtain
to
fort
drafts before they were exhausted.
There were many cases In
which Russians who had not seen
their relatives for years and had
lost all track of them brought
their savings to the American office and begged the staff to try
ALBUQUERQUE
and find and send food to them.
In all cases the money was accepted and assurances given that
325 North Third
v
the persons would be found or
the money refunded within three
months.

Spend Your Money
Wisely

AFTER
BUSY DAY

SUDDENLY
SPENDING

Spanish-America-

of the

thre--hou-

P. M'CANNA DIES

Washington, Jan. 10. An effort
to avert any possible controversy
between railroads and their employes has been begun, It was
learned today by Secretary Hoover,
who has. with President Harding's
approval, called representatives of
larc-erailroads and of the railroad
brotherhoods and other unions affected into a series of conferences.
An agreement has been reached for
a gathering of those concerned to
be summoned next week.
Mr. Hoover Indicated today that
officials participating were hopeful of attaining some results, but
that negotiations were not completed.
While nil the disputed questions
over wage reductions and abrogation of the national working agreements, which the railroad labor
board has authorized, were taken
up, the chief object sought Is to
secure further settlements between
the roads and employes without a
proceeding being brought to that
board. Such an agreement, In the
administration's view, would prevent strike calls or other moves
which might result If the board
was forced to take the differences
to trial and issue mandatory deci
sions. So far. although railroad
executives have Issued notices of
Intentions to apply for further GRIFFITH GIVEN
wage revisions and that they have a
case tentatively before the board
TASK OF FORMING
no meetings looking towards a set
ERIN'S NEW REGIME
tlement of the issue have been
held.
Continued from Page One.) "

Press.) Except for
raclflo fortifications
tails
agreement and a halt dozen lesser
questions of phraseology, the was
naval limitation treaty
a conput Into final form todaytheat Ameriference of the heads of
can, British, Japanese, French and
Italian delegations.
of geographical
The question
the
scope was understood in to befortithe
unsettled
chief point
Pafications "status quo" in the
to
cific. The Japanese were said an
'
to
have agreed tentativelyarticle
but
American draft of the
with Tokio.
they communicated
As a result of this development
and other details of final drafting,
name delegates predicted that the
be
full naval committee would not
railed to act on the treaty before
and that no
Thursday or Friday,
would be held until
plenary sessionThere
was a conse- COMMUNIST-FAffmST- I
next week.
of tentative
quent postponement for
FIGHTINGIS RENEWED
the forFalling arrangements
Indications
with
delegations
eign
the con-- ,
(By The Aminclntrd TreM.)
that a majority believed
Rome, Jan. 10. Conflicts beference would last until late in tween
fasclstl and the comJanuary. discussions are under- munists thehave
broken out with
Today's
a
renewed
growing
fury In some localities,
stood to have revealed
submathe
exclude
at
to
Berglola, near Flornotably
Inclination
ence.
rine and poison gis resolutions
make
Two combatants had been killfrom the naval treaty and
separate ed in fighting there when carathem the subject of a will
take
rushed into the town to
Whether
bineers
they
agreement.
or will
order were received
the form of another treaty,
to
the
with fusillades from windows and
lie attached as an annex
decided
not
was
finally
pact
doorways. The fighting Utsted an
hour more, three of the carabihut the impression of manydiddelenot
neers and one other of the rioters,
gates tonight was Inthatthethey
same
a communist, being killed.
'properlv belong the
with
provisions for
Disorders of a similar nature
tonuaee limitation.
also occurred at Bergame.
Meantime, the Shantung negotiations, which have appeared to be
near dissolution, took a new lease
on life. Without settling for the
MOTHER
present the central disagreement
over the return of the
the
Japanese
railroad,
Jind' Chinese agreed to resume their
tomorrow
Wparnto conversations
Jn an attempt to clear away other Move Child's Bowels with
difference.
of
' po'ntswas Indicated
that Peretary
It
"California Fig Syrup"
J. Balfour,
Hughes end Arthur
offices have
erood
of
whose tender
not been formally accepted by
'both sides, nevertheless were working quletlv for a settlement. In
pome quarters there were suffges-."tion- s
that President Harding might
'lie asked to mediate In the rsl'rond
at the White
dispute but Itsowns said had
received
far he
Hons., that
no forms Invitation to do so.
The five delegation heads came
together to dlscus the naval traty
.todav after each national group
had met separately and comoleted
detailed studv of the tixt begun
staAfter a
vesterday.
tion the "big five" edlourned to
;n
ngreenv?nt
meet acaln tomorrow
fo far as policy was concerned on
sociated

NEWBERRY FOES
AND SUPPORTERS
MARSHAL FORCES

January 11, 1922.

Journal Want Ada bring results

Wind Shield
t.

Glass-Lumb-

Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

er

C. BAI.ORmOE
423 Booth Flret

I.CMBFR CO
stmt. Phone 402

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
I

I

Pnllf rmkpm and Welders.
tlOO Sooth Second 8t.
Tel. 11M7--

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
J O C R N A I OFFICE

SIGN OF GOOD COAL

Gallup Stove, $11.50
Swastika Lump, $11.50
Fancy Egg, $11.25

J. KORBER & COMPANY
214-21-

6

North Second

Phone 782

Aztec Fuel Co.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCCLAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057-Y-

V

Phono 251
L, JOE MILLER, Pres.

Journal Ads Get Results

January 11, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
SUCCEEDS BROTHER
AS BAHA1 LEADER
l

AeBICOLTOBAL AGED1S, HOME

BSluOTRATlOn MERITS,

IHBSS3

CLUB

-

-

(SPECIAL PISPATCn TO MORXIXG JOTTIWAI,
'3. It has worked out a trans-- .
Las Cruces, N. M., Jan. 10.
to
Francis E. Lester of Mesllla Park, portatlon policy based on justice
and by which rates saved
president of tho State Farm Bu- farmers
reduced rail- totaled $65,000,000;
reau Federation; H. H. Brook of way valuation
upon which earnings
Las Cruces, president and manag- are computed, in tho sum of $1.- er of the Elephant Butte Irrlga- - 00.000.000. or an average or lav
tlon District, and Dr. II. L. Kent, saved to each farmer in the United
in
president of the New Mexico Col- States; and it has
of countless loca'
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic the solving
Arts, were the principal speakers transportation problems.
"4. It has given agriculture for
at the annual conference of county
first time an organized amnor- agricultural agents, home demon- itthe
Iva vnfM in thA" nntinn ami" the
at
of
stration agents and club leaders
New Tlcxico at State College tho nation s capuoi mai cunuimnuo xc- morning of January 9. Prof. C spectful and sincere attention.
I'ni'kers' control uni.
F. Monroe, director of the College
5.
It has secured passage of
Extension Service, presided.
bill, which
In welcoming tho delegates the packers' control
alone
stopped a drain on producers
which represented
various counties of New Mexico, Dr. Kent urged equalling eighty times the ofentire
the
them to
with the staff annual operating expenses
bureau federation; it has seof the Agricultural
Experiment farm
,1,000,001),-00- 0
to
loan
cured
authority
Station, not only In carrying the
to farmers; it has placed its Inresults of the work to the farmers fluence
behind the control of grain
of tho state, but also to report Jill
the increase of interest
farm problems which should be exchanges,
of farm loan bonds, and an inat the experiment crease
Investigated
of capital in federal farm
station.
to $25,000,000; the
Mr. Lester, leading to the ac- loans amounting
of federal funds for
of tho- - American appropriation
complishments
rdafls rather than
Farm Bureau Federation, said for bculevards and
the support of
among other things:
the Great Likes deep waterway.
Farmers Recognized.
"6. It has employed a salaried
"For the first time In the his- taxation
director to study tax probtory of tho nation, we are now in lems; it has garnered and shipped
an era when the economic prob- to Europe 700.000 bushels of farm
lems o' the farmer are being fully ers'
gift corn, thus saving thousands
recognized by both the department of children from starvation; nas isof agriculture and by congress. It sued numbers of questionnaires on
has only been within the past four national policies; has conducted
years that we have had this recog- farm bureau
all over
hearings
nition. The secretary of agricul- America; has organized nine deture and a largo group of members partments, each under a trained
of congress fully realize now that leader with ample budget, to work
the business of agriculture Is not out agricultural problems, and has
alone to produce, but that farmers conducted unbiased research and
must have a part in the manage- submitted facts and figures on
ment of selling their products'.
many agricultural problems.
"At last, we are recognizing
"7. It has created a profound
what has alwr.ys been true, that national respect for the American
the questions of national prosper- Farm Bureau federation and the
ity and the prosperity of farmers constructive policies it stands for;
are inseparably dependent. Unless has demonstrated the identity of
tho 40 per cent of population en- national and agricultural' progress
gaged in agriculture and the big and prosperity; has maintained at
gest employers of labor are enjoy- all times an open door policy and
that Is, they are established tho principle of truth
ing prosperity
able to buy goodj made by our in publicity; has achieved the aspimanufacturers we can not expect ration of the American farmer for
to havo a prosperous condition In oconomlcal and social Justice foi
this country."
agriculture and a square deal for
all, and has marshaled an amy of
Prices Farmers Must Pay.
On the basis of 1913 prices as public opinion behind the farmer
100 per cent, he said, the price the suctl as no organization, has ever
farmt. Is receiving for his pro- before enjoyed."
Local Farm Bureaus.
ducts today Is 114 per cent, while
H, H. Brook, president and manprices he must pay for clothing aro
190 per cent; for building ma- ager of the Elephant Butte Irriga"Organterials, which the farmer must tion district, who spoke on the
imhave, 197 per cent; for house fur- ized Agriculture," urged
of
organizations
farmers'
218
nishings,
per cent; for skilled portance
as a means of participating in govlabor, 240 per cent.
"In the face of this economic ernmental activities and influences.
the orsituation," he added, "the farmer He especially commended
bureau
lias been compelled to sacrifice of ganization of loeal-farcounty
his capital. Within the last two units, which through the to
take
able
be
will
units
state
and
years the livestock of the nation a
solution
in
the
active
very
part
has decreased 10 per cent, hoes
alone hnvlng decreased 7,250,000 of agricultural problems, both leghead. This is simply an Illustra- islative and economic. Discussing
said:
tion of what farmers are com- the problem of taxation he that
the
"I believe It Is important
pelled to do to meet the economic
railthe
witl
farmers
situation confronting them."
in arother
and
roads
taxpayers
Mr. Lester defended the work of
at 8 Just and sane basis of
the agricultural bloo In congress, riving
The farmers and the
Baying that it is the first time in taxation.
corporations should not take the
the history of tho nation that the attitude
that taxes should be refarmer's voice has ever been taken
duced, necessarily, but they should
seriously at Washington.
and
such revision
inoisit nnnn
"I have absolutely no sympathy
of the tax code as will
with the cry of 'class legislation,' " amendment
assure a Just system of taxation, he continued.
"There is no at- i
i.r, n it that nub. .' .v,t.i
i
temnt
at clasn lecrialntlnn nn
.
"
no tunas
are
expeuueu
Bwiucm,i "
part of the agricultural bloc, nor
first day
speakers at the will
in the Amerifcan Farm Bureau of other
the conference, which
which is so largely re- - tmue aaily to January 13, were:
sponsible for the activities of the Prof c,
p. Monroe, Prof. J. II.
bloc, asking for class legislation. Inardsley, Prof. O. C. Cunningham,
It is a national economic situation lprof Fabian
Garcia. C. A. McNabb,
nnd relief for agriculture is the;prof
Tj. Lantow. Prof. E. P.
j.
luimiuuum or tne ainicuity. The Johnson, Prof. Geoi"ge R. Quesen-berragricultural bloc realizes this and
and Miss
Miss Neimann
they realize also that national Richardson.
prosperity can be restored only as
returns.
agricultural proftpo.itv
Furthermore, they realize that
LECTURES
relief for agriculture is se- CONCERTS,
BY WIRELESS PLAN OF
cured, the nation faces oven graver economic conditions."
LAS VEGAS CITIZENS
Work of Federation.
Discussing the work of the American Farm Bureau federation, Mr. (Mpeclsl Correspondence to xn Journal.)
Las Vegas", N. M., Jan. 10.
Lester mentioned the following as
nnd lectures by the best musi
its accomplishments;
country
in the
1.
.
.
It has built the areest farm cians and talkers
era' organization in the history of will be given here soon oy ine
'
the world, with one mljllon farmers 3B vegas urn Bp.
organized in 1.507 county farm bu- fPPa'atu"w"??
Jnenver
rcaus and forty-si- x
state farm bu- - tne
Kansas City, Chicago, San Iran- rear, federatioris
cisc0' "r a,"y p!,ace wherVL8.n
"2. It has vitalized
is
way.
marketing; orielnated the eommod! attractlon
ob
tennae
of. tne apparatus wiu on
ity marketing conference; organized
work
skeleton
cn
'erected
placed
llvograin marketing committees,
the
biock mnrKei ting committees, dairy- - the tope of the city halJand
hus?. .'cnhrt at
ing. marketlIng' committees, fruit Duncan opera 300
growers' marketing committees and approximately
feet
wool marketing committees, which the createst extremity and 100 melatter alone handles 40,000,000 at their nearest points. The
located
he
will
chanical
apparatus
pounds of wool a year.
In the fire station: in fact, it is
already in place. The big sounders
will be placed in the opera house,
"
and can be used for entertainments,
to which admission will be charged.
Tho smaller sounders are In the
fire station, and are used almost
nightly by the firemen In picking
t
un' music, speeches or messages.
The installation work is being dfne
V4l VV
for
by. A. B. Livlngood, .wire chief ana
the Mountain States Te.lennono
has
Telegraph company. Livlngood
has a powerful apparatus of his
own in opperntion at his ranch on
The
the Hot Springs, boulevard.
large
firemen's 5apparatus , is
. ma r,
ir,
m i
enough to carry the sound to an
audience or 2,000 people. (
et
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Back Feel Lame,
Sore and Achy?

VrUo
w

,

m

BAR

Are you lame

ExSErTmEET

every morning?
with
drag through the
IN DUKE CITY TODAY
a Sienuj, nagging jmuKuuneday evenfind
"all
you
ing
played out?"
Correspondence to The Jonrnnl.)Probably
your kidneys are to (Rpwlal
The threeSanta Fe, Jan.-10- .
blame. Hurry, worry, lack of rest
examination to be. conducted
neavy oiei. an tena to weak- - day
K
examln
nt
bnr
un(lrA
on the kidneys,
your back gives
in. Albuquerque on
out; you feel depressed and suffer 'w.rtno.rtnt
tvinrnlne With some
uun i 50 iroin can to
letjumuucs.
worse. TT99 Dean's KUlne, Mil t" fl!i
not
jtiome ioiks recommena tnem. Ask teen
take the exapplicants will
your neighbor! Kerc'g on Albu- - amination.
The examiners' board
Do you

rh ...

nucrcno case:
Owen Pollard, 1S17 N. th St.,
says: "I was so lame I could hardly
bend or stoop and I had sharp,
quick catches in my kidneys that
hurt like the stab of a knife. The
action of my kidneys was irregular.
Doan's
Kidney Pills have never
failed to stop these attacks and
after a few days' treatment I am
well as ever and my back free from
"
pain."
..

DOAN'SWf
60
"

nt all Drug Store
foster Milhum Co.MieXkmJSuflelo.NY

Was Because Other

J'Xm.

is composed of W. J. Lucas, of Las
Vegas, chairman; Ira L. Grlmshaw,
law clerk of the supreme court,
and C. M. Botts, of Albuquerque.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the supreme
court, is clerk of the board. Grlmshaw and Sena left Here for 'Albuquerque on Tuesday .afternoon.

ENGIiAND COXSEXTS.
London. Jan. 10. Tho London
Times oays It is authoritatively
stated that the council of allied
imbassadore has consented to the
Zeppelin company building in Germany an airship for the American
movernmrnt. Work, will be begun
forthwith, it is expected.

Journal Want Ads bilnjt result),

sented

c.iiAr

(

Euro-

pean Nations Not RepreWould. Not Be
Bound By the Decision.

tl

,

,!

TO BUILD DIVERS

AcBu- -

the Bloc- in Congress:
Others
Sneak,
w

L

FRENCH PROPOSAL

fiSLDIIIQ MNFEREiiCE

Francis E. Lester Reviews Some of the
complishments of the American Farm

ASK COURT TO DECIDE
WHICH OF TWO WOMEN
IS THE BEST PLUMBER

'BfllAND DEFENDS

4.
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Xlj The Asoclnt'! rrpns
Cannes, Jan. 10. I3y the Asso-

Sri

Mohamed AIL
Mohamed Ali has been chosen
rucces8or to the late Abdul Baha as
head of the century old Bdhai
Mohamed Ali is a
movement.
brother of Abdul Baha and sod of
lieha Ullah, founder of Bahaism.

ciated Press.) "If at Washington
we claimed a free hand to build
submarines It was because other
European nations not representedbe
at that conference would not M.
bound by Its decisions," said
Briand to the French press correspondents today in a statement respecting discussions between him
and the British premier.
"The only question discussed,'
he said, "was whether, in order
to preserve the peace of Europe It
would not bo useful for France and
Great Britain to associate themselves and guarantee in the general interests the Franco-Germa- n
frontier, and whether in tho event
of Germany trying to avenge herself, it would not be well if she
knew she would be faced by the
combined forces of France and
Great Britain.
"Mr. Lloyd George and I thought
Those
It possible and desirable.
were the Bole basis of our discussion: there were no others.
I have broader
"Porsonally,
views, but Great Britain is only
to guaranherself
to
bind
willing
n
frontier. I
tee the
then thought of a system of political ententes applicable to nil of
Europe, In virtue of which all th'3
powers would bind themselves to
recognize the respective frontiers
and not attack each other. Added
to the fundamental Franco-Brlt-iB- h
accord, this Vast system would
constitute an obstacle to further
conflagrations for the whole of
Europe,"
"Oh course, It was agreed that
we should discuss all problems
arising between France andtoGreat
find
Britain and dj our utmost
satisfactory solutions.
to
reach
"I hope we will be able
an agreement In principle."
He summed up briefly what the
had accompCannes conference
lished:
two
settled
"It has
questions. Tt
has elaborated the Ftatua of an
economic and financial
which should bo one of the
Instruments of reconstruction in
western and eastern Europe; It
has determined the conditions under which it will meet Italy In an
international economic and flnnn-clthe
Besides
conference.
United States and Japan, all the
countries of Europe will he lnvlt"d
as well as the British dominions,
including Ireland.
"As to the reparations problems,
this has not yet been touched: It
will only be taken up tomorrow."
Franco-Germa-

MARRIAGE OF PRINCE
AND MISS DEACON IS
ANNULLED IN ITALY
(Br 'J he AflKoclnfril FreM.)
Rome, Jan. 10. Princess Radzl-wlannounces that the Sacred
Rota tribunal. of the Vatican has
annulled the marriage of her son,
Prince Radzlwill, to Miss Dorothy
Deacon, which took place In 1910
at London.
ll

Miss Dorothy Deacon was the
daughter of the late Edward
Parker Deacon of Boston and became a princess by reason of her
She was noted for her
marriage.

beauty and bad long been prominent in society in London and
Paris.
Previous
reported
dispatches
thnt the princess had sought annulment of her marriage, basing
her plea on the ground that she
had not entered voluntarily Into
that state.

al

NUMBER TRAINING FOR
MINISTRY INCREASING
(Dy The Asunrtntrd Trrtis.)
Chicago, Jan. 10. More men and

women are being trained for the
ministry today than ever before,
according to the report of the life
work committee at the annual
meeting of the Council of Church
Boards of Education today.
Practically all Protestant dehave a marked innominations
crease in the enrollment in the
seminaries over laflt
theological
year, the report shows. In the
Presbyterian church the Increase is
17 per cent, the report said.
The report urged that young
people of high school age be given
help that they may decide the
question of their llfo work from a
that
Christian
viewpoint, and
Protestant churches provide literaof
hold
young
meetings
ture and
people of various denominations to
aid them in considering the

AIRPLANE IS BEING
USED IN SEARCH FOR
MINNESOTA OFFICIAL

MAN FOUND MURDERED
IN NEBRASKA HOTEL

140-mi- le

150-mi-

(By The Awne'nted PreM.)
Dublhj, Jan. 10. Amnesty

has

been affreed on as a result of
between tho Irish
negotiations
cabinet, and the British government, according to a report current here tonlgh,t, and Trlsh politthose
ical prisoners,
including
sentenced to Oenth, confined in
both 'Irish' and British prisons,
will be liberated Wednesday or
Thursday. The death penalty prisoners number about forty.
London, Jan, 10. The press
association's Dublin correspondent
sends the report that all the Irish
political prisoners, including those
sentenced 'to death, will be released Thursday.
,

East

St. Loula,

is

imitation

RAILWAYS ARE IN THE
- HANDS OF UNIONS, IS
CLAIM
OF CANADIAN
(By The Associated Frees.)

rating from clnss 5 to class 4 or iVi.
One of the means used Is Improvement of the flro fighting apparatus. Tho East Las Vegas fire department has purchased an American La France truck and booster
pump, which Is e'tpublo of throwing 750 (jRllons of water a minute,
The mathrough five streams.

chine is equipped with chemical
exten
engine nnd
sion ladders wnicn will ename 1110
department to scale falls as high
as seventy feet. The water pump
will throw five streams to a
of 150 feet. Tho company
will keep its present truck, which
carries 1,200 feet of hose an
Ichemlcal
The new
apparatus.
truck wlil carry 1,200 feet of hose,
so that the company can have 2.400
feet of pipe at a fire when needed.
The E. Honiero Hoso and Fire
company has a truck nnd pump
that is strictly modern. Both companies are composed of volunteers
and are highly efficient.
.The Rocky Mountain Fire Underwriters' association nt Denver
recently sent an engineer here to
make a survey, and his report is
said to havo carried a recommendation for a reduction In insurance
rates here if the new truck was
purchased and the defective wiring
Lis
In the city were lmnroved.
Vegas" nlnetv block of street paving also entitle the city to a lower
rate, as It enables the firemen to
get to the scene of a blaze much
more quickly than over the dirt
streets, which often were deep in
mud.

Ycasl Vitamon Tablets
Greatest Beauty Secret
Banishes Skin Eruptions, Puts On Firm
Flesh, Strengthens the Noma
and Increase Energy.
CHE

thirfy-five-fo-

j

dis-tan-

Montreal, Jan. 10. Railways are
"In the hands of labor unions," the
Dominion railway commission was
told today by its chairman, F. P.
Carvell, who said that the chief
problem of the carriers in Canada whs trade unionism, and "the
refusal of employes to do an earnest day's work for an honest day's
pay."
"They need some one behind
them continually
with a yard
SALE OF
stick," he said, discussing ft report RECOMMEND
25
hours a month had
showing
BELONGING TO
LAND
been spent inspecting a signal bell
at LaChlne on the Grand Trunk.
THE WAR DEPARTMENT
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SKINNY JAW
j
SCPtWNV HECK
UGLY
SHOULDCl'

JL
ST

Thin or
n
folks who want to
some good, firm, solid flesh on their quietly'
bone
out the hollows and sunken checks with,
strong, healthy tissues and build up inrreaacd
energy and vitality should try taking two of
Maitin s tiny yeast VITAMON Tablets with
their niealai Maotin's VITAMON Tablet contain highly concentrated yeast vitamine3 as well
as the two other still more important vitamines
(Fat soluble A and Water aoluhle C), all of
which Science says you roust have to be strong,
well and fully developed. They bani?h pimples,
boils and bUo eruptions 03 if by miiRic,
strengthen the nerves, build up the tody with
firm flesh and tissue and often completely
You run no-risrejuvenate the whole system.
of causing gas or upsetting the stomach.
If you aro thin, pale, hapgard, drawn lookin?
or lack energy and endurance taks Mastin's
VITAMON
two tablets with every meal.
IMPORTANT!
While the remarkable health-buildivalue of Mastin'a VITAMON Tablets
have been clearly and positively demonstrated
in cases of lack of energy, nervous trouoiee,
anemia, indigestion, constipation, skin eruptions, poor compleiion and a generally weakened physical and mental condition, they should
not be used by anyone who OBJECTS to having
their weight increased to normal. Do bot accept
imitations or substitutes. You can pet Mastia'e
VITAMON Tablets at all good druggists.
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BUST,

CRACEFUt

SHOUIDLRJ

Are Pcj!tlve!y Guaranteed

to Put On Fina Fleoh,

Clear the Skin and Increase
Enerijy When Tdsen With.
Every Mea! or Money Bads

-

VEA5T

VITAMIN!

CEHui.ie

TAB LEI.

(By The AsMirluted rrese.)

Theater

Washington, Jan. 10. 8:,lo of
scores of tracts owned by the war
department and consolidation or
abolishment of a number of army
activities are recommended by a
which, after
house
monthi of investigation into th
advislbllity of disposing of war de-it""
partment property made publicmust
report today. The findings
be approved by the house military
committee before action can be
taken on tvm by congress.
The
approved recommendation, of the war department as to the disposal of dozens
of army posts and minor reservations no longer needed for war purposes.

Today

"R" ThoaioT. Repeating today
the picture, "A Prince There Was,"
with Thomas MelKhan as the leading star; a!so repeating tl e "Travelogue" and "Current Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater. Repeating today
Rudyard Kipll.ig's picture, "Without Benefit of Clergy;" also showing a laughable comedy, "Assault
and Flattery."
Pastime Theater. Repeating today for the laBt time, "At tho
Singe Doer," by William Christy
fnbanne: also repeating the "Fox
Xews" picfures and th- - "Mutt and
Jeff" cartoons.
KI1I.1 I BV EXPLOSFOX.
Morton, Ta., Jan. 10. One man
was killed and a store of the Universal Fireworks
and Specialty
company was demolished by an
explosion today.

TUBERCULOSIS
Glass tint positive
he 1a able to cur
tuberculosis by Inhalatl n
In any climate.
For further informatlot;
Or.
proof

Ifl VS A RAILROAD.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 10. C. M.
Hovey, assistant manager of the
Nashville
Industrial corporation,
the Tennessee
today purchased
Central railroad, paying $1,500,000.
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The Following Law Books Have Been Lost
nooic

MARK
OWNER
V. C. Relcl
W. C. Ri'id
W. C. Jti'M
W. C. Held
W. C. Hold
W. C. Ueld
XV. V. Hold
W. C. Held
tioo. S. Downer. . .Coo. S. Downer
fico. S. Downer. . .Coo. S. Downer
.
Coo. S. Dmvner. .
S. Downer
Ceo. S. Downer ... Geo. S. Downer
A. T. 8. V. liy
(same)
W. C. Held
I'linmrked
Viininrked
W. C. Hold
VnimirKod
W. C. Held
Vnmnrked
lanreneo F. Iiee

ins v. s

Federal

2(10

13 New Mexico Hop
151 riiilfio
Sit ti. It. A
Wharton ( rlm'l I,nv, vol 2.
N. M. Session I,aws
N. f. Session I,aws 11)12.,
S. W. Rep...
20, 21, 41,
21 A. nnd 10. Ann. Cases...
Ann. Cases 1910, A
Ann. Cases 1910, n
N. Jf. Compiled haws 1897.

mil..

NO

CALIFORNIA.

.G-o-

4,

A real success is seldom, if ever, the result of 'an individual
idea or effort but is rather the improvement upon many
Before you plant your seeds this year send
experiences.
for our 1922 Year Book. Its contents is the recorded results
of many tests and tricdout experiments in farm and
garden
jrowingr. It will help you and cost you nothing just send
for It today.
,

Tfeo

Please Take Notice

Philadelphia Is to have a symphony orchestra entirely composed
of women, with the exception of
the conductor.

60.

Coudcry's Forms
Crim. Proood. (Bishop)...
I, . It. A. (ST. S.) vol. 16. ..
Rnnkruptcy, Collier
Kqnlty, Pomproy, 4 vols...,
Sinipkins tiult ot I;aw

A. Ketllllo
A. Sodlllo
M. Potts
M. Botts

A.
A.
C.
C.

mill Foully

II. V. Jj., Vols. 8,2fl
14 Am.
English Fncyc.
0 l'.nc. PI. and Prac

John B. Burg

.

f

m

Y03 GET
.

S.

MM

103

MARK

Milk Our Specialty

Albuquerque (Mparat&e

, . W. B.
. .W. B.
. .W. B.

E. Rep

N. Y. Suppl
N. Y. Snppl
IT. S. Hep

Judgments

We have one for you. Ask your driver or one
given to each person with purchase of milk at
window.
Whole

Slmms
Slmms
Slmms
R.

and Botts
nnd Botts
nnd Botts
H. Ifnnna

John
John

B. Burs
B. Burg

FOUND

4(1

ESLK BOTTLE Cap?.

Bottled

A. Kcdlllo

'

BOOK

i

...A.

A. A. Scdlllo
Slmms and Butts
Slmms nnd Botts
Slmms and Botts

,

Water RIkIUh. Wioll. 2 vols.,
liankmptey, Brnwlenlmrr. .

SS
7

(

Freeman) ....

128 Pacific
10 Wallace V. S
Vol. 27 S. C. (XT. fi.)

Water
27

Rlshts,

2nd Edition
CYC

,.W.

Chllders

Chllders
Chllders

. . Ferjrusson
. . Unmarked
. .Unmarked

..Vnmnrked

Wiell,

Foster Fed. Practice,

B.

Chllders

.
.

vol. S .

W.

,F.

Clancy..

W. Clancy
W. Clancy

,F.
.F.

BY
B. S. Rodey
B. S. Rodey
B. S. Rodey
B. S. Rodey
B. S. Rodey
Laurence F. Loo
W. C. Reid
W. C. Rekl
W. 0. Reld
AV. C. Reld
W. C. Reld

A decent consideration for tho favor of lending a low
book would seem to require thnt it bo returned promptly.
All attorneys aro therefore kindly requested to check their
libraries with this list and return books to their owners and
notify the undersigned.
T. W. GIBSON.

fedafi&n

Dairy
Phone 331

317-19-2-

North Second St.

1

e,

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

1

Watch and Wait for

'

'

RATING

INSURANCE

was tho best plumber.
The question arose when Miss
Helen Ducey and Mrs. Louise
Ducey appeared as rival claimants for the right of continuing
the plumbing establishment left
without a head at the death of
Join F. Ducey. brother of the
one and husband of the other.
Each asked to be administratrix.
Mrs. Ducey said the plumbing
business had been her father's
gift to her and her husband but
admitted Ducey had willed tho
establishment to his sister. She
submitted testimonials by patrons
that sho was a plumber.
The sister declared that far
from being a plumper, Mrs. Ducey
was an actress, and so enamored
of
theatricals
that she had
changed her baptismal name of
Loulso to "Lulu."
The court reserved decision.

BSD

FIXGF.R PRINTS.
The
111., Jan, 10.
of
discovery
finger prints In the
home of Mrs. Clara Richwine and
money;
William Rich-winher father-in-lawho were shot to death MonFOUND SHOT TO DEATH
day, marked the only new developments today, according to police.
(Br The AMclnted Free!.)
will be held tomorrow.
Montreal, Jan. 10. Flourishing An Inquest
e
11
of his roll of Imitation currency
KKCOGNITIOX
URGED,
was believed by the Montreal po
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 10, The
lice tonight to have instigated the
assembly today
murder of Raoul Delorme, 24 Kentuckya general
resolution urging recogyears old Ottawa student, who was adopted
the
nition
of
Obreeon
government
shot to death in a desolate spot in in Mexico.
the suburbs Saturday morning.
Delorme was seen with two
strange men shortly after he had
displayed a roll of bogus bills In a
Lady Overcomes Use of
restaurant Friday night. He ac
two
to
a
the
Morphine
companied
theater,
and later motored with them to a
"Troubled about 10 years with
roadhoune, where a woman Joined what tho doctors ailed Rail stones,
them.
Tho party left the road- - often I thought I would die before
house a short time later.
the doctor could
here, when he
Ten days ago Delormo took out would give me get
a hypodermic of
$25,000 worth of lifo insurance.
an operation.
andadvlsa
morphine
A neighbor told me about Mayr's
'
Fim PRICES IXCnEASE.
Wonderful Remedy for stomach
Winnipeg, Man., Jan. 10. Price
and since taking the first
realized for the 50,000 pelts, auc- trouble,
dose 2
afro I have not had an
tioned today, indicate fur prices attack years
nor needed a hypodermic."
are on an upward trend. 'There It is a simple, harmless
prepara
was a strong demand for all classes tion that removes the catarrhal
and bidding was. keen between mucus from the intestinal tract and
Canadian and United States buy allays the inflammation
which
,.
er".
causes practically all stomach, liver
Intestinal ailments, including
and
FITZGERALD OUTPOINTED.
One dose will con
appendicitis.
Pa.. - Jan. 10:
Philadelphia.
vince or money refunded. For sale
johnny Dundee, New York, junior by Bripg-s- Pharmacy ana druggists
lightweight cnampion, easily out- everywhere. ;
Philpointed Whitoy Fitzgerald,
bout
adelphia, in un eight-roun- d
tonight. Dundee weighed 132 and
13
b,
Fitzgerald

flourIshes' rolTof

SEEKS REDUCT0N OF

(Special Correspondence to ifie Journal.)
Las Vegas. N. M., Jan. 10.
New York, Jan. 10. Surrogate
Las Vegas Is endeavoring
John Cohalan today was called on Greater
to decide which of two women to get a reduction of its insurance

Denver, Jan. 10. Denver police
tonight were asked to watch for a
man and woman said to be en
route to Denver from Sidney, Neb.,
who are suspected of having knowledge of the slaying of Stephen
Paun at Sidney today.

(By The Aasorlnted PreM.)

Duluth. Minn., Jan. 10. Staked
securely to tho ice on Superior
bay, an airplane driven hero from
St. Paul this afternoon by Major
Rav Miller of tho Minnesota na
tional guard aviation unit, was besecing groomed tonight for totheGrand
ond Ian of its flight
Portage. Minn., whero assistance
will be given in the search for
James Maher. Cook county com
mlssloner. Maher has been lost in
the vicinity of Thunder bay for
two weeks.
Major Miller expects to hop off
at 8:30 a. m. tomorrow, for the
flight up the north shore
of Lake Superior.
The
flight from St
Paul was mado against ft stiff wind
In two hours and fifteen minutes

GREATER LAS VEGAS

(By The Annorlatrd Trrei.)

(Br The AoHalriI TreM.)
Sidney, Neb., Jan, 10. Stephen
Paun, an employe of the Union
Pacific, wns found murdered in a
local hotel here tod.ny, according to
the police. , He is known to have
had a large amount of money, police pay,
Authorities are without clues as
to tho identity of the slayer.
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BETTER BARGAINS THAN EVER
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A

CCOUNTIWG
CUT THIS OUTIT IS WORTH
AUDITING, INCOMt
FOLEY'S HAS NEVER FAILED
TAXriNANCIAI.
January is a bad month ' for influenza, la grippe and bronchial
'
troubles.
VUlAMJZANf
It is unwise to neelect
the slightest cough or cold. Foley's
Honey and Tar gives promut relief
gets right at the trouble, covers
raw inflamed aurfac.ee with a healing coating, clears the air passages,
eases stuffy breathing and nermite
g
sound, refreshing,
sleep. Mrs. F. A. Gibson. 1547 ColEngineers Founders Machinists.
Ave.,
Racine.
lege
Wise, writes:
Castings In Iron. Brass. Hrotise. Alum
"Foley'e has never failed in giving inum.
Oil Engines.
Elsctrla Mntors.
T
immediate relief unit
Pumps and Irrigation.
without it.' Sold everywhere.
Work and Office Albuquerque,
health-buildin-

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

1 lie flashion

We Do As We Advertise.

shop

Goods and Prices Will Meet Your Approval.

220 West Central.
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P1GT DISCUSSED

CONFLIC T

SHOW DECREASE

AT CANNES

MEET

Were $69,865,392 in No- Some Men Testify They Italians Also Desire to Be
Included in the Treaty;
Saw Major Opie Shoot
vember, or $39,488,000
Assert
German
Others
in
October,
Delegation Is to
Less Than
Runners;
Be
Heard
Shoot
Not
Did
He
Announces.
Anyone
Association
Today.

which would be at an
per
annual rate of return of 3.8 was
cont on property investment
Associatno
announced tonight by
tion of Railway Executives on the
basis of reports to the interstate

commerce commission by two hundred class one railroads. This operating income, the announcement
said, was 39,4K8,00n less than that
for Octobpr when the rate of return was equivalent to 6.4 per cont
annually, but the November figures showed an increase of
over those for November,
1920. The decrease from October
was attributed largely to a decline
of 20 per cent in the volume of

broke about even today in testi
ti. Ij.
fying for and against Major
a
Opie, of Staunton, Va., before
Investigating
committee
senate
charges that American soldiers had
trial in
been hanged without

cl

jlSI.

(B, The Associated Prrn.)
(By The Associated Frcae.)
(Bv The AfiWH'Inted Trcm.)
Cannes, Jan. 10 (by the Associa- !V"""!l,'f"
"Washington, Jan. 10. Nearly a
Washington, Jan. 10. A net op'
in
all
from
Virginia,
ted
of
$69,965,392
dozen witnesses,
Press). As the reparations
erating income

November,

'

settlement was held up until tomorrow because of the failure of
Premier Briand to receive a reply
from his cabinet at Paris to his report on what has been done here,
the Franco-Britis- h
pact held the
attention' of the members of the

mi

mm

n

n

ml

GETS

HER

I

Finance Committee of the
Senate Tackles What is
Conceded to Be a Very
Difficult Problem.
(By The AnxorlntrA Froaa.)

Washington, Jan. 10. Hearings
on the permanent tariff bill having been brought virtually to a
close, senate finance committee
republicans embarked today on
what is conceded to be the very
difficult task of rewriting the
Fordncy bill.
Several methods of coping with
the situation brought about by
the depreciation and fluctuation
of foreign exchange have been
The house decided on
euggestcd.
a general plan of assessing duties
on the basis of the American valuation of the articles imported,
but some administration leaders
believe this plan would be very
difficult of administration.
President Harding has suggested
the fixing of maximum and minimum rates with the chief executive given authority to change the

duties between those limits as
conditions
may warrant from
time to time.
This proposal has met with the
approval of some congressional
leaders and amendments to carry
this plan into effect have been
prepared by Senator Smoot, of
Utah, ranking republican on the
committee.
Another suggestion has been
that the president be given authority to proclaim the value of
foreign currency in terms of American currency as a basis for the
assessing of Import duties.

"Only One Thinj?
Breaks My Cold"

'THE

relief that Dr. King's New
Discovery gives from stubborn old
eojrte, and onrushing new ones, grippe
and throat torturing coughs has made
fc the standard remedy it is
today.
Time-trie- d
for fifty years and never
more popular than today. No harmful
tiroes.
You will soon notice the relief hi
loosened phlegm and eased cough.
V Always reliable, and
good for tie
whole family. Has a convincing, healwith
all
taste
its
ing
good medicinal
qualities. At all druggists, 60 cents.
--

Dr. King's
New Discovery
Tor Colds and Coughs

t T1.' Re8uJ t8 of ""stlpa tionTarc
ark headaches, biliousness,
sallow
kin waste matter in the intestinal
ystera. Correct this
condition by taking Dr. King's
Pills. 25 cents. All dme'its.
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No more waiting for prices to come down old times, and old prices we
used to pay are here! Everything in this sale is our own merchandise and
nges
every piece of it is guaranteed anything not right we will make
Will Be Allowed.
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the committee announced that a
(By The Associated Preea.)
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people, at least on the part of the treaty Detween
mm
Sale Price . . .
Burch."
which has now been eniS1.
if ' A
Ireland
and
Traced Burch's Movements.
by the British parliament
W Wand hurS
7
He then traced the movements approved
dail eireann.
)''t'- - 7 cur. It Tun
of Burch from the time, according and, the
This lot includes famous Borsalino
to the evidence,
Mrs. Obenchain
t, to Europo and!
r
PLANS.
DISCUSS
WILL
wrote to Kenndy all was at an end
vr attltufl toward Amel
Stetson makes.
10. Plans for
Jan.
Ohio,
Canton,
between
them and summoned the 1922 professional football seai Tf Uvxo and Vamet
Burch to Los Angeles before the son
totet)
will be discussed here January
ui normal praotae
time of the shooting.
28 at the annual meeting of th.
ir ia:,-- Jk That taw is ndeqv'
Burch and Mrs. Obenchain, the American
Football asProfessional
(Ion of ai
,ndant. Tbea )
assistant district attorney said,
m lltu fcV jar oorairry, oesti
spied on Kennedy for two weeks sociation.
Evan-stocame
Burch
here from
after
good dtliL.,lj aaeured of la
PRACTICE ABAXIONKT.
III., and Burch rented an authey wtraj
Philadelphia, Jan. 10 Winter wtn Iuit thPnd if wtU
tomobile under an assumed name
b gl
under oar laWfhey
University
the night of the slaying and was football practice at the been
fc
wer nroved
abanfrM1. .Tf
has
seen driving that car through Bev- of Pennsylvania
inmen
Bo
showed
few
war Uw,
erly Glen both before and after doned.
that Coach John W. Heis-ma- n kottbs or pink outcries.punleliey
Kennedy was shot, Shortly after 9 terest decided
to
call
off
practice
o'clock.
"How did Burch know Kennedy until spring.
INTEGRATION
would be there about 9 o'clock?"
asked Keyes. "Because Madalynne
CENTRAL'
Obenchain had agreed to have him
Vienna Tss TWi
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France.
But there was no evidence re- supreme council today.
After two talks with Premier
lating specifically to hangings. Ma-It
all swung around charges that
Lloyd George M. Briand declared
of
the
the negotiations were a good way
jor Opie, as commander
third battalion, 116th infantry, had towards success, but that nothinga
shot Borne of his men. Men who had been decided in the form of
I
had served with the regiment, sup- treaty, which s tniten to mean that
submitted the draft before the British cabinet
testimony
plementing
artlalN. aiwaMrtsUL
MWrf
U
.
last. week, declared they saw Ma is merely a British
suggestion
Tram in mi
Ue emVe
submitted to the iklML aranedj mtuLMaa aw I
jor Opio shoot runners In October, which will b
e
1918, while his command was in French premier after it is passed - .r H at ntua,
"flJ
on at London.
the Argonne.
traffic.
In his view the pact Is simply a
Others who were with the ofTwenty railroads in the eastern,
e
no one, prolongation
of the
guarantee
eight In the southern and twenty-on- ficer (inserted he had shot
in the west district reported and that he only fired to stop som treaties signed at Versailles, but
were
ratified.
not
fdrtitn nntton' '
operating deficits last November, of his men, apparently in disorder- which is
the intention of Premier
It
while total number reporting defi- ed retreat, in an effort to reform
Briand and Lloyd George to go rihtj bat onA
cits for October was thirty. The his line.
Chairman Brandegee, seeking to over every question Involving difratio of expenses to operating revenues in November, was placed at rrut through the conflicting evi- ferences of policy, but M. Briand
79.06 per cent compared with 74.20 dence, endeavored to ascertain the said these were not many. As for
V
'DUI
Turkish
question, it was not
per cent in October, this increnso exact number alleged to have been the
V
shot, but in the end there was some one concerning the Angora treaty,
being attributed to the impossibiliof
concerned
the
as
question
ty of reducing expenses as rapidly doubt in tho minds of membersseen but
peace in the Near East. The sub.
as traffic declines. The net oper- to whether the witnesses had
would
he
thought,
Nomarine
describe
in
question,
to
were
and
of
$6i",965,3S2
income
attempting
ating
disappear when France and Groat
vember, it was added, fell short the same alleged slaughter.
allies.
became
Britain
conCounsel for Major Opie, in a
of the amount
$37,168,618
The German delegation will arthe hope
GitWlBted by aiiSrder ei
templated in the transportation brief statement, expressed
act.
that there might bo a speedy find- rive tomorrow and will be heard,
oowrWon to
tvfi
along with the reparations com- lliw&Vhavd taken
The operating revenues of the ing, and asked that further
mission, when final decision is
railroads in November, according
relating to him might be reached
There will be.no prejudgm
on the proposed new repato the reports, totaled $465,.in3,144 presented.
90l!tks in t&at tribunal, and
Senator Watson, democrat, Geor- rations terms.
or 21.4 per cent less than in Noto
Italians
on lawyers make aa pitiful
The desire of the
vember, 1H20, while operating ex- gia, whose speech led to the in- come
pact of the strap bangers a th
into the Franco-Britis- h
penses totaled $307,912,287 last vestigation, opposed any attempt
of
the
announcement
has
delayed
out
case.
waa
a reduction to single
the Opie
Jmall'i commlsaton. there will
November, which
As all the testimony
for or details of the negotiationsMr.that led That will preaerv Tbomped
of 28.4 per cent from the figures
Lloyd
of the same month in 1920.
against Major Opie was cleared up to its drafting.
aouooed leiuo for 13:1.
outfor from the slate, a specip.l date will George prepared a statement
of
$166,321,423
in London.
Tbo queatlon
the city hi
tho charges lining the conversations Briand
maintenance by the railroads in be fixed for
this :M force?
the request of M.
watched
November, the announcement said, by the committee in the event fur- At
elabo
somewhat
was
- a ,1
was 25 per cent less thun was spent ther statements should be forth- atntpmont
aeUtya'alnce Uio
the
more
to
on
fully
rated
give
in the preceding November.
'.b
coming.
lawyera go
preBritish
the
views
by
expressed
of
most
The
direct testimony
the
The net operating Income
.!:5."llberately roal
will be publishsajala!ffrfrailroads during the first eleven against Major Opie was given by mier. It probably
a memorandum
months of 1921 wa9 placed at Charles E. Fox, of Richmond, Va., ed tomorrow, M.while
Briand, giving the xvM
'k &f. We ha
wlf
$561,411,608, or at an annual rate who swore he saw the officer shoot drafted by
out.
of return of 3.3 per cent on the a runner In the back. Later coun- French side, also will be given
tentative valuation fixed by the sel for Major Opio requested the
(gpla 4;ifiiaSn order fj
commission for rate making pur- witness to stato whether he had
poses. This return was $464,605,-39- 2 written a certain letter put inti
I
v8$re
less than the earnings contemthe recorda Fox was not certain
announceto
was
The
an
set
letter
the
he
forth that
plated, according
ment, under the rates fixed by the orphan, while ho testified that his
commission.
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flUTY CHATS

IF YOU'RE SORRY

YOU BOBBED

TRY NOVEL RAINBOW COIFFURE

Br Edna Kent Forbes,
ANSWERED

IiETTEltS.

Dixie: Tincture of benzoin Is not
the least Injurious to the skin.
It Is an excellent mild astringent.
It will shrink large pores and
make the skin clear and finegrained If used In connection with
other "face treatments. The beat
dally treatment Is to rub the skin
with cleansing cream, then wash
with castile soap and hot water,
rlnso- - with hot water, then with
cold, to which enoimh tincture of
benzoin has been added to make a
milky mixture. A few drops to a
basinful Is usually enouKh. It will
not grow hair on the face.
M. I. N.: There are any number
of correct ways of acknowledging
Introductions. Probably the simplest and easiest thing to say Is:
"I am glad to meet you." The only
thing to avoid Is "Pleased to meet
you," this has been done to death,
Is provincial and awkward.
M. S. A.: The only way to make
the eyebrows dark permanently Is
to treat them with a dye. This
would be so difficult that I would
not advise you to do It. You can
touch the brows up very lightly
with an eyebrow pencil. If you
will do it carefully enough, It can
not be detected.
Rose Bud: A girl 19 years old, S
feet 2 Inches tall, should weiith
about 113 pounds. Tou probably
have not attained your full height.
Many people keep on growing until
they are 21 years old.
R. V. K.: Your face Is thin and
neck and cheeks hollow because
In

.

you have been 111. Undoubtedly as
you 4rovr stronger the little wrinkles and crows feet will disappear
of themBelves. The electrio vibrator treatments will do you a great
deal of good because they will
stimulate the skin and bring up to
it fresh healthy blood. But the
real cure for you Is about nine
hours sleep at night, as much outdoor air as possible, and simple
nourishing food.
Miss C. Z.: I do not think that
changing from city to country air
could be the cause of falling hair
and pimples.
However, in some
parts of the country the air Is to
becomes rough
akin
the
that
dry
and the hair Jooses its lustre, unless specially treated.
The formula for an excellent
hair tonlo appears from time to
time In this space. However, if
you will send me a letter with a
stamped envelope
enclosed. I will mail you the formula. You will have to treat the
pimples by dieting.
Brown Eyes: If your hair is very
dry, you probably are suffering
from what they call dry dandruff.
The best cure for any sort of dandruff is oil. I would advise you to
massage the scaln with crude Oil,
heated as hot as the scalp can
stand it, or with sulphur ointment.
Sulphur is splendid for any skin
trouble.
As these oils are heavy they
should be used a day or two before the scalp is shampooed. The
only soap, by the way, that should
be used on a dry scalp la either
plain or medicated castile.

THE HEIV GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS

r
"No, she couldn't be! She's too
lovely. But isn't she far more attractive now than she used to be,
and in such a short time, too?"
CHAPTER 62.
are
"I don't know I don't like it
you
Margaret,
Jove,
"By
stunning!" Craig Forrester said as any of it. Why didn't she let me
Her letters came from
he came in followed by Mr Wal- know?
Wollcot."
Still bewildered.
t
ters,
Her
at
Joan.
Margaret
glanced
interrupted.
Margaret
daughter's face was almost tearful. sot "Dinner, you two! What are you
serious about?" She presented
"How de do, Joan?" Mrs. Walters kissed the girl's cheek, then Joan to two other guests who had
Craig Forrester greeted her. To Just arrived, and then led the way
him she gave a look that said as to the dining room leaning on
Craig Forrester's arm. "She planed
plainly as words:
"You're to blame for what my Joan at the farther end of the tamother is doing, and I dislike you ble, where she could see her, but
not talk with her. George Watmore than ever."
Margaret saw the look, and she son, a young lawyer on one side,
she
and Mrs. Walters on the other.
felt a little qualm for what
The dinner was one long torture
knew her daughter was suffering.
Tor the young do suffer under such to Joan. She watched her mother
her young mother scintillate and
circumstances.
Mrs. Walters drew Joan to one sparkle, she saw Craig Forrester's
fetde.
devotion, openly expressed. When
"Isn't vour mother a wonder T" Watson spoke she answered at ranVhe asked.
dom, and felt angry when he men"I don't understand!" Joan said tioned her mother's youth, and Inn
timated that she, Joan, was only
drain. It seemed all she was
a child.
of saying.
In the charming living room
"What don't you understand?"
"Why she left Wollcot; what she Margaret drew Joan to her.
"You will have to run along now,
la doing here like this."
Joan's
glance took In the room, Margaret, dear, we are going on to the theater. Hannah will ride home with
There's nothing to understand, you. The taxi is here."
"But mother!"
$ oan. Margaret was bored to death
"Run along nowl We'll see each
after you left, so she came to New
York to play around a bit. The other often. I'll come up to see
theaters, and Hther amusements how you are fixed tomorrow no,
the day after I have a luncheon
Irou know."
engagement tomorrow, and a the"But this this apartment!"
"Wasn't it fortunate she could ater at night. I won't have a mintent auch a darling place? It is a ute, but the day after I'll surely
perfect setting for her beauty. 1 look you up." The seeming indiftell her it was built and furnished ference of her mother almost took
expressly for her. And isn't she Joan's breath away; almost made
young and lovely? I took her to her overlook the fact that she was
my dressmaker at once. Those being sent home like a naughty
clothes she used to wear made her child while her mother, old enough
a sight." Janet Walters was do- to know better, was going to have
ing her part well, if one were to a good time.
As it had happened twice beJudge by the look on Joan's face.
"i never thought my mother a fore that evening, Joan's face became almost tearful. She gulped
Wght."
SITS THROVGH AV
UNCOMFORTABLE DINNER.

JTOAV
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Wednesday.
Adclante club supper at Y. W. C.
at 6 p. m.
Woman's auxiliary of St. John's
will meet with Mrs. A. B. McDonald, at 611 North Fourth street, at
2:30 p. m.
Eastern Star Social club will
meet at Masonic club rooms at 3
p. m.
A.

or social life.

Usually, there's a reason.
Nerves whipped by tea or coffee
won't keep on running, and they
won't stand constant whipping.
Many a man or woman who
has wished the afternoon would be

1

as bright as the morning has
simply been wishing that the
nerves wouldn't have to pay the
natural penalty for being whipped
with the caffeine drug.
Postum gives a breakfast
cup of comfort and cheer,
without any penalties after

hi

ward. There s no "letting
down" from Postum no
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stuck my hed in Gladdises room
saying, Hay Gladdis look wat Mr.
Parkins sent.
Wat, wat, give them to me, sed
Gladdis looking as If she felt twice
as good alreddy, and she ran and
grabbed the flowers and stuck her
nose in them, saying, O, arent they
bewtlfill, arent they lovely, wen
did they come, 'Jest now?
No, not Jest now, I sed.
Well wen did they come, wy
wasnt I told lmmeedttly? sed
Gladdis, and I sed, Well gosh,
Gladdis, you knew It, you was the
ferst one knew it.
Dont tawk krazy, you Jest
brawt them up to me, dldent you"'
sed Gladdis.
Sure, I sed, and she sed, Well
then wen did they come, I demand to know wen these flowers
got heer, and I sed. Last nlte, he
brawt them himself.
Ynu silly ignerent Jackass, sed
Gladdis, and I sed, Wy, you was
glad to see them then so wy alnt
you glad to see them now?
Wleh Jest then Gladdis gave me
2 fenrse cracks and I ran down
and told ma Rnd ma gave me another one. Proving good intentions without good news is usellss.
HTT Tj TS

Jan. 10. Louis W. Hill,
chnirman of the Great Northern
chairman
Railway was
of the board of directors of the
First National Bank here today after the stockholders had chosen
St. Paul,

back a sob as Hannah waited In
the doorway, her instructions to
follow out the plan her mistress
had outlined In her talk with Joan.
Margaret mistrusted Joan would
question old Hannah.
"There, dear! We will see each
other often now that I am living
In New York," Margaret comforted as she folded Joan in her arms,
and kissed her fondly. Because
she wanted her daughter to understand that she, Margaret, had regained her youth, was no reason
she shouldn't also understand that
her affection was unchanged; that
she loved her as devotedly as ever.

If you bobbed your hair and you're sorry you did, there is a
helpful suggestion from the American Ladles' Hairdressers Association. The photograph shows how Mrs. Charles Prey solved the problem. She and her husband won first prize with their "rain-bocoiffure'" at the association's annual banquet and ball held in New
York. Mrs. Frey Is seen at the left with bobbed hair. The Insert
shows what wonders the "rainbow coiffure" worked. It's a pity the
camera couldn't catch the colors and shades for there were twenty-tw- o
of them.

THE LUCKLESS DAY.

smart and break his heart and

This morn, alack, thera was a
tack, on which I placed my trilby,
"such luck," I said, "fills me with
dread this day a lemon will be."
Hour after hour my luck was sour,
misfortunes
drove me dotty; I
stubbed my toes and broko my
nose against a doorpost knotty. I
took a drink of dark blue ink, mistaking it for water, aimed at a fly,
and my aunt's eye received the
swizzlng swatter. Oh, all tho fates
and kindred skates to punish me
seemed banded; I fell down stairs
and broke some chairs and sofas
where I landed. And every Jay has
known a day when all tiilngi
seemed conspiring to make him

there be, and then wo see what
stuff a pent Is made of; if he is
cheap ho'll wall and weep at bogles he's afraid of. But if he's
strong ho'll toil along; "the Jinx,"

FOR 1922 MEMBERSHIP
MEETING IN FORTNIGHT
This Is committee week at the
T. W. C. A..
All of tho board men. hers and
their committees ure holding group
meetings in tho period between
the
annual finance campaign
and tho annual
just completed
membership meeting which will be
held in about two weeks. Duns for
the big annual gathering will be
made at a meeting of the board of
directors on Monday evening. In
vitations will be sent out by the
membership committee.
The girls' wo.-and recreation
committees will meet at the aKSO
elation headquarters at 4:45 o'clock
this afternoon to engage a full time
secretary to conducf this department of the association.
It Was
voted at the last board meeting to
to
a
the
take
plnce
employ secretary
vacated by Mrs. w. A. Gekler, who
was part-tim- e
recreation secretary
for several months.
will
Tha cafeteria committee
meet tomorrow and after the regular Adelante club supper at 6
o'clock the young woman's council
will hold a business meeting. The
headquarters committee and tha
will meet on
hotel committee
Thursday. The hospitality committee and the finance committee will
meet on Friday. The latter committee which conducted the recent
finance campaign Is doing follow-u- p
work with patrons of the association this week and will make a
final report of the campaign at the
Monday board meeting.
'

ARE

EXECUTIVE STAFF
AT THE WHITE HOUSE

At tha White House today
women are members of the
executive staff. They work directinly for the president in many
stances, a practice inaugurated by
former President Wilson when the
war took from the White House
several of the most trusted officials. Until the time of President
Wilson women were deliberately
excluded from positions in the executive offices, even at the telephone switchboard.
h
Although now almost
e
of the 600,000 executive and
officials of local, state and
federal governments in the United
States are women, the total reported in 1910 as connected with pub-- i
Ho service in administrative and
legislative capacities was only
In the federal service the
women numbered 20 per cent, and
in the stats and local governments
7 per cent.
sev-er- al

one-tent-

lenia-latlv-
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'There's a Reason"
Co., Inc., BattU Crack, Mich.

tangle all his wiring.

Such days

SHE'S ONLY WOMAN
TO OWN AND RUN
WIRELESS SCHOOL
"

ho'll soy, "will vanish; tomorrow's
luck, I'll bet a buck, will all the
fantods banish."
Most days ara
bright; they treat us right, they're
be
to
days
respected, and if one
day sctms bleak and gray, we
should not be dejected. Day after
day I quit the hay, my spirits high
and soaring, I stub no toes, I break
no nose, no tacks are on the flooring. All things are good, I knock
on wood, and chant In high soprano; the luck is just, I do not
bust the sofa or piano.

r

fn

ter project at Priest's Portal. Tho
lf
accident happened two and
miles Inside the tunnel. The
men knew of a "missed hole," a
charge that had failed to explode
in the tunnel, and were working
carefully when a drill struck the

hidden charge.

Every girl graduate from BrynJ
siawr must be abla to swim.
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3 CHILDREN

KILLED,
21 OTHERS HURT WHEN
BUS IS HIT BY TRAIN

(Bt The Awoclated Vrmt.)
Van Wert, Ohio, Jan. 10. Three
children were killed Instantly and
21 others were injured this morning when a school bus was hit by
an eaFtbound Pennsylvania fast
freight three miles east of here at
Goltlby crossing.
Nine of the children were seriously Injured and two of them
are not expected to live. Twelve
of tho children were only sllghtlv
injured' and were taken to their
homes.
The dead are:
LUC1LR KaOKLEn, aged 9.
JESSIE FACKLEit, aged 14, slater of Liiclle.
MARY IMLER, aged 7.

Elue Kibbon Peaches,
11 oz. package

J
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Our stock of Elue Ribbon Peaches i3 1921 pack
and we know it is fresh. 1921 pack cannot profitably be sold for less than the prices quoted above.
Red Cross Evaporated Milk,
11 1tall can
Carnation Evaporated Milk,
"J OJL,
tall can
,
Pet Erand Evaporated Milk,
"lO
tall can
St. Charles Evaporated Milk,
r) 1 C
tall can
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seek fmenps ix hour of
ni:ki.
"In the hour of need we

quickly
seek our best friends." wrltea Chas.
Schridd Ward de Wet, 957 73rd
Ave., Oakland, Cal., "our little boy
and girl had a severe dry, rasping
cough without
phlegm, a cough
that chokes and flushes the face of
the eufterers like unto convulsions.
Foley's Honey and Tar was a wonderful emergency remedy." Cases
like this give Foley's Honey and
Tar its reputation as the best remedy for coughs and colds. Sold
everywhere.

--

Blue Ribbon Peaches,
2 ib. package
Elue Ribbon Peaches,
5 lb. package

12v

Miss Mary Texan Loomls,
The only woman in the world to
5wn ana operate a wireless school
w Miss Mary Texan
Loomls of
Washington, D. C. Miss Loomls is
a thorough instructor and has
irradnated many operators
now
winning renown throughout the
countrv.
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Oranges,
dozen
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ALBUQUERQUE?
We would like to have you bank with U3
You'll find this a big, friendly bank,
anxious to see you succeed a bank
that will work with you and help you.
You'll find our officers very friendly

and "approachable" and always willing to talk over your problems.
If that conforms to your ideas of what
a bank should be, come in and talk
things over.
This Institution has helped thousands to
success; it will help you. You can start
a Savings Account for $1.00 or more.

DYNAMITE EXPLOSION
(ny The Anwidnted PreM.)
Groveland,
Calif., Jan. 10.
Three men were killed and two
seriously Injured last night by tho
explosion of a dynamite charge in
way
a tunnel on the

mmm i ka
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3 MEN ARE KILLED BY
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Postum for Health

I'll i

These Letters Recommending Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound will Interest You

By WALT MASON.

ON

Postnm comes in two formal Instant
Postum (in tins) made Instantly in the
cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger
bulk, for those who prefer to make the
drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes,

Vint

p;

SEVERALW0MEN

midday drowsiness to make up for
midnight wakefulness; no headaches; no nervous indigestion; no
increase of blood pressure.
Think It over. There's full
satisfaction in Postum a cup of
comfort for anybody (the children
included), any time.
You can get Postum from your
grocer or your waiter today, and
probably youH begin to have better
tomorrows, as so many thousands
have had, who have made the
change from coffee to Postum.

(Br The Aimoolulfd
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Cleveland, O., Jan. 10. The ideal
an raa
va 4
ti n h t h
place for a school Is out in the
country, as far from city life as
possible, Rev. Dr. John B. Creedon,
president of Georgetown university,
Pink-ham- 's
Washington, D. C, told Georgetown alumni at a banquet here,
"Our boys today," Dr. Creedon
said, "are blase at the a?e of 15.
They start running around with
For Your Own Good Please Read Thcra
girls. They go to the movies, wander up and down the streets, cannot
Ohio. "Last fall I
"1 would often sit down and cry,
YounEStown,
entertain themselves and someand was always blue and had no ambeftan to feci mean and my back
body else must furnish the enterhurt me anrl I could hardly do my
bition. I was this way for over a
tainment.
year end had allowed myself to get
"Georgetown has built its new little bit of housework. "I was
Into quite a serious condition. One
preparatory school out in the coun- played out when I would justsweep
one
univerwould
miles
several
from the
room and
have to rest. I
try
day I saw your advertisement in the
sity. The young folks are allowed would have to put a cue!) ion behind
daily paper and bean to take Lydia
occasional trips to the city, but for me when I would cit down and at
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
the most part lead rural lives.
could
I
not
unless
had
I
at ence. I have improved ever sines
sloep
"That makes a boy provide his night
taking the third bottle and I find It
own forms of entertainment, and something undor my back. I had
h tho best medicine 1 have ever
every month and was
usually they are more wholesome awful cramps
d
taken."
than those dished, out fcr him In iast nearly all in. Finally my
said to me on (lay, 'Why
the city. That makes his mind
Benefited by First Bottle
work."
don't you try Lydia E. l'inkhnra's
"I was completely run down and
The dean of Georgetown medical medicine?' and I said, 'I urn willin;'
rot able to do my housework. I just
college has contributed his services to take anything if I could get well
to tho university since 183!i be- Bftain.' So I took one bo ufo and a
dragged myself around and did not
have energy to get up when once I
cause of the education it ijave him
and f c'.t better and tha
as a young man. Dr. Creedon said. second one asked
sat down. 1 read advertisements of
me v.'hnt I wa.ido-inneighbors
Lydia E. Tinkham's Vegetable
and said, 'Surely it must bo jj
PREACHER WANTED ON
Compound in our paper 'The Indiana
you pood all rirr'ht.' I hava just
Daily Times,' and lenrned all about
finished my eiphth hottlo nnd I canCHARGE OF VIOLATING
it. I received results from the very
not
to you how I feel, tha
first bottla nnd now I am doing all
MANN ACT IS ARRESTED way expres3
I would lik'o to. If you can ma
my own work, even washing and
this letter you aro welcome to it and
ironinfr, and I never felt better in
(Iljr The AgKnrlated Press.)
if any woman does not believe v. liat
my life. I tell all my friends it is
Jay, Okla., Jan. 10. After a I have written to be true, phe cm
due to yen."
Mrs. Elizabeth
search of nea:ly a year extending write to me and I will describe 1117
Into a dozen western states and condition
Ketnbold, 403 N. Pino St, IndianI
to
her
have
as
to
you."
Canada, the Rev. J. C. llaglnr,
Indiana.
apolis,
Mrs. Euros Ueabi.f.y, 111 S.
former pastor of the Methodist
You should pay beed to the exchurch, south, of Jay and Grover, Jackson St., Youugstown, Ohio.
periences of these women. They
Okla., is in Jail at Reno, Nev., on
"I was very nervons end runKnow how they felt before taking
a federal charge ef violating the
tha Vegetable Compound.and afterMann act, according to word re- down," writes Mrs. L. E. Wieae of
iUU Louisa
wards, too. Their words are true.
ceived here today.
bt., Nov Orleans, La.
T.Wllft. V.. TfTilthniv'!! TrltafA TTf-Tnn- lr
The Rev. Mr. Hagler was debarnnnn A11mfntja
red from tho eaatern Oklahoma Peculiar to Vot-u'n- "
T7ill leaont yon free upon request.
conference of the Methodist ehurch, Write to tho
Lyilia 13. Piukhciu IlcUIiao Co., Lynn, Mass.
south, last November as a result
of charges that involved the'namo
of Georgia Prat her, wife of Jesse
Q. Prather, of this city, who ren
a divorce
cently obtained
grounds of gross neglect.
Mr.
Rev.
tho
The arrest of
Hagler
was due to the efforts of his wife,
who took up the. search for her
husband after Prather had abandoned it when tho minister and Mrs.
Prather were reported to have fled
to Canada
after being trailed
through Colorado, Idaho and Wash
ington.
Mrs. Hagler located the minister
and Mrs. Prather in S'in Francisco
and accomplished their arrest in
Nevada on an indictment returned
in this state, the advices stated.
do-in-

King George is not an enthusiast
the modern school of dancing.
There is one dance, however, which
la his favorite. It Is a dance ho
learned during his naval days, and
he has been known to dance It at
Balmoral namely,
the sailor's Y.
W. C. A. MAKES PLANS
hornpipe.
of

COUNTRY THE IDEAL
LOCATION FOR SCHOOL
VARSITYJhlEAD CLAIMS

bns-lan-

Hetch-Hetch-

Md by Postum Ctrtal

I

Mr. Parkins came to see my sister Gladdis last nlte bringing a
buntch of roses and no candy,
Oladdis acting as if she was glad
as enythlng about the flowers and
me feeling sad about the candy,
and they sat in the parler and
tawked a wile and then they had a
argewment nnd Mr. Parkins left
erly and slammed the frunt door
as if he thawt it belonged to him.
And today Gladdis kepp on ask-in- g
if enybody had called her up
on the telefone.
Meenlng Mr. Parkins. WIch he hadent, and Gladdis wawked erround the house
looking mad and not tawkine po
lite to enybody even If they taked
polite to her ferst, and this aftir-noo- n
she wasr up in her room
sticking her hed out in the hall
time
the telefone rang, and
every
1 had a ideer how to make her feel
good, and I went down stairs nnd
got the flowers Mr. Tarklns brawt
last nlte and took them up and

Easy to start from tha breakfast table with zest and enthusiasm,
but how easy is it to keep on?
Does ambition last, or lag, as
the day develops?
The afternoon "slump" is a factor to be counted upon, in business

yT'j-

.pTTT'

Little Benny's Note Book

Will your
"Qood Morning9
last all day I

I

Paee Five
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State National Bank
Affiliated With
JKe State Trust & Savings Bank'.
Combined Resources

Four and

One-Ha- lf

Sell

VlaHrfl
yo.

11.

other Macaroni Product

CXEAXIIXESS

Cleanliness ts not only next to godliness but an atioluts
milk joes
necessity In the matter of milk.
through every process of purification known to science. The
raw milk Is taken from farmers whose herds are tested by the
After It reaches the plant not a hand
health department.
touches the milk while It goes through the process of Pasteurization, Clarification, Cooling, Bottling, Capping and belni
placed in cases ready for delivery.
AH utensils are kept scrupulously
clean and are scalded
thoroughly after use. The floors of the milk room are flushed
with water repeatedly through the day and nothing that
science hRS developed for the making of pure, clean, wholesome milk has been neglected In preparing
milk for the market.

ALBOQBEFii
DAI
821

North Second.

m

CO-OPERATI-

VE

ASSOCIATIOri
rhone SSI.

Million Dollars
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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Work Slices
Values up to $6.50
Syndicate Price

11

l3

Values up to $16.50
Syndicate Price

$3.79
s

Big Lot of

Leslies'

Orierwear

n

ei

H

THE

OF

Read, Head, Read

m

-

a

-

:ock 0
MM,

1

ic
Ken's Bress Suits

ORDER

this stock
worth of high
grade unredeemed Jewelry,
Diamonds, Watches, Gold

a

Big Lot of

WOMAN

OR

CHILD

Values up to $1.25
Syndicate Price

Values up to 25c
Syndicate Price

C
Big Lot of

IHisses'

Ikes

Ladies' Shoes

AT

ro

;

49c

1 Sc

old price. Clothing Shoes, Dry Goods,

Sale Continues Ten Days, Goods Going at Any Old Price

Shos Department

lot of Men's Dress and Work Shops.
vnlues up to $1.00. Syndicate Price
79c
J'.ItT
lot of Mrn's Bresa and Work Shoos.
vnlues up to $7. Syndicate Price
Sl.ttS
IliK fft of Men's Dress find Work Shno.
values up to $S.0n. . Syndicate Price. . .S2.0
.MI SI 0.00 to 1 15.00 Men's Dress Shoes, In nil
at Syndicate
leathers and etyies,
go
Trice
I'p

Biff

LatJ.'es' Shoe

Department

Big lot of Ladles' Dress Shoes, values up to
4flc
JC.0P.
Syndicate Price
lil? lot Ladies' Dress Shoes and Oxfords,
values up to $7.00. Syndicate Price
$1.08
BlE lot of Ladies' Press Shoes and Oxfords,
CO.
to
values up
$8.
Syndicate Price. ,$2.BS Vp

Ladies'

Dress, Skirt and Cloak

Department
$15.00

$1.19 I'p
all go at Syndicate Trice
Big lot of Bunsralow Aprons, values up to
5flc
$2.00.
Syndicate Price
$3.50,

Ladies'

Shirt Waist

Department

Big lot of Ladles, Shirt Waists, values up to
2.00. Syndicate Price
3c
All $2.00 to $5.00 Ladles' Shirt Waists. Syn98c Vp
dicate Price
All $5.00 to $10.00 Ladies' Silk and Oeorgetto
$1.(19 Vp
Shirt Waists.
Syndicate Trice

and
Shoe Department

Children's,

Misses'

Boys'

Big lot of Children's Shoes, values up to
9c
$1.00.
Syndicate Trice
Big lot of Children's Shoes, values up to $2.
69c
Syndicate Price
Big lot of Children's and Misses' Shoes, values
98c
np to $2.50. Syndicate Price
All $3.25 to $7.50 Misses' and Boys' Dress
Shoes, In all styles and leathers. Syndicate
Price
$1.98 lp

Men's

Clothing

h sale tisat

Of

Values up to $4.50
Syndicate Price

f

Big lot of Men's Suits, values up to $1 B.0O.
$3.79
Syndicate Price
Big lot of Men's Suits, values up to $22.50.
$7.48
Syndicate Price
Big lot of Men's Snults, values up to $40. oo.
$0.85
Syndicate Price

tp

Ladies' Furnishings Department

Price

Price

Be

' f.'

Big Lot of

'dice
SALE

OP

CASII

GAIN STORE

Department

Men's

JERRY

v

Big Lot of

Dress Ginghams
Values up to 17c yard
Syndicate Price

9c

Men's

Work

Pants.,
$1.49 Vp'
Dress Pants.
$1.98

Big Lot of

Vp

r

Fffen's

213

13,

pNnlll. h . , ST
I llOt Jl.
UUUUI rllXl

Sitae

IIOGAII, Conductor

Hose

Values up to 25c
Syndicate Price

5c
14, IS and

17

'

Albuquerqne

mi
nig

29c

8c

it Makes no difference to

ionday and Tuesday, January, 12,

,

Values up to $1.50
Syndicate Price

Values up to 30c
Syndicate Price

Pants Department

All $4.50 to $5.00
Syndicate Trice
to $12.00
All $5.00
Svndicate .Price

M ARCUS, Proprietor

Phone and mall orders will not be
Will ciclmngo goods or
filled.
refund money on any purchase
not satisfactory.

en's Oiiderwear

Tip

Men's

Men's

Men's Dress Soft Hats.
98c T7p
Men's Caps. Syndicate
19c Vp

fee

adies'

Latest Fall Overcoats, In all
materials and styles, values $18.00 to $40.00.
All will go at Syndicate Price
$4.49 Vp
All

SALE ENDS IN TEN DAYS
The Old Stand of

Public

Big Lo of

Department

. . . .

Men's Overcoat

Men's Hat and Cap Department

All $3.60 to $10.00
Syndicate Price
All $1.00 to $3.50

39c

Big lot of Men's Dress Shirts, values up to
39c
Price
$1.50.
Syndicate
All $1.75 to $4 Men's Dress and Work Shirts.
G9c Vp
Syndicate Price
MeVs Sox.
All 30c to $1.00
Syndicate

Big lot of Ladies' Hose, 25o values. Syndicate Price
f....8c
All EOc to $3.50 Ladies' Hose, In all materials.
11c Vp
Syndicate Price
All $1.25 to $2.50 Ladies' Union Suits. Syn78c
Price
dicate
Vp
All $1.00 to $2.00 Ladies' Union Suits.
119c Up
Syndicate Price
Big lot of Misses' Shirts and Drawers. Syn16 Vp
dicate Price

-

Values up to $2.00
Syndicate Price i

Syndicate Price.. 9c
Dress
Ginghams.
9c

Men's Furnishings

of-

en's Dress Shirts

Department

1,00 yards of 18c Calico.
2,000
yards of 20c
Syndicate Price

MERCHANTS, READ Merchants as well as citizens are invited to this sale. The stock must be sold
whom so get the dates firmly fixed in your mind.

TERMS

$1.19

ONE

will stand out for massy yaars to come as the Biggest Bona Fide Bargain Event of Albuquerque

Big Lot of

Ladies Orcss Skirts

9c
Big Lot

Dry Goods

Department

Shoes

Values up to $1.00
Syndicate Price

Often you will

--

Opening Oays, Tomorrow, Friday, Saturday,

it

Children's

lu Hl

Big Lot of

Values up to $4.00
Syndicate Price

Big Lot of

We are making incomparable prices. Ever y item this stock contains is good, honest and dependable, and every article is to be
sold and closed out at a terrific sacrifice in price, without reservation without any restrictions whatever this entire stock is to
be closed out. Every way you turn an amaz inf? bargain greets you- - All through the store prices have been fairly hacked to pieces
Read every item in this ad vertis anient, then be here early and take advantage of the greatest sale Albuquerque has ever known.

to $47.50 Ladies' Silk and Serge
Dresses, in all this season's styles. Synddicate
S1.40 I'p
Price
Big lot of Ladles' Dress Skirts, values up to

Bays' Shoes

$4.49

30

BUY FOUR TO SEVEN ARTICLES AT THE PRICE

AH

if

fen's Overcoats
Values up to $15.00
Syndicate Price

to 30c ON THE DOLLAR

2 Oil

Values up to $3.50
Syndicate Price

;

Dress- -

JERRY HOGAN, Conductor, is in charge, with positive instructions from the main office to sell off this big stock at any old price
in ten day3 Goods will go at whatever somebody will give.
STOCK CONSISTS of Clothing, Shoes, Dry Goods, Ladies' and Men's Furnishing Goods, Ladies' Ccats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts,
Save This and Wait Until
Millinery, Men's Hats, Caps, Gloves, Jewelry, Trunks, Suit Cases, Traveling Bags, Etc.
w m
n
n ff in Pk
n m n m
.mm

Men

1

Big Lot of

SYNDICATE PRICES

Big Lot of

Children's Elsse

n

m

iw

Rings, Gold Chains, Bracelets, Fobs, etc., including
Howard, Elgin, Hamilton,
Gruen, in fact, every make
that is made; also a few
Shot Guns and Revolvers.
All will go at your own
price.

Values up to $4.50
Syndicate Price

213 South First Street, Albuquerque, N. M., forced to close out in ten days at any
es, Jewelery, Etc., will go at

9c
tta's lark Slilr

with

Big Lot of

Values up to $1.00
Syndicate Price

Big Lot of

LHsfci'

Viiki

is $10,000.00

Big Lot of
1

j

Combined

Mr. Hogan, who represents
th Rochester Clothing and
Shoe Syndicate, states that
his company is the largest
institution of its land in the
United States, being buyers
and sellers of all bankrupt
assignee and salvage stocks
of any size or kind. They
are the spot cash Icings of
the Clothing and Shoe world

mi

tin nil urn

ST"REIT SEN"SArJOK'
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January 11, 1922,
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TED

Big Lot of

Ladies' Winter
Coats
Values up to $20.00
Syndicate Price

59 Salespeople
Must have 25 English speaking
salespeople; also 25 Spanish sales- people who speak Rood English,
nclli woment girls and boys," Ap- Dly In person at once.
JEIUIY HOGAN.

Spisate

$1.98
;

' Big Lot of

Ladies' Serge
Dresses
Values up to $25.00
Syndicate Price

4.98

8.

January 8, 1022.
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of EI T'aso, former
of the liKhtv. cirrht Mexican

,

(B Th AMnrtalrd
New Yolk, Jan. 10.
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Chamberlain, Claude
Petitions for the chartering of a Kmi'-- llavi;.', Olsrrl.v Orny, Louis
new group of former service men in A. Mcliae, Lee I;. Atwunil. Garfield
). AlcDonoiiirh.
Iluahes. William
the city are being circulated. The Fred
Form ff.
Toman
Smith.
United Veterans of the Republic, George T. fiummet, K. 1). Brisco,
which will Include in its member- M. A. Hurlbutt, C A. Long, M. 1J.
ship veterans of all wars Is the Coffin, Charles O. Thleh' ff. Clyde
F. Phillips, William j. Sbnmphan,
latest organization.
Any man hon Clark
M. Carr, Charles Whitoiiu?,
orably discharged from the army, T. II. Toulouse.
S. p. Apodnr-nL.
of the United H. Collier, Arthur T. Smith, Thomas
navy or marines
States is eligible for membership. J. Bahel, Julius Riser. Charles E.
About 200 men have signed for Passmoie, A. V. Gmtierroz,
H.
membership, in the AlUtiqiioniue, Lowisizkl, William J. Wilson, John
unit, which will bo the first ill the L. Mastas, 1". Skinner and E. I).
state. T. B. Leftwich Is the organizer. It Is expected that the char- Stacey.
ter w 111 he granted and that the orRANK PRESIDENT RESIGNS.
will be held
ganization
meeting
New York, Jan. If. Francis L.
early in February, according to Mr.
Leftwich.
The objects of tho or- Hino today resirnod as president
ganization aro given aH ''social, of tho First National bank, one o
tho largest In the country.
fraternal and political."
Tho
The charter membership wlll.be bank is known in financial circles
n
Ther-roas
of
a
the
Morgan bank, because of its
composed
following:
B. Iftwieh. Richard Van Doh-lacloso relations with J. p. Morgan
Louis Persinlnia, J. Smith, I and company.
,

Fra-ze-

n,

I'Jl
j

"

-

The leading lady and the handsome hero to play opposite her, the
villain and the mob for the motion
picture to be produced in
by Edward LaZar will bs
picked from tho persons present at
a movie ball at tho armory on
Thur.-daevening.
Tho dance and tho production of
tho movie are sponsored by the
management of tho Pastime theater. The picture will be shown at
the theater when completed. Mr.
LaZar is aim taking some moving
pictures about tho city for the.
chamber of commerce.
Albu-iuer(t-

ie

V1TT SIGN'S CONTRACT.
Salt Lake City, Jan. 10. Oscar
Vitt, infielder
purchased by tho
Salt Lako club of the Paclflo.
Coast
from
Cincinnati
league
signed bis contract late today to
play with the Utah club, It was announced by H. W.
president
of the Salt Lake club tonight.

MIllMimT1llTiII

I

Til

i

100,-OO-

Pecklnpaugh, who wa
of the Yankee team last captain
season,
was traded to Boston last month
wl;h Pitchers Hip Collins, Jack
'Minn and Bill Plerey in exchange
for Everett Scott, Red Sox shortstop, and Pitchers Joe Buseh. and
Hum Jones,

nil-st-

Flynn-Franki-

rr.)
Harry

president of the Boston American league baseball club, tonight
d
annunced completion of a
deal by which
Roger
former
Yankee
I'eeklnpaugh,
shortstop goes to the Washington
club as playing manager and Joe
Dugan. Athletics third baseman, is
transferred to the Boston team.
In addition to Dugan, tho Boston club receives Hhnrtstop Frank
O'Rourke- of the Washington club.
Philadelphia
gets Outfielder Ed
Miller and Pitcher Acosta of th
Washington club in exchange for
Hugan.
So far as the Boston club Is con
corned, Frazee said no money consideration is Involved.
An official of the Yankee club
stated tonight that the New Yorl
Americans tried to obtain Dugan
by purchase some time ago and offered 150,000 which was refused
Connie Mack, Athletics' manager,
is said to have insisted on

lias;-liard- i,

light-weig-

IDE!
three-cornere-

I'l &

v4iV

will arrive
border championship,
.
ix
Albuquerque this morning to
eompMo tr.iinlnir for his
hout with Kid Lee, colored light
weight title ho'der, on the all- star three bout, boxing card whieh
is booked by the Veterans of Foreign Wars for tho armory January 18.
Tho El Paso boy comes to Albuquerque at the popular demand
of tho fans who saw two and a
half rounds of Kid Leo's class
the other nixht at tho arr.iory
'when ho dropped
Boney
Gibbons, ..eavywelght conand wanted to seo 1dm Tommy
and Lew Tendler,
tender,
a
face
first class boy. El Paso
aspirant.
fans claim that Kale is the likeliest lad in the southwest to put
In lil' old New York boxlnj;
against tho colored boy for a real
critics say Tommy Gibbons, asscrap.
On the
card will bs tho pirant to Jack Dempsey's trown.
Kale-Ie- e
has hit if? up a knoc'.:out record
bout; ten rounds between Kenny Chavez and Young
that reads well at the expei.ae of
Kol, of I'ueblo, and a ten round
second rate setups. In the west
e
continuation of the Jim
they swear by Tommy and say
Dean bout which started
he's the man to lick Jack. Lew
at the armory last week and, alTendler has been trying for
though it traveled its full ten months to get a crack
at Benny
rounds for a decision for Dean,
ended too quickly for the fans.

lit

L.

Bill

OF

STARS IS

Labor Temple to Ge Used
as Trainina Camp for
Vet-- ;
Boxers
erans' Card January 18.1
holdc--

ri''

Carl YV. Parsorif,
UNITED VETERANS OF
TO PICK CAST FOR
Anders. .n, Claude
v. K. Harrison, (ieorge
i'.. i:oyi,
REPUBLIC ORGANIZE
HUlVit I ALtN I IV.UVIt
10. Everett, Juan
do Cnstello. K.
FOR LOCAL CHARTER IS. Smiley, John Alimn, John Leh-neAT DANCE THURSDAY

1EEG0RREHED

WHY NOT SETTLE DISPUTE ABOUT THEIR MERITS?

llITill
THIS

Tage Seven.

Leonard's lightweight title. He
missed his one chance when Benny hurt his hand and called off
this bout. Now Benny is sore

and doesn't care to talk business
again. Why not give Gibbons
and T';nd!er the opportunities
they uttkl

d
Washington, Jan. 10. A
baseball deal, wherebv
Joe Dugan, third baseman, goee
the Philadelphia Athletics to
Slike Ppaw, Duncan, Arizona
:! PROMINENT KNIGHT OF from
Boston, Roger T. Pecklnpaugh
welterweight, would liko to meet
former shortstop of the New Yorl,
e
PYTHIAS DEAD AT HIS
tho winner of the Kid
Yankees comes to Washington, and
Kale, bout hero on tho Isth. Ed
N. M. Edward "Bing" Miller, outfielder
HOME,
SOCORRO,
(stated
of
Kid
Eoo,
and Jose Acosta, right hand pitchWest, manager
last night that if tho colored boy
er of the Washington club go to
J. J. Lccsbti, 8!! yoars old. died the Athletics
brings home tho bacon in his
was announced to3
at
o
In
his
at
clock
homo
Socorro
bout with Kale, ho will match
night.
a
after
yesterday
long
morning
mem
tho
Arizona
him against
welter,
Borne on scented breezes,
eriod of Illness. Air. LceBon came
provided he will agio to make oriea of Josa Cuervo flooded the
Philadelphia, Jan. 10. flnnnle
to Socorro in 1879. Ho entered the
135 pounds at 3 o'clock.
Mack, manager of the Philadelphia
corridors of the federal buildln
nursery business; and later the mer American
Spaw has been a whirlwind for yesterday afternoon.
league club, announced
eantile business.
Tassers-bthe past two years and his record
sniffed, and sniffled,
tonight that he had traded Third
was
Ho
of
a
member
prominent
of
d
his
backwards
Baseman
as thuir thoughts sped
shows exactly
Dugan of the local
tho Knights of Pythias in both club for Joe
bouts won on knockouts, Ha has into yesteryear and they recalled
Outfielder
Miller
grand and subordinate lodges. He Pitcher Acosta. Mack returnedand
toa decision over Billy Alger.
their frolics with tho gay Jose.
was past chancellor of Rio Grande
from
night
He said
Others, whoso boyhood was not
Washington.
3 in 1SSI, and grand
No.
Lodge
of
of
was
the bag spent in Albuquerque, thought
no money consideration
Tho cat slipped out
chancellor for New Mexico In 1892 thors
involved.
yesterday afternoon when Frnnkie other friends as the scented air
and supreme
representative for
Is In New Haven
Dugan's
Dean and Young Jim Flynn closed round them. Perhaps it was
New Mexico in 1S5, and an active Conn. He home
IJV NORMAN E. BROWN.
Joined the Athletics
stepped on the scales. Tho local James Pepper, or Old Taylor, or
No,
of
Grande
member
Hio
Lodge
&
four years ago, coming from
Lillard, with whofc they
lnd has the best of Dean by Just Bond
3 since 1880.
Even though feeble about Cross
O'COXNEMj T9. BOOXE.
the
passed tho happiest horns of their
ten pounds. Flynn weighed IDS
college. During
ha was always present at the meet- Holy
embractwo
last
associations
Fond
years he left the team so
Deun
youth.
In his clothing and
only
While the Giant fans and owners ings of the grand lodge until the often that he gained the nickname
boon
these
all
of
143
companions
to
scales
ing
down
the
pulled
are marking time until the appear- last year or two and took a great of "Disappearing Joe."
Dean did not demand weight In were recalled by tho breezes. Their
ance of Jimmy O'Connell, $75,000 pride in his lodge work, making
his hout with Flynn last week soul was carried on tho winds of
friends throughout the state
while all that is beauty, in a Giant uniform fifteen many
F03 THE IMMEDIATE
and it would appear that he gave tho corridors,
Mr. Leeson was a brother-in-lamonths from now another outis
ous
of
dear
the
departed
spirit
still
ten
and
copped
pounds
away
vault. fielder who didn't brini; near the of August Winkler, who for many
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THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ELECTION.
The final election for directors of the Chamber
Six hundred and
of Commerce has been held.
seventeen votes were cast. It cannot bo said that
this was not a representative election by the rank
and file of the membership.
return envelopes were enclosed
with every ballot sent out. Upon the receipt at the
Chamber of Commerce of these envelopes they were
held, unopened, until the reorganization committee
met to canvas the vote. These envelopes, containing the ballots, were opened in the presence of the
committee and the vote counted.
This election was conducted In as democratic a
manner as is possible. The nominations were made
by a primary ballot. The high thirty were voted
upon In the final election to select a board of fifteen.
Everyone will accept the result as being as nearly the will of the membership ns it Is possible to
make such elections. There was no electioneering
whatever.
Each voted his judgment, uninfluenced
by solicitation.
The new board should remember, no doubt will
remember, that they are representing every element
"
and factor In Albuquerque. All factional strifes will
be forgotten by this new board and the business of
the organization will be conducted in behalf of the
entire community. Any member who remembers,
when sitting on this board In his representative
capacity, that he has either friend or foe, will fall
in his duty. Neither special favors nor mean retaliation can play any part in any decision.
In other words, the Chamber of Commerce must
be representative of the community as a whole and
its course be directed by a policy of the greatest
good to the greatest number.
In the opinion of the Journal it Is Imperative
that the Chamber of Commerce completely sever
Its connection with the United States Chamber of
Commerce. That organization has fommlttej Itself
to the principle of the open shop. Affiliation with
it would commit the local Chamber of Commerce
If it becomes necessary for the
to this principle.
local organization to take a hand, one way or the
other. In a local labor dispute in order to prevent
g
of Albuquerque, It
serious injury to the
should do It in the light of the facts In the indiIts
vidual case and In the spirit of an umpire.
course should be bound by no commitment "in prinMany laboring men belong to
ciple" in advance.
the organization. All should be made to know that
the Chamber of Commerce Is the friend of all and
hostile to none.
. An
experiment Is about to be conducted In the
democratic organization of a chamber of commerce.
It will succeed ,or fail, according to the spirit of
the directors toward rich and poor alike. The genmust be the criterion by which everal
ery question is determined.
The election has been conducted without agitaThis
tion, or the creation of factional feeling.
promises well for a successful year.
Albuquerque is on the verge of a great step forThe dimensions of this step will depend
ward.
very largely upon the Chamber of Commerce. Let's
be careful, intelligent and absolutely Just to all elements in the city.
The people have decided by a majority vote the
ten things they want done In 1922. These will absorb largely the attention of the organization. The
will of the people must prevail.
All should now put their shoulders to the wheel.
The board, made up of a very diverse group, must
have the
good will and confidence of
every one, if it Is to succeed. Upon its success depends the future.
If we can demonstrate a capacity for teamwork
a great future awaits the city. That is the secret
of communit;- - success. Let's prove our good sense.
well-bein-

well-bein-

g

"MADE IN V. S. A."
The Canadian customs ruling that all merchandise shipped to the dominion by American manufacturers shall be marked "Made in U. S. A." went
Into effect December 31. The regulations permit
a rubber stamp to be used in marking certain kinds
of goods, but require a permanent imprint for the
more durable merchandise.
Shipments not bearing
the marking will be held up at points of entry until
the deficiency has been remedied, and a penalty
added to the duty on goods thus delayed.
The ruling will cause complaint.
Some of the
American manufacturers doing business with Canada are pretty sure to forget the new regulation
during the early days of Its enforcement and to beBut there Is no
come indignant when penalized.
excuse for resenting It. Canada is perfectly within
her rights, and it probably will be a good thing lor
her people that American-mad- e
goods shall be so
marked. If they find that they are buying from
s and paying duty on goods that they could Just
as well produce themselves, they will be stimulated
Of course that
into undertaking the production.
will not be pleasant for the American manufactur
ers; but being reminded frequently by the label on
goods how close are thj trade relations between the
Urtited States and Canada the people of the latter
country will appreciate the more how much the two
countries have In common.
The label "Made In U. S. A." can be made an
G00&
effective advertisement for our industries.
arguments can be advanced in favor of putting !t
not only on merchandise shipped to Canada but on
merchandise shipped anywhere.

plate the windswept sands of the burning Sahara,
the bleak pampas of Patagonia or the frozen ciletr.

January 11, 1922.

AND ALWAYS WE COME RIGHT BACK TO IT

places of the frigid North.

For a thorough appreciation of what the eart'i
might become bereft of men and the luxuries and
comforts they have wrought for their plcasuroJ.ni.l
g
wo recommend the Atlantic's correspiui-den- t
take up his residence Jor a year or moro in th'j
pleasant precinct of Death Valley.
As for curing the evils of he world by the method suggested, any mortality department clerk will
be able to give him the merry ha, ha, for the
to be one of the busiest of birds, and the
baby carriage trade thrives and pays dividends even
in these dull times.
well-bein-
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PRICE OF FERRY
-- TJCKETS

A MUTUAL GUARANTEE
ATTACK

- iUfPrWQlcED

A United States senator who signs his name to
a message pledging support to a rebellious portion
of the territory of a foreign power is not attending
to his duty. Two United States senators, Norris and
Welsh, are said to have signed a message addressed
to malcontents In India pledging "American support" to a campaign for independence. What would
these same senators say if members of the British
parliament sent a similar message to the Filipinos
If the latter were in revolt?
The trouble with some Americans Is that they
are, to be perfectly frank and colloquial, too

so very seriously,

They take themselves

and they pry Into the business of forrign peoples
as If everything in the world could be straightened
out to suit these Americans by the mere expression
of their opinions. It makes some Americans a little,
bit ashamed when any of our statesmen, exhibiting
interfere in matters that
freshness unparalleled,
are not their concern, seeming to speak with the
voice of authority because they hold public office.

w

NO NIGHT IN HEAVEN.
Ah, he did not know.

That worn old Eastern saint, the tender glow

He had not envied lovers as they stray
About the dusky lanes, where, starry white,
e
The
throws her garlands for delight.
dog-ros-

he could know, ns we, beloved, know
Twilight and harvest moon, he too would pray:
"Morning and noon are good but night is best
Maker of stars! Oh. give us back the night!"
W. M. Letts in Yale Review.
Tf

V. S.

THE FUTURE IOOKS VERY DA UK.
Something tells us that Debs saved up a heap of
speeches while he was at Atlanta. Dallas News.

SPEC IAL KATES

IF WE

WO I LI) ALL DECIDE

For Little Ojies

TO GO AT ONCE.

ii

CM M.
Debs is out of .In
nf Jail. No othe.'
Tcnnessean.

11

B. Claris

'

Milwaukee Journal.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

'

AMERICANS.

(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
Forty-seve- n
American life insurance companies
held in trust at the end of the year 1920 for policyholders a volume of combined assets aggregating
$6,832,724,560.06. The figures are submitted 1V
Asa S. Wing, president of a Bhiladelphla company
in a brochure entitled, "A Decade of Life Insurance

j

1

fr

Investments."
One understands still more clearly what a tremendous business Is done by the life insurance companies and how widely tho business, is distributed
when he Is told that these assets belong to 40,000,-00- 0
men and women, most of whom have the right
to vote. The potential ' oting strength of the United
States, as reported by the census bureau is approx

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

Editor Morning Journal,

teJ

NOT BEFORE BREAKFAST. ANYWAY.
It Is not astonishing to learn that Charlie Chap
lin Is a Britisher.
No American would throw away

imately 54.000,000.
As Mr. Wing puts It, the custody of this enormous wealth is a sacred trust, it places an enormous
and solemn responsibility upon the companies to
administer to the best possible advantage the vast
treasure in their keeping. The life Insurance business Is not the selfish, grasping tiling it was 20 or
more years ago. Exploitation of it for undue profit
is, In the large way, a thing of the past. Thin Is due
partly to stricter government regulations, but also
in very generous measure to the fact that men who
follow the business todav have a real heart interest
in It.
Serious failures and public, scandals havs
come to be almost unknown In connection with the
life Insurance business. This Is as it should be, and
particularly so in view of the almost perfect trust
the average person has come to repose in the companies.
The war and the government financing necessarily incident thereto have given to the companies an
opportunity broader than they ever bad before to
Invest their funds in government bonds under attractive terms. In 1911 the 47 companies referred
to held $552,000 In government hor.dw.
At the end
of 1920 they held $772,000,000 in these securities,
or something more than 11 per cent of the total
assets. In 1911 investments in st.it', county and
municipal bonds Rmounted to $l.r,5.000,000, compared with $289,000,000 in 1920. Mortgage loans In
1920 aggregated in round numbers $2,200,000,000,
rather evenly divided between farm lands and other
kinds of property.
Due to real estate demands In
the period referred to the companies have fared
notably well' In cases where circumstances obliged
them to foreclose mortgages.
The enormous life insurance business in this
country is one of the best possible, evidences of general American thrift and of the provident habit.
For that reason the Intelligent citizen may properly
have a share In the pride with which the companies
point to the $6,832,724,560.06 In trust assets.

As the People View It

Sir: May I have a little space to
bestow a bit of praise, on Senator
Bursum
for tho most satisfactory
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
remits of his recent efforts in my
Newspaper Syndicate.
behalf in getting an award on my
claim for compensation.
I was
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gassed in action wiiile serving with
4 UYiNG WOLF.
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in search of health, found It, but
Once upon a time Nurse Jane
was not so fortunate in securing
Fuzzy Wuzzy, the muskiat lady
government compensation.
hour keeper, :'iid tu Uncle Wig jily,
In all fairness to the A'eterans'
the bunny genii nian;
bureau. It should be stated, that
K
Ms
ig y, my dear, would you,
my claim was complicated by the
mind if I had a little onion soup?"
lack of certain records, and sev"(
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eral months passed without satUncle YVK"Tily. "I don't care for
isfaction when a friend suggested
oninn soup myself, bi'.t that is 110
I tell my story to Senator Bursum.
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T
must admit I was loath to do
some. I'll go to the five and ten!
thin,
having in mind several statecent store and get you a spool or
1
v.w
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the recent senatorial campaign to
1
"onions don't come on spools,
the effect that the senator was not
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mindful of tho needs of our
and ten cent florc," s:iid Nurse
men.
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A.'
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to
and
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'Th.-ifrifiht!" lunched the nun- gratification, received a prompt rem glad
duln t K
ny gentleman.
from
him promising early asply
th l.,T,'i I,'..
u!n,e
t
sistance.
wouldn't have onions there, would
He did moro than write and
they. Nurse Jane,"
promise, ho worked on my claim
s.iid
the mnskiat t
"Hardly!"
ns several letters will prove, and
lady. "Bring ivi a nice bag of
the course of a few weeks time
'' In
onions, UnoV "Vi:rc;ily, and don't
I obtained an award of my comstart to peal tin m on the way "OK, Why
in full.
home."
of a sudden. Let's see what you pensation,
In my ease ho has
and I
have In that bag!"
And, most know he is willing proven
"Why rot?" the bunny gentleand able to
man iisked.
he snatched It from the prove in other cases that he Is the
rudely,
"Because," answered the musk-ra- t bunny's paws.
friend of
men.
Indy, "onions make teats come
"There's only some strong onions
EX-E. F.
into your eyes, you know. They In there for Nurse Jane's soup,"
make you cry, even If you are not said Mr. Longears.
sad."
"Oh, ho! Onions, are they?" It being a cold day tho tears froze
"That's so," remarked the bun- snickered the Wolf. "I'll have a on the face of the
Wolf.
ny, "I had forgotten that onions look!"
Around his nose and mouth the
make you cry. I'll he sure not to
With that he opened the btg, tears froze into a solid cake of Ice,
take nny of their skins off before and when ho saw the red onions
and then tho Wolf couldn't smell
I get home. For if I started crying for they were that kind he laughnot even the onions, and
anything
onion tears out in tho cold nir the ed and said: "Trying to fool me, ho couldn't open his mouth
to
tears would freeze on my pink noso that's what you were, Uncle Wig- because it was frozen shut. bite
and I couldn't twinkle it any gily!"
"I guess this is the time for mo
more."
"Fool you? No!" declared the to leave," thought Uncle Wiggily.
"Right you arc," said Nurse bunny.
"I bid you good day. Mr. Wolf."
Jane.
"Yes you were. These are little Then, picking up tho bag of un- Then, putting on his tall silk hat red apples, not onions, and I shall peeiea onions, no tears
having
to look stylish-lik- e
and proper. Un- peel one and eat it before I nibble come in the bunny's eyes becaus.)
do Wiggily started for the market your ears."
ho kept them closed while tho
to get Nurse Jano some onions so
"Oh, don't!" begged the bunnv. Wolf was peeling the onions, away
she could have soup.
"Yes I shall!" howled the Wolf. hopped Mr. Longears, safe and
kind
nnd generous, Uncle With that he took his knife out of sound.
Being
Miss
Wiggily bought
Fuzzy Wuzzy his pocket and began to peel one
"Oh, dear! Oh. dear!" thought
a large bag of onions, and he was of the
And you tho Wolf. "There goes my
strong onions.
wondering how she could eat such know what happened without mo
strong things, that mado tears telling you. But I will, Just the
And It was a week before the
come In your eyes, when, nil at same.
tears thawed from his face. Nurse
once, there was a. rustling In the
No sooner did he begin to pee! Jane liked her onion soup very
bushes, nnd dried leaves at the the onion than tears came into much, and if the rag doll doesn't
side of the path, and out popped the eyes of the Wolf. Big, salty cry for
strawberry shortcake when
the Woozie Wolf.
tears came into his eyes and ran she ought
to be eating bread pudf
"Cood day to you, Mr. Wolf!" down his nose.
ding, I'll tell you next about Unclo
said Undo Wig'iily, hoping if he
"Oh, why am I crying, when I Wiggily and the snow birds.
was polite to the bad chap the ought to be Joyful because I have
Wolf might let him alone. "Good Uncle WIgglly's ears to nibble and
Manager Duffy of the Red Sox
day to you!"
nice little red apples to eat!' declares that his team tho com"Bad day. you mean!" growled shouted the Wolf. "Why should ing season will be stronger than
tho Wolf, "j h.iyon't j,afl anything I cry?" But he could not answer, last year, but most of the Boston
to eat this dav yet."
and the more onions he
fans reside in Missouri, when it
"I'm sorry," said Uncle Wiggily. thinking they were apples,peeled,
the comes to the Increased strength of
"Vou'll be more sorry when I'm more tears came into his eyes. And the Sox.
By Howard

i

IUGIFT TO THE FOUNTAIN HEAD.
Senator Borah wanted to obtain Fume of Mr.
Wilson's views so he naturally went to .loo Tumulty.
Indianapolis Star.

PROVIDENT

through eating," went on the Wolf,
with a hungry look at the bunny,
"For I'm going to nibble your ears
to get over being hungry.
"I'bnso don't," begged Uncle
Wiggily.
"Vest, I shall," howled the Wolf.
"And what's more, I phall eat what
you have in the bag, too!"
"Oli, you're welcome to them, '
ppoke the bunny, indifferent like,
"iiuni!" mumbled the Wolf, sus
piciously. "You're very polite all

Bedtime Storiec

s,

JUST LISTEN TO Tlltfjf. CONGRESS.
Where there are so many blocheads there arc
sure to bo some blocs. Columbus Dispatch.

a custard pie.

4s,

4n

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Jan. 10. Call money
Weak. High and ruling rate,
3
per cent; low, offered at and
'j
last loan, 3 per cent; closing bid,
2 !i per cent.
Time loans TCasy. Sixty and 90
to 4
per cent; six
days. 4
months, 4
per cent; prime merto 5 per cent.
cantile paper, 4
NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Jan. 10. Copper
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near- ,
K

$32.37;

Iron
Lead

IVIUJJ

.

"S""',
$32.50.

..,KV
UJ

HWfcVl

U.11U

futures,

Steady, unchanged.
Steady. Spot, $4.70 (!54.80.
Quiet. Fast St. Louis
spot $4.804.85.
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
Foreign bar silver 66 c.
Mexican dollars, 50 lie
Zinc

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

3s

stiitwrS

ordl-nar-

I

A

LIBERTY BONDS.
New York, Jan. 10. Liberty
bonds closed: 3'i.s, $96.78; first 4s,
second 4s, $97.32; first
$97.40;
4 'is. $97.90; second 44s, $97.64;
third, 4V,, $96.00; fourth
$97.90; Victory Sa, $100.10; Vic$100.08.
tory

A

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

WE STILL REMAIN
For most of us the fact that
means simply that Debs is out
Nashville
significance attaches.

,

j

4s

new-mow- n

?

Mny

Oct., $10.38.

$17.16;

fu- -

New York. Jan. 10. Foreign ex- S
chanRe firm. Great Britain
M.22T4! cables, $4.23c.
caDies,
Prance demand, 8.31;
8.31 '4. Italv demand, 4.31; cables.
demand. 7.98;
4.31V...
Belgium
cables, 7.98 '2. Germany demand,
.S84. Holland de.57; cables,
Nor
36.75; cables, 36.81.
Imnetns from easy money. United mand,demand,
Sweden de- 15.65,
States war luesweYectlve and way '
demand.6?!!!
strong Liberty
15.00.
Greece de- new 'L;mmdn theSi."ln demand.
demand.
Argentine
the mand, 4.38.
and
$100.10
at
selling
3is at $100.12. There was also t. 33.62. Brazil demand. 12. S7. Mont94Vi.
Virnn n demand for investment rails, real demand,
chlefiv Pacifies, grangers and coalCHICAGO PRODUCE.
ers. Total sales, par value, aggregated $23,850,000.
Chicago, Jan. 10. Butter MarClosing prices:
extra.8, 8c;
3"rs ket lower. Creamery seconds.
American Beet Sugar
extra firsts, 2G31c;
24,
American Can
3p'4
29 He.
m nflr.n n emolHnir
Bef'g. . 4 3'-- 25e; standards,
lower.
Market
Receiptsy
ylfrsei
American Sumatra Tobacco, . 34
Firsts, 29c;
5,813 cases.
American Tel. & Tel
B
25
miscellaneous,
26c;
firsts
48
.
i
Anaconda Copper
refrigerator noi quoteu.
. 93Vi 27 ff 28
Atchison
33
.
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
Ohio
&
Baltimore
-'
26c;
55springs, 25c.
.
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Re- weak.
Potatoes; Market
. 21
Butte & Superior
s,
total U, S.
4 6 enrs;
celpts
.1!!
California Petroleum
532. Wisconsin round white,
.120
Pacific
Canadian
ditto bulk, $2.00
.. 291i $2.0082.10cwt.;cwt.:Minnesota
Central Leather
.. 54 (fi'2.15Tt 2.00 cwt.; Michigan sacked.
Chesapeake & Ohio
sacked,
.. 51 $1.90
Chicago Mil. & St. Paul. ..
Idaho Russets,
$2 00(2.10 cwt.;
2G!4
Chlno Copper
sacked. $2.35 cwt.; Minnesota Red
Colorado Ftiel & Iron.... .. 21
.. 62 river. $1.85 cwt.
Crucible. Steel
8 H
. .
Cuba Cane Sugar
KANSAS CITY PRODTJOE.
.. 8J
Frio
71
..
i;reat. Northern pfd
Kansas City, Jan. 10. Butter
.. 38
Inspiration Copper
t'0
Creamery, 38c; packing lo lower,
. .
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
12c.
. .
Kennecott Copper
2(, Eggs Market 80 lower. Firsts, ;
..110
Louisville & Nashville
25c; seconds, 16c.
. .lOSU
Mexican Petroleum
26 14
Poultry Market unchanged,
Miami Copper
16U
Missouri Pacific
LIVESTOCK SLVRKETS. ls
. . 65 14
Montana Power
.. 7 3 "4
New York Central
Chicago Livestock.
, . 74 V2
Pacific
j Northern
Re33
Chicago, Jan. 10. Cattle bet-..
iJennsyivani;t
j
. ..
ceipts 12,000. Few early sales
Bay Consolidated Copper. .. 14U
71 H ter grade beef etteers and yearlings
Heading
lower.
B1
. .
steady, others slow, bidding
Republic: Iron & Steel
Choic'o yearlings $9.50; bulk. $6.50
Sinclair Oil & Refining.... .. 19
she stock slow, mostly
V,
78
.
.
0."J; fat
Southern Pacific
bulls weak; calves, stock-er- s
. . 17H steady;
Southern Railway
and feeders steady to strong.
Studebaker Corporation .. .. 8034
Market
.. 42 V, Hogs Receipts 61,000.
Texas Company
62 1.4 fairly active, lights 15c to 25c low. .
Tobacco Products
15o
lower
er; others mostly 10c to
. .125 Vi
Union Pacific
than Monday's average; big pack82
. .
United states Steel
ers doing Jittle. Top, $8.25 for one
62
. .
Utah Copper
top,
load, out of line; practical averon 170 to
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE, $8.00 nnd
on
bulk,
$8.15
light lights;
ages
10. Assertions $7.25 7.7s pigs 25o lower, bulk
Jan.
Chicago.
8.25.
$8.10
desirable.
southwest
In
tho
that the drought
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Market
had been
effectively broken did
25o
higher;
much today to give a downward generally strong tomost. Fat
lamb
Prices closed medium grades uphulk
swing to wheat.
$12.00
early,
$12.45;
with
early,
top
net
to 3c
lower,
heavy,
fat
to $1.09 and July tfil'2.40; top yearlings, $11.25;
May $1.08
no feeder
98 He to 9 Siic Corn lost Vc to ewe top early, $6.50;
c. In pro- sales early.
c and oats 14c to
visions there were gains of 2', 4c to
Knnsn.1 City livestock.
15c.
Kansas City, Jan. 10. Cattle-Rec- eipts
Rains which fell where most
14,500. Beef steers steady
needed In the, winter wheat belt
Tearlings and heavy
and which many traders said might to 25c lower. most
other early sales
the steers, $8.00;
prove to be tho salvation of adshe stock
mostly'
$6.00 0 7.25;
Kansas crop gave bears a big
spots lower on betWn longs unloading steady to weak,
vantage.
cows,
to
common
good
ter
grades;
devoid
and with the market nearly
heifof support, sentiment against the $3.60'ii4.25; medium to goodclasses
all
other
ers
6.50;
$5.00
bulls received additional impetus
good canners mostfrom reports that Argentine wheat around steady; butcher
bulls, $4.00
was selling In Europe at 5 to 10 ly $2.50; good
best
States hard (74.25; calves closed weak, sales
cents under United
&
9.00;
$8.35
early
winter wheat shipped by way of vealers,
choice light '
Cancellation feeders, $5.25g6.60;
tho Gulf of Mexico.
of somo export sales at the gulf stockers, $6.65; other early sales,
is
counted late In the day as a fur- $5.00(0)6.00.
Hogs Receipts ll.uuu. alarum,
ther depressing Influence, and so
low25c
to
10c
to
shippers
did gossip current about bank opened
to 190 pounds. $7.25(97,40;
troubles In France. On the decline er; 150 nMlvA
fl obinTierS fUld TiaCk- nl..
bewas
forced
wheat
July
sharply
low $1. Contrary to expectation in ers; nearly steady with yesterday's jV
some quarters the amount of buy naelrer market: nacker top. $7.36:
to
weight.
ing after the market went into the bulk best 200 bulk
of sales, $6.90
nineties was but llttlo enlarged, and $7.20 P 7.30;
$5.50(85
sows
throwout
steady,
the finish was at almost the bot 7.35; stock
6.00;
pigs scarce, few cholc
tom figures.
Corn and oats showod consider- kind up to $7.60; fully steady.
Market
Sheep Receipts 8.000.
able resistance to selling pressure,
fed
excellent demand for corn being in 25c to 50c higher;
Be- ewes, $6.40; lambs steady; best fed
evidence from the seaboard.
sides, there was a fair southern call lambs, $11.75.,
for oats.
i Denver Livestock.
Notwithstanding weakness in the
Denver. Jan. 10. Cattle Re
hog market, provisions continued
to advance, helped by the fact that ceipts 1,400. ff? Market steady. Beef
steers, $5.50 7.60: cows and heif
stocks here have been accumulat
ers, $4.50 5.50; calves, $8,004?
ing more slowly than usual.
10.00; bulls. $2.60(fi)3.50; stockers I
and
feeders, J5. 00 W 6,20.
Closing prices:
Market I
2,500.
Receipts
Wheat
May,
July, 10cHogs
$1.08;
to
15c lower. Top, $7.40; bulk,
98 He.

MRAflM0

He had not known the scent of
hay
fields about the close of day,
In dream-lik- e
Nor seen the hawthorns by the May moon's light

s.

(h

j,

Cotton
n-- 5

"

He had not seen the sunset smoulder low
Behind the larches on the far hill's crest,
Nor watched the rooks and daws fly home to rest.

.s

$1"s

shares.
Trading in foreign cxopant;e
under lead or
yesterdav's
Viritish
hin. rvenrh and most
other continenetal rates were higher, German marks, however, forfeited part of their recent gains.
The bond market derived upward

boS.

tea?

Of summer evenings in the happy West.

4

New York, Jan. 10.

500,000

VERSE OF TODAY,
No night In Heaven!

NEW YORK COTTON.

i'ny The Associated Prosit.)

New York, Jan. 10. Dealings In
stocks today again were on a mod- rate scale and subordinated to the
abundant
money market, where
supply of call and time funds resulted ih further ease.
Reports that many larger local
Institutions
have disfinancial
reserve
federal
charged their
debits, coupled with lower disthe
Dallas
counts bv
(Texas) fed
eral reserve bank, strengthened
the belief that another Is Impend
ing here
Demand loans opened at 3U per
cent, the minimum Initial quotation
in over three- years, subsequently
falling to 3 per cent, yesterday's
Time funds for all
low figures.
dates wero offered at 4 14 to 4
per cent on mixed collateral.
Stocks continued to reflect the
many cross currents still prevailing
in the commercial and industrial
markets. The very nominal gain
in tonnage reported by the United
States Steel corporation for December indicated conditions In that
industry are virtually halted.
Trices
started lower, rallying
only to manivariably at mid-dafest further irregularity in the later
OKS were the objective
rlpfillner.
of the shorts, fresh selling being
occasioned by a reduction of export prices.
Junior mils, especially Erie Issues and Chicago & Northwestern,
which featured the unsettlement of
the previous day, strengthened on
assurance from official sources,
but steels and most other popular
confusion,
industrials registered
gains and losses at the close. Sales,

TALKATIVE STATESMEN.

"nosey."

Corn May, 52c; July, 644c.
Oats May, 37c; July 38e.
Pork Jan., J 5.40; May $15.75.
Lard Jan., $S.90; May, $9.22.
Ribs Jan., $8.02; May. $8.12.

THE f,1AEl!CETS
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am I crying
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By Gene Byrne
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A PLACE TO BEGIN.

The Atlantic Monthly publishes the following
letter from the prime pessimist of the universe:
Am wondering whether you will be interd
ested in a
article on "Must Human
In a thorough disPropagation Continue?"
cussion of the subject I suggest the thought
that the numerous troubles in the world will
cease, and its great problems be solved, only
by a cessation of multiplication, sorrow and
death be at an end, and the earth itself bj
ter off without human beings.
What a grand place this chap must feel the moon
'
How he must gaze with unabated Joy upon
to
its barren plains anj dead volcanic mountains!
What bliss supreme It must be for him to contem- 3,000-wor-

tt

-f

jlSra llfcil . tllfe

v

January 11, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

1921 by the International News Service.
Registered U. fi. I'atent Office.

By George McManut
LEVER

ARE ALWAYS LOAFIN'-HODO YOU TELL. THE
WORKIN' DAYS noiM THE

VOU

TKTS GO!!!
Let's start in rlsht now to make
thia tho blssest and busiest year
in the history ot Albuquerque.
Don't wait any longer about
ImyiniT tlmt house. Do it now!
We have some exceeptionally
good values in homes; also income properties. AVe have several rooming houses, apartment
houses and business properties
for sale. Also trackage property, vacant lots, ranches, etc.
MOST EVERYTHING IN THE
WAT OF UEAI, ESTATE.,
lot without further
("let thnt
tlelpy No safer investment
locally than mony invested in
a (rood lot. We have them for
sale in all parts of the city
Some pood ones in University
Heights and Terrace Additions
Rome of these can be bought
on very easy terms $10 down
and $10 00 per month.
Let us show you what we have.
Call us for an appointment.
A FEW

k&

tWJAH- -

VVE

TALKED

m

MM
A

I

AND

II

wires

--

i

TJ

'"r.

'
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FOR RENT

D. T. KINGSBURY,

1

REALTOR

1

T.onns and Insurance.
Phone 907-210 W. Gold.
1

FOR SALE
1

FRIEBY APARTMENTS
Small apartment, private bath.
Just right lor two.

apartment,
private
bath, furniahed or unfurnished. Steam heat, and very

cholcy.

Also

apartment,
private
bath and steam heat on West
Central, and
apartment on East

white' stucco bungalow,
Central.
built-i- n
features.
hardwood floors.
ACKUltSOX & GRIFFITH,
Fourth ward, new.
Realtors.
14.000
Double cottage, threfi roomi, bath.
Phono 414.
fflnssed porch on each aide, completely 120 S. Fourth.
rurnlahea, rents for ISO pr xnontn;
Kant Central.
8CD0EN SliKVICE.
cement block bungalow, The Red Arrow
16,000
(all over the Wet
bookcase.
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
sudden
service on Kodak finishing
buffet, furnace: Fourth ward.
to people who demand quality.
Work
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same
day
Work In before 5 p, m. mailed noon next
Insurance In till Itn branches, Loans, day. Address work to
THE BED ARROW,
Surety Bond..
n. Lai Vegas
Street, Nut to F. O. Albuquerque
Ill Booth Fonrth
(We want
Phone 074.
representative in TO'JH
territory.)

II

'TT4V

I

RV.vn

ii

1ST

j

I

s

Phone

Realtors.

459--

J.

216 West Gold

YOUR

to loan on city property
Take out that Fire Insurance
now. Don't wait until your
property burns.
$1,000

featum Servie.

.

I

A

Has come. We can now show
you a nice
bungalow,

RARE INVESTMENT

Four

bungalows, new
and strictly modern, furnished
new furniture.
with
complete
Hlgnlanan. ttow rented for $200
per month, a 20 per cent Investment. See us at once.

five-roo-

nicely furnished, two porches.
Situated on car line and paved
street. Tl price is right, the
terms are reasonable, the home
Is ideal. Why pay rentt
A. Tj. MARTIX CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Loans.
t Insurance,
'
223 W. Gold Av.
Phone 158.

BARGAINS!

U

BARGAINSI

Will buy equity in
two furnished houses, balance paj'able 530.00 per
month. Rent for $40.00.
Price. $2,850.
Will handle brand new
$650.00
four room bungalow in
Fourth A'ard; easy terms
Price, $2,950.
fine
$46.00 For rent,
modern home.
$700.00

THE FIRE ALARM

J. A. TIAMMOND,
East Silver.
Phono

Third and Gold.

Phone

All
857.

A HOME
SAVE TOUR RENT
Five nice room and porches,
room brick, white finish, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, par- - hardwood finish, many built-i- n
ajre, in Luna district. Price only features, basement, fine lot, splendid location. $500 cash; balance as
55,250; good terms.
rent.
R. MrCLTGnAN, Realtor.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
Real Estate, Loans. Insurance
Phone 723-204 XV. Gold.
Phono 412-g. Second

That will appeal to you, new five

J,

D,

Keleher, Realtor,

21 1 W. Gold.

Phono 410.

FOR SALE
Bentson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house,
vard;
all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Pell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Address P. O. Box 136, Old Town.
Phones 2417 R-- l or 848.

Front living room, back living
room, dining room, kitchen
reception hall, first floor, second floor has three Iove!y bedrooms,
sleeping
porch, and
dressing room, large clothes
closets, bath, basement
with
laundry tubs, toilpt; outside entrance, stcamhe.-itlru- r
plant in
fine shape,
lot 71x100 feet
lawn, trees, sidewalk.
This, home must be seen to be
appreciated and Its priced to
sell. Terms If you wish.

15S2--

rXIVERSITY HEIGHTS

five-roo- m

FRAVKLIX A CO.
Realtors.

.:

Won't sound so bad if you are
protected with good insurance. Let
us call and toll you about our
company which hns been writing
FIRE INSURANCE nearly 70
years.
821

CO,

EEAtTIFtT LARGE HOME
IV CITY'S BEST LOCATION.

lj

Inc.

.

II

CHANCE

Furnished
house, near
Central avenue, for rent. Will

give lease.

Int--

vr

"

"Cow hair on hig eoat," BUT
he has MONET in his pocket
and is his own BOSS. W are
busy as bees but, if you will
drop In, we will tike 30 minutes and prove it and show
you the best close in ranch
proposition In the valley.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.

v3,J22

s

,

ma iiitd'i i I
II

i

&"

Realtors,

J
1

PF

Owner's family has gone east
and he wishes to sell at once
and go too.
This four-roobrlcTc stucco has
glassed in sleeping porch, n7ce
front and back porches, ba,ih
pantry, gas. hardwood floors
sidewalks. Nicely located within
four hlocks of postoffice, and
will be sold soon.

'

HOUSES FOR RENT

$1.000

yr

":?5-

-

ETT-ZA-

TEN ACRES
under cultivation

LOTS

alfalfa,
On main

fruit trees, house, well.
ditch and 2 2 miles from
Tho price is right. Other
ranches, all sizes.
J. L. PHILLIPS, REAL ESTATE
110 S. Third. Phone 354--

post-offic- e.

gur-air-

FoHRenltjRoor

FOR RENT

Room wltit board. 218 South

LEVEL

LOTS
size, no one can
build a chicken coop against
your sleeping porrh, "BECAUSR
THEY AMP, RESTRICTED."
And
the HEIGHTS OZONE
"Oil ROT." It's true. IT'S
GRKAT! Recause all who live
up there SAY SO.
All

same

We ar GENERAL, AGENTS.
Get yours Today. $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month. Life Is
SERVICE, let us serve you by
showing you these lots.
Phono 840.
Second and Gold.

jjrouuwny.
with private family. No
North Fourth.
ROOM AND HOARD, all conveniences.
OWNER IS ANXIOUS
,
511 South Hruadway.
NOTICE
To sell this modern,
six room
NICELY
furnished toon, with board;
HELP
WANTED
FOR
RENT
Rooms
We are moving: to 214 West
house in Fourth ward. To get re
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
j
FRUIT
TREES
Male.
Ii
OK RENT Two furnished rooms for
ROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch,
suits he instructs us to sell for Gold avenue, and will be open
SHADE TREES ANii ORNAfor housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
FOR RENT
adJolnln bath. 1830 Enst Central.
for business in our new locaDwell in gg
WANTED
$4,500. Terms if desired.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Experienced architectural
MENTALS
FOli
care
L.
6.
ALBUAddress
draftsman.
M.,
RENT
FOR RENT Canvas sleeping porch, with
rooms
house'
ROIXIN E. GUTH RIDGE,
tion after January 4th.
Three
for
light
SIX rooms, three porches, bath, 1374-A 1 1 UK MM e).'
1561-Journal
10 a week.
.
Phone
1207 Enst Central.
QUERQUE
hoard.
NURSERIES
keeping.
814 W. Gold
rhono 10i!3.
FOK RENT
house, unfurnish
Get Your Order in Now. Write
Man and wife for ranch; no GOOD HOME cooked meals, single meaH JOHN W. WlIOX,
WANTED
McDOXALD & WORSDAM.
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms,
ed. Call at 1220 Forrester.
Attorney.
for catalog.
children. Employment office, 110 South
steam heat. 608(4 West Central.
60c: per week, 19. 210 South Walter. to. raa
Real Estate Insurance.
WANT ED Miscellaneous
FOR RENT Five room house; bath,
II, 17 and la, Cromwell Bulldln.
Third, phone
Mrs, Knorr.
J. T. TOCNU A CO.
Phone 1158-J- .
220 North FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
sleeping
garage.
porch.
WANTED
repre800
and
sales
CAN
City
ACCOMMODATll
county
WAJiTKU
one or two lady
tu feed.
Phont
North Eighth.
Housekeeping.
"
Cattle
High.
Albuquerqut). N. M.
PHVMU 'lANe? AMI
Call morn2409-Rsentatives. New Mexico.
(MOH)NiS,
convalescents, In private home. Phone
Hilt RENT Furnished rooms f,,r light
SALE OU RENT Furnished or unings, or write O. E. J rimes, 314 West lU'J-W- .
UK. . I. uuuro.N,
SALE Miscellaneous FOR
noa South Second.
SUNSHINE Hough dry and wet wash FOR
Housekeeping,
furnished house. Apply (21 East
Gold.
lUensce of tne 8temneh
Furnace-t.eated
Foil RENT
all hand work. Phone 218-FOR
front
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeep.
SALS
"Sargum"
hay.
Bulla. 0 Harnett nulldlir.
WE TEACH you rlt;ht.
room with garage If desired. 1207 East
8108-RSpecial rales.
In;; rooms 91 North Fourth street.
AND GENERAL HAULSCAVENGER
FOR
SALE
FOR RENT Two-rooturnlshed
Men's
Association
house,
Auto
Houmi
Christian
Young
Central.
1B. 8. C. CXAItKU,
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith. TRT BODDY'fi
with sleeping porch, 117 per month. roil rent Nice furnished room, In
Mii,K, BEST IN TOWN 13000
School, Los Angeles.
FOR SALE
732 East Iron, phone 2389-I"je, Kur, Nun and Throat
FORRENTN7cely fuTiilshed room wT'.n
Ry owner, four-rooPhone 2413-RhouK.
North Second.
modern homo, 120. 615 West Lead.
X emote
Barnett Building.
1016 West Fruit.
class
110
Phone 131.
table
board.
dm
Arno.
South
Inqulro
metal's",
AND"
ot
CUTTING
WEt,BINO
FOR SALE Combination
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, furnished. FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
1127-120
Office Hours
range.
Cook. 809 West Copper
FOH SALE
also welders' supplies and carbide for
North Thirteenth, phone 1083-brick house, on WANTED
414 West Silver.
Inquire at 822 South Arno, or phone
to It a. m and 2 to 5 p. m.
sick; no children,
t
FOR
Ex"
240I-RRENT
North
ale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc.. phone 1947-1.H0-Room
and
Edith. Phone
WANTED
Experlenced'collar girl.
sleeping porch DR. KlAROAHl T
FOR SALE
ton RENT Nice, newly
furnished
Royal
with hoard. 210 Stanford, Unlve.-sitCAHTWKHillT;
good
oelslor laundry.
and
furnlturo
WANTED Secondhana
tS.0'13. nine larira
new. lltirgnln. 604 typewriter,
FOR RENT Well t'linisliea four-roorooms, sivr.o and up. 1 r, 14 West Gold. FOR BALE lMckf
South Ninth.
Residence 1121 East Central. Phone t"L
flelchts.
rooms. $80 Income. nnftirnlMhed
trunks. We buy everything In house. DENVER POST
nwnr
328 North Fourth.
housework.
Girl
for
WASTED
at
Eas
house,
Dr.
general
Phone 571
BUNT
FOR
Unfurnished
delivered
at
front
ITOK
RUNT
large
your
3)5
Max'
door,
hold goods.
room
Larire
furnished
Kouth
with
Store,
1021 West Roma.
Bargain
Edith.
llycslntwo.l;4
C5e per month.
terday.
Phone 1949-closets,
shelves. '124
South FOR
table board; rates for two people. 317
South First.
Phone 858.
SAI.K Wolf-bulinew!
modeTn WANTED
FOR RENT Three-rooExperienced salesladies, AP- - South Fourth.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
furnished house. Edith.
BALE Corn-ro- d
nogs,
half or
MAX BARGAIN
house,
or
STORE, at 316 South rJR
furnished
Im
unfurnished:
The Economist.
ply
J04
East
whole.
FOR
sleeping porch, liO; key at
RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep- mediate possession. Phone lDfi&.R
W. J. Hyde. phone S414-RFOR
RENT Nico nont room; pnviie
Practice Limited to
First, will pay the highest prices for
Santa
F.
A
for
housework.
W
ANTED
ing
224
girl
general
South
second-banOR
porch;
gentleman
only.
SALE
and
hoe
One eleven-inc- h
encrance, sj& for two; also good board, GENITO . UKINAKY DISEASES
your
clothing,
steel beam FOR RENT Two modern well rutnislied Walter.
FOR BAm-- Un
easy terms, six. room
100 NorthJTwelfth.
M5. Inquire GOO West Gold.
plow; prnotlcally new. Phone 2411-J- 5
furniture.
Phone 858
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
modern bungalnv ; will take good lots
e
cottages; good sleeping porches. Al- - FOli RENT Two furnished light
g
Manor, good JAMESON'S RANCH
or real estate pnper. Phone 2040-OH SALE
Ideal location for Wussermnu Laboratory In Connection,
Small gasoline engine and
Rl'.l CI EANEHS
218 Bouthjllgh.
rooms.
family cook; wages f 50 a month.
Inquire 617 West
few
now Citizens Rank
pump Jack. The Exchange, 120 West ply
healthseekern;
reservations
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, $2.00.
FOR
SALE
new
sixowner,
By
Bldg. Phono H8B.
modem
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
First-clas- s
room,
cook and housoavailable.
Phone 2238-MATTRESSES renovated 13 bo and op
room house, near Robinson Dark. sr. CIO WANTED
In, two blocks from postoffice; foh RENT Furnished room with prlvi- - cosh.
keepet for two; stay nights. 1700 East FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin Foil 8ALI0 Blxty yards of good grade, no close
1S26-month.
Phone
per
I0
cHiRdPRACTdRs"777aick.
417West Lead.
Silver.
lege of parlor; garage available. Phone
board, suitable for one or couple. 618
Bedding Co., phone 471.
pulv,rlzed mn"r. Phone FOR RENT Furnished four-rooOR BALE Five-roomod- - 1714-frame, modern, WANTED
do We- -t Fruit, phone 1472-and
dishes
to
wah
Qlrl
CLEANLNO PAI'EK and kalsomlne, walconvenient for two families; large lot:
ern bungalow; adults; no sick. Inquire FOR RENT Good furnished two-rooChiropractor.
housework; must speak English. 011 F U RENT Room ane sleeping porch.
ing floors, house and window cleaning, FOR KALE Dron head Finger sewing 013 North Second.
Phone 1609-19 and 30 Armijo Dulldlnc.
South llroadway.
v
512 North eastjront; highlands.
apartment, on first floor.
'
machine. 114. so
Ith board for convalescent; gentleand all kinds of repair work; work guarThe Exchange, 120 FOR RENT Furnished
at"
FOR
"home
SALE
SOS
Booth
My
834-West Oold.
cottage
anteed. John Goodson, phone
Acook In a family nf four; men only; private home. Phone!148-W- .
WATSTEb--rositi- on
Edith; four rooms, brick, with two WANTED
with
or FOR RENT Two
Mrs. D. FOR RENT
porch. I'lione 218S-rooms and sleeping porchea,
good wages to right party.
Careful Kodak finishing FOR SALE Cook caa. colonade and a call 1203sleeping
on large lot; terms like rent.
WANTf.D
Nice rooms" with sleeping
East Copper.
708 West Copper.
25 South
Weinman,
porch, furnished. Inquire
WANTED
Twice dally service. Remember, satisaeneral housework. Ji)7
with
for
porches,
convalescents.
board,
FOR SALE- - Two room house with sleep- FOR KENT Four-roo"'
house, bath and Arno.
anil M.s. Reed. (12 South Broadway, phone
North Arno.
houeeworker
General
faction guaranteed. Bend your finishing North Twelfth.
Ing porch aiao screened poroli, fur- - WANTED
sleeping porch, with garage. 823 North FOR RENT Furnished rooms; also can
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. Apply
520.
cook,
to a reliable, established firm, tlanna FOR SALE Two Cyphers outdoor brood.
WANTED
dally
Wnshlng and Ironing by the
nlshed; wired for lights lot Tx87. 15111 mornlnirs after
Eighth. Inquire 25 North Sixth.
era; best made: onn-thi- tary birds for sale. 218 South Wal'er, .South
o'clock, Penfleld, 317 ROOM AND BOARD,
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
Call 1703-dny.
a.j FOR
Elm.
heated sleeping
South Walter.
RENT A four-rooNorth SUth.
modern house, phone H17-J- .
room and glusserl porch, two convalesWILL BUT vacant lot or lots well loMaid
WANTED
Job or housework.
lot
SALE
FOR
one
room
owner,
By
cot' la.
furnished or unfurnished.
month cent gentlemen preferred.
Room and 810
Apply at FOR RENT Clean, southwest sleeplne
1125 Enst
cated In highlands; prefer East Sil- FOR SALE Singer sewing mnehin. in llor
Enst Coal, phone. 1505-With screened Dorch: lot sr. ft ,v 12 EARN HOARD
Bint Central, phone 7J5-room; excellent ventilation; private en- ft.;
while attending school, catalogue free Silver, phone 1311-J- .
ver avenue or close in, In University
good condition.
P n tltiii. aI.i,
WANTED
1300
to
take
and
water;
city
180J
cash.
ironing
Washing
Inquire
'
FOR RENT Small cottage with sleeping trance. 204 North Walter.
Business College, 006ft South EXCELLENT board and sleeping porches,
Maekay
Heights. Owner, state name, address, Park avenue.
South High.
home.
105 East Coal, phone 1605-porch, garage and city water, )6. In- FOR RENT Two rooms, sleeping porch, FOR SALE
Main, Los Angeles
price and location of lot. Address Rex. FOR SALE useil tractors,
southern exposure; all modern conven- WANTED Position as
experl-enee- d
and i2-house.
By
11)03 South Hlirh or 211 West Oold.
owner,
salesman;
enre Journal,
quire
furnished
no
for
2
140
children. 110
two;
run gang plows Hardware
per month, or
por day.
Address B. N..care JournaL
fifty by 142 lot. citv water end nmil. WANTKD Lndles all over New Mexico iences,
South Walnut.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooWINDOWCLEANINO
AT RTTQTTERQtTE
ment J Korher aV On,
to take orders for my medallions; good Phone 2408 R4. K Wennlps.
houses, plenty of room to hull.i nn.
try
aone
asisb
oy
floors
CO.
some
your
and
cleaned
and
furnishhavd
Windows
iauno.ry
ngnt
FOR RENT Furnished light hoUFek-p-in- g
apartments
houses;
MI HAMON I
Harry
other house. Apply at 1901 Booth High pty. Write me for particulars.
Eden;
and houses FOR balk Master Economy heater, cost ed; steam heat. W. H. McMlllion, 206
offices
give best ot references. Phone
room for lady, S10 per month. 4e5
scrubbed; stores,
Rea, B03 North
Second,
Albuquerque, A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular 15S2-R.
toALBi
run
'"r
West
By
owner,
West
honest
Oold.
rates
"
"&
7ii
and
reasonable
Coal,
Sou liEdl th.
vew Mexico.
cleaned;
.i5;.?'J'L'e"
,2i
convalescents; graduate nurse In at
West Silver.
irame StUCCO. 4 rooms end hnth 9
leave your calls
work. A. Granone;
FOR KENT Three-rooturnlshed cot- FOR RENT Two nice large clean well large porches,
wants tendance:, rntee by the week or mdnth. EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work,
SHIRT MANUFACTURER
JUST RECEIVED a
i
newly decorated, vacant. i,AH(IH
will go out of city. Bikes, 1301 Marble,
American Grocery, phone 252.
y40O-J- l.
714 East
ot
tage;
bath,
bed
line
ventilated
sleeping
ARents
shirts,
sell
porch,
till
to
Terms
.
If
furnace
complete
rooms;
18Q1-Wheat.
Of
dorlred. Phone
Plnons. IKo th n.,n
r,i..-- l
phone 14 23-Hazeldlne.
Call at 701 South High, 108 South Arno.
lriTii m tt'i mRl! E T A I It E D and upholster
wearer. Exclusive patterns. HAVE (ISM VACANT ROOM with
to
direct
Pherson
1114
.
West
porch. WANTMD To take charge of hotel or
Central
ball J..y owner, twoandioo:n cot- Big valles. ,Free samples. Madison suitable fur two convalescents; modern
phone nifl-Tted; cushions made; cars upholstered;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In rim
tage with
porch
garage; Mills. H03
hedsteads arid picture frames bronzed
New York.
FOR KENT Four-roorooming house; experienced. Address
cream
furnished house.
modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, 622 city water atsleeping
InrA.f;0n8J,nerly
conveniences: rata $C0 per month.
1200
1700;
balance
78. care Journal.
and enameled; chairs wired. Also agency
modern
M.
capacity,
J.
front
nurse
cheap
throughout;
large
Vtiifc.
porch Kortn second.
Casa de Oro, 813
like
service.
rent.
1912
i1
Souih
at.
Inquire
High
for "Speedollne." J. II. Austin. 814
oia Town
gas range and many other features. Ap- FOR RENT
WANTED
Work of any kind; drove
814-Large front bed room, bath FOR SALE OR RENT Six briina new YOUNO men. women, over 17, desiring west lioici, pnone
North Twelfth, residence phone 138S-FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- - ply 604 East Coal.
trucks In France fourteen month.
four-rooone or two ladles employed.
government positions, $130 monthly. RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
houses, corner Ninth and
tnge cheese also fresh milk In gallon FOR RENT New cottage, two rooms 313connecting,
9!. cfire Journal.
soutn
now
seventh.
open,
lots.
John's Fnnatorium ( Episcopal I: rates.
Coal; will sll one or all on reasonable write for free list of positions
SwQvne1
Dairy, phone 191B-Position as cook or house
porch, water; ready to move In the .-,1
JMESSM AKJNG.
HOTEL
(former Civil Service ennmln- - $17.00 to $23 per week; Includes private WANTEIJ
111th
t,ll.l-- n
SIS a mnnth.
Light housekeeping terms. See F. H. Strong, or U C. Ben-net- t. R. Terry,
.11.,
man: write F. Turner, 126 Manhat'an,
room with sleeping porch, connected to
2
Al, '' npa' K"01' vlolln. bargain.
73 or 146.
Phones
Continental
E X PERT dressmaking.
rooms
Phone 1 826-Washington
Bldg.,
new
rent.
for
er).
Under
manage180J
three
also
South Edith,
,:
Santa Fe, N. M.
years.
r!
"no,nr
for
cheaper
C.
vlolln,
D.
bath
and
mcdlcol
ment.
Nine-roocare,
Fourth
and
medicines,
tillet;
Central.
FOR SALE
o; also good tenor banjo. Call S183-WILL PEW by day or take home. Best
house, six lots,
FOR RENT Nice
modern four-roogeneral nurw'ng; excellent meals, tray HIGH SCHOOL C11HL wants to exchange
arter 5 o'clock.
corner, close In, garase, shade trees;
references. Phone 971-room for gentleman, ad
0f'. (STtK aU'TU LINK
house with DE.SIUABI.E
work for board and room. Call at 521
house; also two-rooextras. All rooms have steam
Five-rooThe orange colored care. Engle, Etc service:hotno snd
210 priced to sell; Fourth word.
outside
entrance.
bath,
n
Mrs.
Joining
WANTED Sewing!
Foster, t03 F
glassed-iunfurnished.
cold running water. Rev. East Central, arter 4 p. m.
sleeping porch;
WHOLE MILK
worm waiter.
J,y. SmI;F"PL'RB
cottage, furnished, one blork from street nhant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N heat,
North Fourth, phone 1239-W
the cream, delivered to you as Inquire at 1419 South Arno.
It.
Phone
Zlegicr,
WANTED
Superintendent,
Odd Johe of carpenter work,
car, 4,250. W. H. McMlllion, 20) West M. Meet all trains
t Engle. leaving 491.
FOR RENT One lama furnished room Oold.
" WW1 DAIRY, FOR KENT Four-rooWANTED Plain sewing, very reasonhouso cleaning, or any kind of work.
house, front and
Hot Springs at 11 :S0 a. m. and 2:30 p. m
for light housekeeping, for two young
Phone ho
Mrs. Stanley, phone 1218.
able.
201
back porches,
furnished:
East
on
Lewis,
completely
phone 604-Oldest Pam drivers, best Dam cars
FuR SALE House, four rooms and
mz tsoutn Third.
DRESSMAKING
ny the day or at home. SAXOPHONES, new, flrVscWTnVkei. modern: two blocks from postoffice; no mines,
BUSINESS CHANCES
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER with
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and the Dam line. We drive our own ears
FOR RENT Furnished front room, five hack
from IGi up; can eave you money on sick. Key at viis west silver.
608 Booth Fourth, phone S102-Write for reservations at our expense FOR SALE
knowledge of bookkeeping, desire poporch; big basement; furnace; comnow or used band and
blocks from postoffice: private enOjlage, best location la sition.
orchestra instru- FUR RENT OR SALE Four room house trance.
Address 77, care Journal.
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
iF.MSTlTrMINO, pirating. Williams' Ml! ments. Fred
pletely furn'shed; large lot; this Is a
town.
401 South Seventh.
Phone 879.
K. Ellis, phone 102-and two porches, In highlands, prl
N. M.
good buy; easy terms. Address box C,
Hot
Ilnery. 801) South Broadway, ph. 777-- J
WE
AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE an1
Springs.
n
FOU
SALE
r
IMPERIAL
rent
ROOMS
Small
will
bOeT PPOTS-H- eel
R.
for
11.600;
and
furnished.
130;
csre
grocery
clean
ice,
and
rooms;
Journal.
arch
cushions
keen nooks.
WILLIAMS
ZA.NO,
LEATING,
accordion, aide and box;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime PHONE 1502-prevent fallen Insteps; curee all foot McCtughan, Realtor. Phone 442-dwelling. Call it 318 South Seventh. room 8 Mellnl building. Phone 70I-7:30 mornings or 0:30
mall orders. N. Crane, lis North troubles.
i.
-- Ona
of the lsest business
FOR RENT Completely furnished home, Theater, 211(4 West Central.
A modern unfinished, unfurSeventh. Crane Apartments, phone 314 F. K'her Plantar Arch Supports. Thn
evenings.
two
woman
A
WANTED
with
children.
C. Rhode Island
8.
In Albuquerque,
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for nished five room house and garage. All SUNSET RANCH
five rooms, bath, two large glassed-i- n
vis Houih
TeatherCo;,08West Central.
desires a position as housekeeper on a
FOB. SALE
breeding First street, Inquire at Savoy Hot.ll of- Reds, C. P. Hayes strain;
light housekeeping: also sleeping room; done except painting Inside and outside
furnace; Immediate
Fresh, corn-fo- d
porkTwhole sleeping porches,
ranch, with good school advantages. Ad.
also bronze Turkey flee
nan no- -; nair will average about possession. Phone 1099, III North no slck. G03 North Fourth
plastering. Better to live in right now pens and singles;
care Morning Journal.
dress
2416-JPhone
Eleventh.
eggs.
seventy pounds; lso a pound
HIt CHANCE
FOR RENT Glassed In porch and two trmn many completed houses.
W B
MARRIED American girl desire
Thoroughbred WANTED AT ONCE, man without In- YOUNd
FOR RENT Neatly furmsr.ed four-roofore.
airy rooms, board across street. 114 BIT OWNER,
In RED Pnilt.TRT TARDS
house
modern
of
work
kind; reasonable wages; or
any
Rocks
R.
C.
S.
I. Reds. Ringlet Burred
1
cumbrances and with car to Investi- will
FOR RALE Overstuffed davenport, up- modern brick dwelling at
North North Maple, phone US6-W- .
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireexchange aame for husband'e room
cockerels for bree.llng fresh ground green
business
holstered In best grade tapestry; shlp- - Eleventh street; nice sleeping porch and FOR RENT
gate
proposition.
Imperial and board;
ser ened porchet,
three
place,
large
no
.
room.
front
furnished
Large
washing. Write F. N. 8.,
Rooms
411
No. 9, over Pastime theater,
bone.
WestAtlanMcphone1483-w, ...,.,ann. " iii sen at less tnan a big yard; rent 145 per month: now va
cere Journal.
private entrance, connecting bath. Call light, airy bed root son with extra large ''MbfTNTVlNHviBW''' S.
Star Furniture Co., phone cant. City Realty Co., 107 West Oold, afternoons.
JU"1
At ft bargain7"flve second
C, R. I. Re'ds. FOR SALE
closets, fronts east
lot with
509 South Third.
large
phone 667.
hnnd pool tables and one billiard table,
a superb lot of cocks and 'cockerels for
lawn, trees, etc.; everything in exreitmt
CARPENTERING
FOR RENT One large room for house- - condition!
Book
for BABT In first-claterma If desired. Phone sale.
orders now.
ru sale All kinds of second-han- d
condition; also one twelve-foAUTOMOBILES
A-- l
Keeping; well hented. nice for couple I97T-.PETTIFORD THE COD JOB MAN.
CHICKS: by so doing, you Insure delivery
soda
In
condition.
fountain,
wagons and light rigs: also one team
no slek. 309 West Iron.
A
kind of work fhone 1178-J- .
mum, nurnejs, plows and scrapers FOR SALE
Practically new Reo truck'. working:,
FOR BALE BT OWN EH Nearly com exact date desired. C. P. Hay. 236 North quire at 120 West Silver.
1
FOR RENT Room on ground
".v A- suit
FOR SALE At
Bclen. one blork city WANTED Odd Jobs enrpentertng, paintveri aanaies, at right price. Phono 196S-modern bun High.
pleted five-rooJ
strictly
able
for
or
light housekeeping,
sleeping: galow; white pebble-dasy
DAY OLD CHICKS
EXPERT
From free range
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1458-Radiator Repairing. O. K.
"trem, isoj ivortn Arno.
property on Main street, one"
all built-i- n
ASBESTOS
Sheet Metal Works. 216 North Third. light, hath phone. 414 West Gold.
stock that are strong, vigorous and brick building, store, rooming house, gar- Bt'IT.DINO,
features, including fire place, breakfast
It OOF PAINT
alteratlot,, repairing; lav
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II
of experience have age and large warehouse
full
nook,
and
several
Years
wood
of
hard
pep.
floors
buffet,
cabinets,
5
FOR SALE
ra!
Bulck
per
Job or atrial! ;
..urlng ear;
by contract or by
i nr Mazono
ion.
t jo
bath, private home; meals next throughout; also five-roomodern home, taufrht us how to hatch chicks that are other business htrildlngs. Mrs. Hortense the day; careful worg
first-clas- s
Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
South
Co..
condition.
mechanics and reason1952-door,
WaJsiut. phone 1834 J. Try a built
114 South Arno. close in
Phone
For further Information aee satisfactory to our customers. We have Dldler. P. O. Box, 170, Belen. N. M.
op city.
able prices; work guaranteed; estimate
will
It
know
at
420
In
our
Coal.
5wner
stock
and
confidence
West
as
as
HOTEL
.v.., .ui mi
tne building.
A good, going general merSALE
long
Sleeplne room, and
free Call 1765-FOR SALE Some extra good used care: ELOIN
If you want FOR
please you with results.
chandise business, well located on main
Housekeeping apartment, by the day
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 608 week
the best we have them; all pure-breor month Mm West Central
business
street
N.
of
M., the
Santa
Fe,
West Central.
C.
8.
The two moat profitable 'varieties:
POn SALE Five hundred shares nf
TIME CARDS
llvcst town In the state. Owner com''Ity FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1921 FOTt RENT Two nice unfurnished FOU RENT Two-rooWhite Leghorns, 100, $"0: 6on. $15: l,00o. pelled
B ectrlo Railway, below
41
to sell account of death of partapartment.
rooma with bath and lares sleeping
par. Dr. R,
R. I. Reds, l60, $22; 500, $105: via ner. For
$190.
model; run about ISO miles, at a bar-taiNorth
Second.
DorII.
H.
to
oust, . x. Armijo miidlnc.
apply
porch. 815 Wast Mountain Road. Fhona
010 West Coal.
parcel post prepaid. Orders hooked upon mnn. P. Oparticulars
Box 223. Sunt
Fe. N. M.
302-RENT Two furnished rooms for receipt
for
of 25 per cent.
Hatching eggs
FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
ngnt housekeeping. 1023 New York.
half price of chicks. We are the Inrgest
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford WOODWORTH Newly furnished, nle
WANTED
In
the
Ranche.
Hotel
butchers'
Ice
e
range,
balk
oldest
successful
RENT
urtllshedi
clean rooms and housekeeping apart FOR
hatchery
rujt
apartments. and
wo, eteam tame, Fairbanks scale, runabout. S02 South Broadsray.
Averlll Apartments, t0$tt North Seo- - southwest. Circular sent upon request. WAN'TKU J'n leaae for une to five years.
ments, by day, week or month, 812
onnoy stoves, candv alahe. trv .ffnn FOR SALE Real bargain, Ford sedan South Third.
Mrs. H. V.
Mesllla Valley
onq.
Hatchery,
tmnll ranch, with Rood house, clna In,
In
car.
first
owner;
work
by
table. Ford truck,
good condition,
electrlo
Bundy, I.as Cruces, N. Mof the wide variety of cakes and inna and
or if could ret iattsfactory tor ma would
5 run
$K00 takes this car. Call 2183-Nicely furnished front room FOR RENT Two nicely furnished light
after
miscellaneous Itama
rniw
buy. Acirtrean Dux O. Z. B.. car Journal.
with or w thout sleening norch: suit- housekeeping rooms; modern; private
o'cloclr.
pastry that we bake fresh every
WESTBOi:iO
Dally.
MONEY TO LOAN
for onn or two gentlemen; close in. "Bin, tut Houm Arno.
Arrive. Depart.
Train,
flay, uur cakes and pastry rep UhH EFFErTO AUTO TOP and seat FOR SALE A good Dodge Brothers used anie
41 B South Third.
1
FOR
RENT
Two
No.
furnished
The
acme
for
rooms,
of the baking
Bcout.... ?:30 pm 1:30 pm
Resent tho
car, also Maxwell touring. J. Korber A
Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale- diadressing
MONEY
TO
LOAN
On
watchee,
No. 8 Calif Limited. lo;30 am 11:00 am
Dept.. Dodge Brothers Dealers. FOR RENT Nice front room, aoutheir 724ngni nousexeeping; adults; no lcv.
drt because we employ expert pnr, vaispar Enamels on automobiles. Co., Auto
mond, gun and everything valuable WANTED Small home on easy terms. No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:50
South Second.
am 11:10 am
exposure; hot and cold running wattr
Cnttan Paint
Uom.... phone 788.
Mr. B Marcus, 218 South Flret.
C. B. Bvntim.
bakers and use only the purest Plymouth
222 South Second.
hot
no sick; gentleman pre FOR RENT Throe-roowater
Floor
heat;
No, I Th
Paint.
Navajo. .11:85 am 1:08 ana
Roof
and
Cement.
Sntand
apartment
paint
FOR SALE Cheap for cash, Hudson ferred. 220 North Seventh.
:' Ingredients.
For special occa- leracuon assured. Thne.
four-rooon
TO
LOAN
MONEY
To
walcnes
or
diamonds,
WANTED
SOUTHBOUND.
buy three
hath, partly furnished. Apply 808 North
F. Keleher I.eath-e- r
Ford coupe,
1918;
sions wo will supply you with
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, conmodern house, beforo
Co.. 4Q We( Central, phone I0S7-10:18 pin
February 1; Nt. 19 El Pneo Exp
1019; Chevrolet truck, 1918.
Apply to FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping ms'iin, pnone S37-- J.
f cakes
to order at reasonable
11:3$ am
, porch,
furnished for light housekeep. FOR RENT Three unfurnished rooms, to fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st price must be right; state price and No. 87 El Paso Exp '
Central Auto and Machine Works.
terms.
John
care
Elklns.
Journal.
EASTBOUND.
diaJ
bath
on
Private
loans
FOR
entrance,
CONFIDENTIAL
neat
ing;
Jewelry,
adjoining.
SALE Ranches
prices.
couple; water In yard; no lights.
FOR BALE By owner. Ford sedan, run
No. I Th
2t South High. Phone 2049-monds watchee. Liberty bonds, plan a.
rent tip, fnono 1420-Navajo.. 8:10 pm 1:40 pm
leaa than 1,000 miles, looks like new. tnqulr
FOR BALE Forty-aci- e
alfalfa ranch".
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 1:40 pm
sutomobllee. Lowest rate. Rothman'a
FOR
RENT
Two large light housekeepfour mil - from city. Inquire 400 Wet la new; a bargain. See owner at 119
117 South Flrat.
state. BARBER For prl'vateTromes. Ph.lfMR NO. 8 B. F. Eight.. t:26 pm 8:10 pm
LOST
to
th
AND
FOUND
Bonded
or
Fourth
at
Street
call
North
rooms,
Third,
ing
furnished; clean and sunny.
v.nio.
LEMON SHAMPOO
for ladles, at your No. 10 The Scout ... 1:20 am 7:58 nm
LOST
between 417 South Walter, phone 1808-From an automobile,
FOR SALE A ranch, cheap, with new uara ga.
FROM SOUTH.
FOR SALE Furniture
home.
Phone 1S67-Perkins.
Elka' club and two miles south, on FOR KENT 3 room modern apartment;
207 South First Street
house of three rooms. Inquire 1301 FOR RALE Ford light truck. $150; nne
18
From El Paso 8:15 pm
T.os Ltinae road, on east side of river,
ton Ford truck. $300. worm drive: S
close In; fully furnished; hot and cold FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster-,nI- : IF YOU ARE BICK or tired out from Nu.
No. 80
i
From
El Paso 7:00 sm
jeourtn.
black
Frank
e
xnas-sngover
Oladstone
do
water paid.
600 South Walter.
13!t;
work,
bag. ttotlfy
you realize what a
light Bulck, $500; Ford touring,
No. 80 connects at relsn with No. II
ph.0n,.71: Ervln 3eddlng Co.
(OR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch one and Btudebaker,
Storta, secretary B. P. O. E and receive FOR RENT Apply
would do to your tired body? You
$2&0.
Ill
fao-l- n Why BUY cheaply
Furnished
new
Vane- - Kanefurniture
for
Pecos
City and
Clovis,
made,
apartment
miles
west
of
Barelaa
reward.
can
have
In
own
bridae, west oold
that service
home O
your
TAX ON GASOLINE TO
at Inflated prices, when you can buy by
on mala ditch: new adobe house
Woodlawn apartments.
Central,
Coast.
and SAVE MONEY ON PARTS and accesso LOST String small mixed beads. 90$ Call 1821
The Masseuses.
calling B41-East Central nr phone 1576-100 per cent
used
No. 11
furniture
with
19 connecthigh
BeUn
grade
garage;
No,
mile
school.
tt
from
BONUS
PAY SOLDIER
West Central.
ries; slightly used batteries, tires and
Prove thl at 825 South First.
TYPEWRITERS
Phone 8404-JFOR RENT Small furnished and large less?
from Clovla and point east and aoath
for Btudebaker, Chalmers, Max- LOST Airedale dog, long tall, answers
SALE
FOR
m
water
uniurnisneo
hot
and
Furniture
apartment;
at
in HniiSF FORevenSALE Country home, stucco house. parts
.
factory prices TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
Mcintosh Auto
well and Overland-80to the name of Rockt return to Broad-w- steam heat.
12U West Rome, phone
which make it cost las than 'econd
rooms,
nd repaired
Ribbon
(team heated, electric Company, 80S West Central.
for every maCentral Grocery and receive reward. 400-hand goods. Come and see for yourself. chine.
e
In alfalfa and
lights; on
ranch;
ExAlbuquerque
Typewriter
Associated
Tlie
Press.)
American Furniture Co., 828 South
(By
three-rooFOR
RENT
orchard. Adaress Postoffice bos tit. or
Two
turand
w3-J- .
121
South Fourth.
change, phone
WANTED Salesmen
nlshed apartments, hot and ild wl,r
MATTRESS RENOVATING
Washington, Jan. 10. A tax of Phone 14D7-R- 4
-.
three cents a gallon on gasoline, to FOR SALE Five-acr- e
WANTED Salesmun with soppiy Mattress henovatiniI, $3 60 and up. and steam heat; light and telephone paid.
ranch, one nile Fred Crollntt. 418 "otlth Second
ooutn Broaoway.
AAL'-v-'toc- k
be paid by the producer, the pro-oeewest of BaYelas
on main ditch;
.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing.
RENT On large room, furnished FORBU!Bu?Kg7o
chinato
sell
EXPERIENCED
of which would be used for alfalfa, fruit, grapesbridge,
salesmen
Phone 47L Ervln Bed- FOR
and berries; no letpacking.
for light housekeeping,
and glassed
ware, glassware, enamelware, aluml- ding Company.
'
710 West Lead.
ft soldiers' bonus Is proposed in a ter lani n the valley.
rabbit.
Phone S411-R- I,
Libsleeping poroh, modern, clean and aunny; FOR SALE Five
nnmware, and trade stimulators.
bill Introduced today by Represent- or write A. H. Sherer, general delivery, eral
head milch cows, two
car stop In front of house. 1221 South
commission paid weekly. Estabcalves, one young cow fresh with first
ative Bacharach, New Jersey, re- city.
FOR SALE Renl Estate Edith.'
lished line.
Reference Dun or Brad- 810 North Broadway.
calf
Four-acre
FOR
The
SALE
he
estimated.
tax,
publican.
ranch, two mllce street. Eagle Importing Co., 1900 North FOR SALE Corner lot,
RENT to people in good health. FOR SALE
city water, grad- WILL
On pur bred
from poetofflce, on main ditch; dtuole Tenth street, St. Louie.
would yield from $240,000,000 to
new rour-rooapartment, new and ated, ready for building, $200; terms $10
cow with one day old calf; can
house.
house, raraaa.
milk
hteWn AUTO
Seven-roo- m
sufficient houses,
furnished:
eleenln
of the highest merit that down, fi per month, 170J East Grand. tractively
$200,000,000 annually
norch. bo Jerey
necessity
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
soen at 1105West Iron.
a,
chickens
and
thoroughbred
eleotrlo
on
eteam
heat. Apply morn
range,
id osyr free trial. FOR SALE By owner,
sella itself
revenue, he said, to meet cash
every respect. Sleeping Porchea. Steam Heat; 160 Feet
corner lot,
tools and furniture; Jerme, phone Profit
a. in., apartment 7, 1215 FOR" BALE Or trad "for hogs, good'
after
liberal. Fast seller, Thousands
ings,
ments to former service men, pro- I41H-Joesiranie looatlon; lowlands; bargain; West Roma,
Frontage WtH Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Term.
work hore. weight about 1100; an be
now In use. Excellent opportunity for
'.
vided In the bill.
sen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end j
business of your own. Writ leaving Albuquerque. 607 South Seventh.
Near
Grand Ranlris. a. memnrlnl aubstantlal
01
8409-R-East
FOR
Rio
SALE
foot
80
lot
Orsnde
Fine
blvd.
"
now
Phone
for
exclusive
Service
PAINTING
'
PAPERING
has been erected to Michigan's Cushion Tube Co., 4010territory.
Silver at reduced nrlce. J. A. Ham- East 15th street,
FOR BALE Carload of the choicest Colo-- 1
IThe administration of law In La first business
woman. Mme. T
mond, 824 East Silver.
WHEN considering painting, paperhang-In- g
Ksnsea Pltv. Mo,
rado Jersey milk cows that has ever
1
new
or kalanmlnlng, call 834, nr call at Deen oirsrea
uranie lownsnip,
NT
xorK,
Framboise, who successfully manror sal In Albuquerque',
807 East Central, for Hanson
nov" a family matter. Mrs, Anna S. aged a
Miscellaneou.
Power. must be sold at once regardleaa of price.
FOR
post in the Grand FOR-RERENT
Ranches
trading
Ground Floor Cromwell Building.
tlrat-cla- s
and Dansrhaneara: Tuberculin tested. Com and sea them
HegK being constable and her hus- Jdver Vallev morn than llin venra
palmar
"
ii'lt HEN'r i.ar'g'e "garage"' 14.00
ilandeil, w guarantee all our work: no Job too at 115 North Second. Iloll'a T,u-rper FOR RENT Rancti, Apply
:
band Judge, ,
;
. ...
i month. 809 North Eleventh!
aso. ;'.:..
.
It West Central. r
big or toe small,
.
S non is,
it

DIECKM.WX REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.
309 W. Gold
Phone 670.
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Is an article of much food value and is inexpensive.
A Large Package,

BE OBSERVED

HELD YESTERDAY

WIIEA

FOOD OF

T HR FT WEEK TO

fe

lb. and 12 oz. for 25c

t

Ml II i

B!

Few Changes in Officers and Committee to Be Named By
Y. M. C. A. This Morning;
Directors' Lists; Citizens'
National Has Its Best
Plans for Activities Will
Year.
Be Decided Tonight.
.

WARD'S

STORE.

SI 5 Marble Avenue.

were

practically no
yesterday in the
administrative departments of the
banks when they
Albuquerque
held their annual elections of
officers and directors yesterday
There
changes

HOMER H. WARD
rhoncs

made

afternoon.
The State National Bank reelected as Its officers J. B. Hern-dopresident;
Koy MacDonald,
R. M. Merritt,
vice president;
vice president;
Jerre Haggard,
cashier; J. E. McCanna, assistant
cashier; H. II. Herkenhoff, assistant cashier. The directors are J.
H. Herndon, Roy MacDonald, R.
M. Merritt. Jerre Haggard, O. N.
Marron, M. K. Wilder and T. J.
Ross.
The State Trust and Savings
Bank elected
J. B. Herndon,

n,

PJII

LET'S GO

WILLIAM

Last Time

CHRISTY

CABANNE'S

"AT THE STAGE BOOR"
Featuring BILLIE DOVE and BILLIE QUIRK
An

interesting tale of the fascinating
of the theater.
ADDED

president; Jerre Haggard, vico
president; J. J, Tierney, cashier
and Fred A. White, assistant
The board of directors
cashier.
for this bank is the same as that
of the State National.
The Citizens' National Bank under the administration of A. G.
Simms during the past year has
resources from
increased
its

world

ATTRACTIONS

"FOX LATEST NEWS"
"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons
REGULAR

I

ADMISSION

to $1,107,000. The surplus account went from $2,000 to
The officers for 1922 are
$15,000.
A. G. Simms, president; D. A.
Porterfield, vice president; H. C.
Roehl, vice president; II G. Bnn-jccashier; Earl C. Porterfield
and Fred Luthy, assistant cashiers.
The directors are A. O. Simms,
P. A. Portrfield, II. G. Bunjes,
Robert E. Dietz, who is also vice
president of t he Dlotz Lantern
company of New York, C. T.
French, D. E. Harrington, Fred
Luthy, A. L. Martin, John F.
Simms.
The officers of the First National Bank elected are J. M.
president: Guy L. Rogers,
active vice president; C. S. White,
vice president and cashier; H. F.
Rnynolds, vice president; J. E.
assistant
cashier; Mellton
Cox,
Chavez, assistant cashier, and
Herman Snyder, assistant cashier.
The directors of the First Na
tlonnl Bank for the coming year
are Joshua S. Rnynolds. A.
H. F. ItaynoMs, J. M.
Rnynolds, and Guy K Rogers.
Tlie officers of the First Savings Bank and Trust company for
the coming year are J. M.
president: C. R. White, vice
president; ,T. E. Cox. secretary
and treasurer; F. K. Howell, assistant secretary and treasurer.
The directors of the bank are
J. E. Cox, Louis Tlfeld, A. B. Mc- Millcn, H. F. Reynolds, J. M.
ltavnolds, G. L. Rogers, Lloyd
Sturges and C. P. While.
$705,000

PRICES

s.

.

LOCAL ITEMS

Fben 4 and 5.
Coal Supply i;
Elks will hold regular meeting
tonight at 8 o'clock.
Dr. Hurray, osteopathic physician,
Woolworth
Bids., phone 644-G. K. Warren Post, Women's
Relief corps, will meet this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at I. O. O. F.
hall. There will be a Joint Installation of officers.
Factory wood, fun truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phono 91.
St. John's cathedral church will
hold its annual parish meeting this
evening at 7:80 o'clock. All members and friends of the parish are
Supper will
urged to be present.
be served at the Guild hall, following the meeting.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union office for
S. T. .Olney, B. F. Florence, J. C.
Hicks, Grace Flemming, Mrs. P. L.
Brown. Miss Hilda Huttingtr, Milton Stockpole, Otto Davana and K.
H. Oakes.
The Eastern 3tar social club
will mee.t at the Masonic club
rooms at 2:30 this afternoon.
The Methodist Brotherhood held
Its monthly dinner last night in
the church with an attendance of
GO men.
The speakers were Dr.
Alonzo V. Bright and Carl C.
'

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

Ray-nold- s,

OTH MAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 d. First St.

Phone

0 ,7-.-

g

,i

CITY BUILDING
.

Ray-nold- s,

CORD HIGHEST

IERE

Under the direction of a committee of the T. M. C. A., AlbuNational
observe
querque will
Thrift week starting January 17.
tobe
named
committee
will
The
day and will meet at the "T" this
evening at 7:30 o'clock to form
plans for the week here.
Thrift week is a national movement fostered by the T. M. C. A.
throughout the country in
with many
other
The purpose
organizations.
of the week Is to stimulate the Individual to think straight and to
act wisely in regard to personal
money matters In the realm of
earning, spending, saving, investing and giving.
The basis of the national observance consists of the following
economic
creed work:
work and earn; make a budget;
record expenditures; have a bank
account; carry life Insurance: own
your own home; make a will; invest in safe securities: pay bills
promptly and share with others.
National Thrift day, the opening
day of the week, is January 17,
Beniamln Franklin's birthday.
saved
"A penny
is a penny
earned," is one of the truths which
originated with Franklin and has
endured more than a century.
The rest of the week is divided
Into special days Including budget
dry, life Insurance day, own your
own home day. pay bills promptly
day, share with others day and
make a will day.
Announcement of the plans for
observing the week will be mnde
following its
by the committee
meeting tonight.
seml-publ-

At Its meeting last night, the
university club decided that, when
the First National Bank erected
its proposed new quarters, It would
take the top floor.

Oak Grove, Woodmen Circle,
will meet tonight at 8 o'clock at
the Knights of Pythias hall. There
will bo Installation of officers.
it. B. Wallenhorse of Wagon
Mound, was a business visitor In
the city yesterday.
The Fraternal Brotherhood will
meet at 8 o'clock tonight In the I.
O. O. F. hall.
There will be installation of officers.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wagner have
returned from a vacation spent at
Aztec, N. M.
R. I Maddox and family of Silver City, passed through Albuquerque yesterday on their way homo
from a trip to Aztec, N. M.
The Hornets defeated the Midgets 27 to 9 In a basketball game
at the Library school yesterday
afternoon.
This is the fourth victory for the Hornets this season.
Mrs. Joseph Pies will entertain
at cards this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock for Mrs. K. Nagel.
J. W. Bruner, secretary of the
New Mexico Baptist convention,
who wag operated on Monday
morning at Baylor hospital,
Texas, is recovering steadily,
according to telegrams received at
the convention offices here. Owing
to the serious nature of the opera
tion, it will be at least six weeks
.

Reports

Shows!

AtJD

DEATHS

has Just passed
Albuquerque
through the greatest building year
in its history, according to figure,?
contained in the annual building
report which was submitted yester-da.- y
morning to City Manager Gladding by City Engineer Frank Kim-

coxNrn.

Osteopathic
Stern Hills. Tel.
TRV

1

m. d. d. o.
Specialist.
701-.- I,

2033--

THE

Manhattan Cafe
for vorn MEALS
124 North Fourth
l nomas
ICE CREAM

n
Packed
$1.M. Delivered.
ball. The report also carries a reci.'It.t
rif?iii.i?u
yiMrn.iT.
ommendation that as soon as the
I
Phone nt:t.
able to make
city is financially
necessary improvements on Univer
these
sity Heights and the Terrace,
rnnrh
mmnnilU. k c.l,ln,l
to the city
JOHNSON COAL CO,
Including the permit issued for
Coal and Wood.
the extension of the Alvarado
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
hotel, which Is for $300,000, and
Miss
of
The
funeral
ALFOBD
iDOO
NORTH FIRST STREET
excluding the improvements at the
Santa. Fe shops, which run well Anna Alford, who died last Sunday
Phono 388-h
into the hundreds of thousands of evening at her apartments on
SflSBSESJSEsi
held
will
be
dollars, the buildinir fienres for South Arno street,
this mornine at 8 o'clock at the
SS3.7 24 94.
1921 areImprove"a
ments during 1920 amounted to Immaculate Conception church,
where Father Mandalari will say
GlO,206.
Machine
Calin
be
will
The amount of construction call- - low mass. Burial
i
Crollott will be in
ed for in permits for the various vary cemetery.
months of the year were as follows: charge.
$ 11,420.00
.Tnmiarv
Fannie S. Spitj:. TeJ K02, 323 N.
Emanuel Bennett.
BENNETT
17.98(1.00
Tenth St. Send for mall orrfer list
February
5:30
at
died
40,
yesterday morning
65,1119.00
March
Sil50.208.00 at his apartments at 311 West
April
Mav
41,827.00 ver avenue. Mr. Bennett came here
28. 637. On from Mobile a few months ago for
June
HOMES FOR SALE BY
,J
34.171.00 the benefit of his health. The body
OWNER.
155,158. 00 was taken to Crollott's funeral par(August
1, It
hi.
Several new 4 to
press
41,671.00 lors pending funeral arrangements.
September
terms.
Would consider
brick,
October
52,928.00
SB,
D.
Sanches.
lease
J.
RANCHES
by
right parties.
November
FIRE RATE SURVEY
98,045.00
December
326,724.94 died last night at his residence
821 W. Silver. Phone 1949-BEING MADE HERE
The report refers to the large after a short Illness. He Is sursisnumber of bouses built rs a sign of vived by Mrs. Sanchcs and one who
BY UNDERWRITERS
the increasing population of the ter, who lives at ElofPaso. Tex.,
her brother's
citv. There were 4 3 adobes 25 has been notified
A resurvey of the city is beingihri'ck houses. 31 frame houses. 'and death.
Funeral arrangements are
D
of his sister.
1
under-arrival
the
made by fire insurance
22 frame and stucco houses erected awaiting
writers preparatory to readjusting! drying the vear, making a total of Crollott Is in charge.
the insurance rate. The last flre,i2t houses put up,
risk survey was made here ten
Among the wealthy families In
The city laid 6.1 S lineal feet of
Co.
years ago. The Inspection will be sidewalk during the year, the re China it is Improper for widows to
devoted mainly to the business sec- - port snows, and sent out 120 remarry.
tion of the city where all buildings notices to property owners to begin
PHONE 293
win De examined to nrcertain tneir construction of sidewalks,
293 TAX
.
probable fire risk. The survey is
In charge of A. L. Blair, local rep- IflUM'C DADICU Tfl
If it's groceries we have it. Ioo!
i.
rrt
rescntatlve of the fire underwrit- - O ' JUnll O rMnlon IU
over tho stock and compare prices. m
ers, and W. E. Fulkerson of the
1EET THIS EVENING Irco delivery anywhere Conroy's expert vvatcn iviaKing, EjnDenver office.
516 West Central. Phone graving, Jewelry Repairing
4;rorcry,
The survey
6tarted yesterday
702-Opposite Postoffice.
wlt.'i an lnsnection of buildings on L Members of St. John s Episcopal
122 S. Fourth
Phone 90.1-The resurvey Cathedral church will hold their
University Heights.
parish meeting tonight at
wan brought
about by the city nnmual
church at 8 o'clock. Bishop
commission, which is attempting to the
A Very Nlco
For Sale.
Frederick B. Howdon will preside.
establish lower insurance rates in Tho
Juust west of Ninth St., on W.
past year's activities of various
the city.
Silver
Ave.,
only $775.00 for
organizations will bo set forth In
reports and programs for the new quick sale.
Four rooms, large sleeping
RESEARCH BOARD OF
A new
year will be outhnned.
Ixsvcrctt-Znp- f
porch, bath, hardwood floors,
& Company
will be elected. St. John's
vestry
refinlshed inside and out; will
.FOREST SERVICE IS
Guild has arranged to serve cofbe
vacant the 11th.
and sandwiches in the
HOLDING CONFERENCE fee, pie
Call 979-guild hall at the conclusion of the
as a social feature.
meeting,
parish
'
The annual sessions of the forest
service research committee started
KING IS ENGAGED.
at district forest sen-icoffice here
Belgrade, Jan. 10. King Alex-- j
Engineer.
yesterday. The committee consists ander's engagement to Princess:
Apply at
of the various forest service district Mario of Rumania has been cn- IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
received. Flags were
.hi annual meeting is to V.11 thusiastlcally
,. lm
fh
hnor
,urnh1!f
the
work
done
research
during
the
PHONE 678
the announcement was
116 West Silver
year and to map out the program mediately
for the coming year. Q. A. Pear- made
C. A. HODGES, Prop.
son of the Fort Valley experiment
MONEY
station is in the city to attend the
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
oonference.
and mall it to Foley & Co., 283!i
Call at the ,
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
ing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
DOINGS
,
package containing Foley's Honey
and
Tar
for coughs,
Many of the residents of the colds andCompound
croup;
Foley Kidney
Heights are beginning to clean up fills for pains
Leaves Albuquerque,
7:46 am
In sides and back:
their yards and getting ready for rheumatism
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
and
backache,
kidney
spring planting.
Leaves
Santa
4:00 pm
Fe
bladder
ailments; and Foley
There are still about fifty workArrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm
Tablets, a wholesome and
men engaged in building constructhoroughly cleansing cathartic for
600
tion on the Heights.
IT have a
field grown.
headbiliousness
The Superior Building company constipation,
of fine standard Varlties
list
and
aches,
Sold
bowels.
sluggish
has lust ordered in a water tap
for March delivery.
preparatory to building a California everywhere.
RAYMOND F. BliOOM
Office Singer Mar Store,
on
corner
of
the
type bungalow
SIO West Ontral
Phone 21 67-- .r
Malone Taxi & transfer 158
Stanford and Silver avenues.
Ilair-C.nllo-

v.'

diiSm

JESSE L.LASKY

P,U3SBNT3

THOMAS

fit

O

A 'Prince o

lo

f

'
h-To-

j

r

"lOt

back to
1 Ills own kind in time.

X'4

to Kind."

K,ndca"

A love drama of an
episode in a man's life
and a woman's whole

USED TO Hi: A JlUACK"
And now merely a rich yonnj? waster!
But against these candid words of his friend was tlio
boundless faith of a girl:
"Maybe you ARE a prlllce.',
Maybe he WAS! You'U know when ron're teen this heartwarming picture.
BASED OX GEO. M. COHAN'S FAMOUS PLAT
CAST

A
photo - dramatic
classic flaming with the
fire of Kipling's genius

MILDRED

INCLUDES

ADDED

existence.

ADDED

"B0RTGN HOLMES TtlAHELCG
IREfl
PRICES

"

ATTRACTION

"ASSAULT

HARRIS

ATTRACTIONS

REGULAR

FLATTERY"

AHD
COMEDY

REGULAR

It Pays to Buy

PRICES

FIRST ANNUAL

hmil

10

BALL

Where
Where
Where
Where

ARMORY

flsxt Thursday, Jan. 12, 1922
The first and greatest Movie Ball ever held in
this city.
Do not fail to impersonate your favorite star.'
See your theater manager for photo of your

favorite star.

k

Gold Cash Prizes to be given away to the best
star impersonators.
Movies will be taken of the ball Also a Two-ReComedy, entitled "Hubby's Dream," will be
produced the day following the Movie Ball.
Characters for this picture will be selected at the
ball by Edward Lazar, director of the Navajo Film
Company, who will direct this picture with Albuquerque actors.
After completion these pictures will be shown
el

at the

M1W

i

fc

selections are complete
prices are the lowest in town
easy terms can be arranged
liberal discounts for cash are given

See us before you buy.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
h
post, heavy coil spring,
Ivory finished Bed,
all cotton mattress; complete, reg- C?0" UfZ
two-inc-

ular price $29.75.

cPXelD

Special

Brussels Tapestry Rugs, in beautiful designs, sizes
9x12, regular price '
..
XOel D
$29.00. Special

C1Q AP
... ....... $

Axminster Rugs, seamless, heavy quality, beautiful
designs, sizes 9x12; regular
(tQ" HtZ
IO
price $49.00. Special

$Ol

THEATER

WATCH

FOR

LIVINGSTON & CO.

DATE

Don't Miss This Opportunity to See Yourself
and Your Friends in the Movies

ARMORY

-

Shelled Pinon Nuts

AH

vWS

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Rudyard Kipling's
Without Benefit
ofClerdy

KT.FC11tT' SIIOK SHOP
213 South Kecond.
rhune B(1J-l'ree Call and Delivery.

c. n.

rfMH

t

TODAY AND TOMORROW

CITV

TRUJILLO The funeral of Mrs.
Rosalia G. Trujillo, who died yes-- ,
be
terrlny morning at Alameda, will Inheld th'.s morning at Alameda.
cemPnn
Carlos
in
will
be
terment
Garcia & P0113 will have
etery.
charge.
LL'CEP.O
The funeral of Do-- 1
.
mingo Lucero, who died last Men-dav evening at his residence, will
!
held ll S momin" at 0 O'ClOCK
Burial
at the family residence.
'will be in Panta Barbara cemetery.
Crollott will bo in cnargc.
1

H

P. M.

11

Written By Himself for the Screen

(Br Th Asmirlsted rremi.)
Belfast, Jan. 10. A bomb exploded this afternoon In West Belfast, injuring a little girl. Windows
in the neighborhood
were shatAn outburst of shooting
tered,.
followed, but was quickly quelled
by the police.
This evening two moro bombs
were exploded In a street where a
number of children were playing.
Six
of them
were injured by
splinters.

charse.

'

TO

TODAY AND TOMORROW

LITTLE GIRL INJURF?
WHEN BOMB EXPLODES

FUNERALS

Great Increase of 1921 CHAVEZ The funeral of Jose
Over Past Years; Favors R. Chavez, who died last Sunday;
morning,' will be held this morning;
Extending the City Limits at Bel"n. Garcia & Sons will have

1

inn &nrwM

ten-poi-

Ma-ge'- e.

Buildinq

CONTINUOUS

ALBUQUERQUE

Is

ST

IfUoME FURNISHERS

NEXT THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 12 '
Admission Gentlemen, $1.00;
Ladies, 25c

WEST GOLD AVE.

213-21- 5

Albuquerque, New Mexico

(Including War Tax)

.

.

Hal-har- t,.

4

.....

WA

N T E
DELIVERY BOY.

FOGG,

qt

TTT--

The Jeweler

l.t

lr.i.!

CERRILL0S EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Pcr.Ton .

COAL

).50

SICN OF CO0D COAL

,

nigh Heat Value
Price No Clinkers

Low

Least Expensive.

Phone

MILK!
are now
We

PER TON

HAili

iilk

Phone 1046

and Cream

Satisfaction guaranteed.

BEZEMEK'S

COAL CO.
PHONE 91.

MILK!

To all parts of the city.

FOR RENT

85.

prepared to deliver

fresh Pure

Burns Longer

Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.

J.

It

BY BUYING

Sugarite Fancy Chestnut

Palace Drug

1

MONEY

SAVE

DAIRY

,

LEABfi TO TELEGHAP
I have five learners' sets of Instruments, including key, sounder, resonator, battery and switches for sale at a sacrifice An
hour or two practice each day will make you proficient in ten
months to a year. Two persons taking it up and
working together will make greater progress.
I will give personal Instructions free to get you started Also
have two automatic Martin sending machines, reasonable.
i

1902 North Fourth St.

.

PHONE

2074-- J.

J.

WANTED

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

W.

!l Calhoun

.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Phone

SINGER TAXI

Let Us Send a Man
replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber uo.
Phono 421. 42S Nortn nrst.

To

For Service In
CCAL-LU?,I5EP;;-

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

GUYS TRANSFER
Phone 371

'

324 S. Second

STAGE

Imperial Laundry
alifornia Roses

We delivet any size any

where. Henry Transfer Co.
Phone 939.

ELMSHOTEL
Finest rooms in the state-ste- am
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates with or without private bath, S4 to $10 week
Transient rate. $1,50 single;
double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.
$2.00

G. S. G. Wood & Coal Co.
1800 S. Third St. Phone 1450W
Split Red Cedar for Kindling
140 lbs. delivered
$1.00
2.000 lbs. delivered.
.$12.00
Split Wood for Stove
160 lbs delivered for.... $1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered for. $10.00
Blocks, Ono Foot Lang
175 lbs. delivered for. ..$1.00
2,000 lbs., delivered for. .$8.00
Blocks, 1 2 Ft. Long
180 ibs. delivered....... $1.00
$8.S0
2,000 lbs. delivered
We handle Red Cedar, Fipon

Call

.

Juniper.

.

COAL SUPPLY and

.......
....

......

eOD

...

WMM CO.

4 Phones 5

Let Onr

Trucks Give Von Service

'

H. A. COLVIN,

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coul
$11.00 Per Ton
Cnll
ALBUQUERQUE TRANSFER
401
Phono G42,
North First St.

Contractor & Builder

Builder
of medium, priced
houses either by contract
or
per cent Estimates furnished.
N. 12th. Phono 875--

"0

:

